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A B S T RAe T
This dissertation presents the results of an analytical and ex-
perimental investigation of the buckling strength of thin-walled cen-
trally loaded columns and their component plates with emphasis on the
effect of residual stress on the buckling strength. Although particu-
lar consideration is given to columns made of constructional alloy
steel, the analytical method can be applied to thin-walled columns of
most structural steels.
The residual stresses present in rolled heat-treated shapes and
in plates due to cutting and both edge and center welds were studied
experimentally on T-1 constructional alloy steel. The results are tab-
ulated for use in the prediction of the residual stress distribution in
plates and in rolled heat-treated shapes of the steel.
The buckling strength of thin-walled centrally loaded columns was
studied. The analysis was performed for the pinned-end column with the
use of a digital computer. It was shown that there is a possibility
that a steel column fails torsionally. It was found that residual
stress distribution reduces or raises the elastic-torsional buckling
strength as opposed to flexural buckling. A large reduction of the
strength; however, results in the inelastic torsional buckling from the
presence of residual stress, as it does for inelastic flexural buckling.
The buckling strength of component plates was studied. The solu-
tions were obtained on the basis of a finite difference approximation of
the differential equations with variable coefficients, the resulting
-1-
eigenmatrix being solved numerically by a digital computer. The nu-
merical results are presented in the form of a plate buckling curve
of stress-width-thickness ratio for plates with various boundary con-
ditions containing idealized distributions of residual stress. The
effect of residual stress on the local buckling strength of column
cross sections is shown for a few cases by means of a reduction factor
of width-thickness ratio.
!
I
I
I
I
I
was made by the finite difference method. It was found that the effect
The effect of local buckling on column buckling strength was
studied as the extension of the local buckling analysis. f~'~$The analysis
I
I
is negligible for practical purposes.
Finally, comparisons were made between the theoretical re-
suits and the experimental results of buckling strengths of columns
and plates. It was shown that good correlation exists between them.
-2-
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1. I N T·R a D U C T ION
1.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The problem of stability in compression members in steel struc-
tutes has received a great deal of attention from researchers in recent
years, The importance of inelastic stability due to the existence of
residual stresses in steel structures has been recognized and so has
the effect of resi.dual stresses on the strength of the members, The
development of high-sLt:'engthsteels has continued recently, resulting
. in steels which are three times stronger than structural carb0n steel.
The use of these high strength steels in structural. members may
cause a somewhat different behavi.or than that of members of structural
carbon steel, so that attention must be given to these new steels be-
fore using them.
This dissertation presents the results of an analytical and
experiment.a1 investigation of the buckling strength of thin-walled
cent.ra1ly loaded columns and their component plate.s. Special attention
is given to the effect of residual stress on the buckling strength. The
buckling phenomena can be defined only on a theoretically straight or
flat compression member. Although no such perfect member exists in
practice, the buckling strength is the most fundamental characteristic
of the compressi.on member on which the strength of practical compres-
sion members is dependent, and the uncertainties such as initial out-of-
straightness are best taken care of for design purposes by the factor
-3-
of safety. Although particular consideration is given to columns made
of high-strength steel, the analytical method can be applied to thin-
walled columns of most structural steels.
The failure of a centrally loaded column can be divided, in
general, into two major categories, a total failure of the column, or
a local fai1ure(1)(2)~ In the first case, which is called column
buckling, it is implied that no distortion of the cross section takes
place. In the second case, local buckling, the lines of interaction
of the middle planes of the components plates are assumed to remain
straight. However, it is well known that, in some cases such as
typically represented by a column with a cruciform cross section, both
column buckling and local buckling are one combined physical occurrence
and this buckling c~n not be divided into two components. It is also
shown that buckling of the column accompanies deformation of the cross
section, and in most general cases reduces, somewhat, the buckling
strength. This topic is called the interaction of column and local
buck1ing(3) or th~ effect of cross sectional deformation on the buck-
ling strength of columns.
Extensive studies have been made on the topics related to
e1as~ic columns and to aluminum columns loaded into the inelastic
range in the field of aeronautical engineering. However, these columns
can be considered free of residual stress and consequently the results
can not be applied directly to steel columns.
*The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references (Chapter 12).
-4-
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Residual stresses are observed in almost all structural ·steel
members. They are formed as a result of plastic deformations which
take place during or after various fabrication procedures. It is well
known that rolled sections contain residual stress due to uneven cool-
ing after rolling~4).(S) There are several other causes by which the
residual stress may be formed, such as cold straightening, shearing,
flame cutting, and welding. The residual stress formed by the welding
process is usually larger in magnitude tha~ that existing in rolled
shapes, or those due to shearing and flame cutting and consequently
has more effect on buckling strength(S)(6). Since welded built-up
members are being used more frequently in steel construction due to
economy and convenience, it is quite important to have a knowledge of
residual stresses formed by welding and of the effect of residual stress
on the strength of members.
When a column containing residual stress is subjected to thrust,
it will behave elastically until the thrust reaches a certain value
which causes yielding in some portion of the cross section. Under a
thrust less than this value and for c~rtain geometrical limitations,
the column and its component plates may buckle elastically.
When the"thrust exceeds this value, some parts of the cross sec-
tion start to yield due to the presence of compressive residual stresses.
Thereafter, the cross section consists of elastic parts and plastic*
parts, and the buckling under this loading is called elastic-plastic
buckling. The theory of elasticity is no longer applicable to the
*The word plastic is used, since struct~)~g)steel can be considered as
an elastic-perfectly plastic material .
-5-
.yielded portion, and the theory of plasticity must be used to deter-
mine the stiffness of this portion.
With the increase of thrust, it reaches a value which makes the
cross section completely plastic. The buckling at this magnitude of
the thrust is called plastic buckling.
In spite of the many and long discussions on the topic, no
definite conclusions have been reached on the applicability of the two
types of theory of plasticity; one is the total strain theory(9)(lO)(11)
and the other is the incremental theory(12). Both are used to deter-
mine the stiffness of the yielded portion of the cross section for the
analyses of this dissertation.
Prior to the investigation of this dissertation, the effect of
residual stress has been considered extensively for the Euler type
buckling of rolled wide-flange shapes and welded H-and box-shapes of
structural carbon steel and the results showed a good agreement with
experimental results(4)(5)(6)(13)(14). However, no comprehensive
analytical study is available on torsional buckling and on flexural-
torsional buckling. Solutions were obtained in a few simplified cases
for the local buckling of the columns with the effect of residual
stress(15). These are the solutions based on the energy approach for
plates simply supported, fixed and elastically restrained at both un-
I
loaded edges. The loading is uniform on the edges simply supported in
all three cases. No other extensive study is yet available for the
other loading conditions, or for other boundary conditions. The boun-
dary conditions studied in this dissertation include.not only conditions
-6-
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for a plate but conditions for plate assemblies which consists of cross
sections of columns. No literature has been found on the role of resi-
dual stresses in the simultaneous occurrence of column buckling and
local buckling.
Si.nce no information is available on residual stresses existing
in heat-treated constructional alloy steel at which the static yield
stress* is about 100 ksi, a study was made to determine experimentally
the magnitude and distri.bution of residual stress in T-l steel plates
and shapes.
The continued introduction of new high-strength steels makes. it
desirable to have a general theoretical solution for the buckling
strength of columns and their component plates made up of such steels.
Based on the solution, a proper width-thickness ratio of the component
plates to be used in columns is determined and the strength of columns
can be estimated.
The objective of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
(1) To determine the residual stresses in T-l steel
plates and shapes experimentally, on which no in-
formation is available at present.
(2) To investigate the buckling strength of centrally
loaded columns, which contain residual stress, and
which may buckle by bending, by torsion, or by the
combination of these two.
.*Definition of the static yield stress is given in Chapter 9.
-7-
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(3) To. investigate the local buckling strength of these
same columns including.the solution for component
plates as well as for plate assemblies, so that a
knowledge of proper width-thickness ratio to be. used
in columns can be obtained, and,
(4) To investigate the interaction of column and local
buckling in order to see whether this interaction.is
important for the determination of the strength of
columns, or whether the two independent analyses at
present used in the design of columns are sufficient
to estimate their buckling strength.
1.2 SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
j
Extensive reviews of previous studies are given in Ref. 15 for
the buckling of plates and in Ref. 14 for residual stress and the buck-
ling of columns. The reviews are summarized briefly here and are ex-
tended to include other studies.
Residual Stre5Ses
~esidual stresses are the stresses that remain in a material as
a result of plastic deformations. These are caused by the uneven cool-
ing of the material 'after hot-rolling as well as by various fabrication
methods such as welding and cold bending(4) (5).
-8-
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An analytical approach to the determination of the magnitudE:
and distribution of residual stresses: in rolled structural shapes and
welded plates and shapes is very complicated and not exact. Simple
by h (4)(16)(17)(18)(19)(20)cases have been analyzed many researc ers
based on simplified, and hence approximate, assumptions.
Much attention has been given to the measurement of residual
stress in plates and shapes. The irrnnediate interest for this disser-
tation is the study which will give information on residual stress due
to uneven cooling and due to welding with respect to the geometric and
material properties of plates and shapes.
Residual stresses were measured on a considerable number of hot-
rolled wide-flange shapes of itructural carbon steel so as to permit a
good estimate of the magnitude and distribution of residual stress likely
to be encountered in practical cases(4)(2l). Similar measurements have
been made on hot-rolled wide-flange shapes of A242 steel(22) and are
underway on the shapes of A44l steel (23). Those results carried out
at Lehigh University are surrnnarized in Ref. 5. Although there were
many measurements of residual stresses in welded plates as represented
by Refs. 24 to 30, Ref. 31 was the first to present definite conclusions
as to the variation of resid.ual stress due to the geometric properties
of the plate itself, which included a wide variety of plates of ASTM A7
steel, welded manually. The investigation was continued in order to ob-
tain similar results on automatically welded ASTM A7 plates and on A44l
plates~32). A similar experimental study has been made on residual
stresses present in welded shapes of ASTM A7 steel so as to be able to
-9 -
estimate residual stresses in practical welded built-up members with
structural app1ication(33).
Centrally Loaded Columns
The strength of a column may be defined by either of two criteria:
the bifurcation (or buckling) load, and the ultimate load. The buckling
load may be defined as the load at which the theoretically straight
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
column is indifferent to its deflected position.
the maximum load a column can carry.
The ultimate load is
I
The development of the theory of elastic buckling of thin-walled
.'
columns has been reviewed in Refs. 1 and 2~ The most comprehensive
theory of elastic flexural-torsional buckling has been presented by
Th~rlimann(34) .
The earlier theories for inelastic buckling of columns were
established by Engesser. He presented his tangent modulus theory and
later the reduced modulus theory for the inelastic buckling strength
of columns. In 1947, Shanley published a paper giving the bifurcation
point of a centrally loaded column as the tangent modulus load. Refer-
ence 1 has a summary on these theories and discussions.
The residual stresses were introduced in the past decade as the
main factor influencing the strength of centrally loaded columns.
For a column cross section containing residual stresses, certain
fibers will yield before others when the column is loaded. The material
-10-
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of the crosS section is .thereafter, no longer homogeneous, and the
stiffness of the cross section must be determined by the knowledge of
the theory of elasticity for the elastic part and by the theory of
plasticity for the yielded part, respectively. The stress-strain rela-
tionship of structural steel can be idealized for practical purposes
as elastic perfectly plastic(7)(8). With this idealized relationship,
the tangent modulus load for the flexural buckling strength of a column
with residual stress is given by the fo11owing.equation(35)
I pcr
EI
e (10 1)
I
I
I
I
where P is the applied load at which the column starts to buckle, I
cr e
is the moment of inertia of the elastic part of the cross section at
the loading and L is the total length of a pinned-end column. The
derivation of this equation in a more comprehensive form is given in
Ref. 36, which may be applied to material other than steel.
The solution of Eq. 1.1 requires the function relating I to
e
on the assumed or measured residual stress distribution in the cross
section and the other is an approximate method based on the stress-
I
I
P
cr
This has been carried out by either of two methods; one is based
I
strain relationship of the cross section containing residual
stresses(5)(22)(37). The first method is exact, provided the measured
made was usually for a simplified residual stress distribution such as
residual stress distribution is used for the analysis. However, becauseI
I
of the difficulty encountered in numerical computation, the analysis
I
I
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the triangular distribution for rolled shapes and the rectangular dis-
tribution for welded shapes in the flanges.
Many experimental investigations conducted with the theoretical
analyses showed that residual stress played an important role in deter-
mining the strength of flexural buckling of hot-rolled and welded bui1t-
I
I
I
I
I
siona1 buckling was not paid much attention in the past. A study has
been made by Stowell (11) on the inelastic buckling of hinged flanges,
1 (5)(6)(14)(22)(38)(39)(40)(41)up co umns • The study of inelastic tor- I
I
where the theory of inelastic buckling of plates was applied, rather
than column theory. The inelastic torsional buckling topic was more
interesting in the field of beams and beam-columns, where lateral or
lateral-torsional buckling was the major cause of the failure. The solu-
tions of lateral and lateral-torsional buckling were obtained for wide-
I
I
I
flange beams and beam-columns of structural carbon steel in the ine1as-
t ' (42)(43)(44)(45)~c range . Reference 46 gives the literature of the I
work in the field. In spite of the extensive studies on 1atera1-tor-
siona1 buckling, no direct attention was given to the flexural-torsional
buckling of columns.
In the field of aeronautical engineering, the influence of aero-
dynamic heating on torsional stiffness had been gaining attention in
recent years. Several investigators have shown that thermal stress re-
duced the torsional stiffness of the wings (47) (48)(49). The behavior
of the section containing residual stress may be close in nature to that
including uneven thermal stresses. In this view these studies can be
considered closely related to the study of torsional buckling with resi-
dual stress.
-12-
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A paper has been presented discussing the effect of residual
stress on the flexural-torsional buckling of steel columns (50) , in
which it has shown theoretically as well as experimentally that resi-
dual stress has a marked effect on elastic buckling as well asinelas-
tic buckling of angle and cruciform columns. The analysis of inelastic
buckling in the paper is made simply, by discarding the contribution of
the yielded portion of the cross section to the bending stiffness as
well as to the torsional stiffness.
Local Buckling
The local buckling of a column is essentially an instability
phenomenon which involves a change of shape of the cross section. The
analysis of local buckling is made for a plate or a plate assembly. It
is natural that the equations developed for plates are applied under
the assumption that the line of interaction of the middle planes of
the component plate remain straight.
The development of the theory of elastic buckling of thin plates
is reviewed in Refs. 1 and 2. Reference 1 includes an approximate
solution of elastic local buckling problems in plate assemblies, to-
gether with a review of other investigations. in the tield. A solu-
tion of buckling of the plate assembly has been obtained for elastic
column.s having I , Z, channel, and rectangular tube sections by the
. (51) (52)
energy method .
Attempts to extend the theory of plate stability into the
-13-
inelastic range were made by many investigators in the early·
'30' s (1)(53) (54). However, a comprehensive theory of the inelastic
buckling of plates has had to await the development of the theory of
plasticity.
There are two main current trends in the development of ine1as-
tic buckling of plates, one based on Hencky's total strain or deforma-
(55)· (56)tion theory and the other on Prandt1-Reuss' incremental theory .
Bij1aard appears to have been the first to arrive at satisfactory
theoretical solutions for inelastic buckling theories of p1ates(9)(57)(58~
His work is the most comprehensive of all available including those which
appeared later. He considered both the incremental and the total strain
theories and concluded that the total strain theory is correct since it
leads to lower inelastic loads than are obtained from the incremental
(59) .theory • Ilyushin applied the total ,str~in theory to derive the
basic differential equation for the strain-reversal mode1(10), which was
further modified to non-strain-reversa1 models by Stowell (11). Handelman
and Prager presented the inelastic buckling theory of plates based on
the incrembnta1 theory of p1asticity(12). Pearson improved it by using
Shanley's concept(60). -The assumption of these theories are summarized
in Table 1.1.
The total strain theory assumes a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween stress and strain in the inelastic range when the material is under
load. The incremental theory, on the other hand, assumes a one-to-one
correspondence between the rate of change of stress and the rate of
change of .strain. The important basic difference between these two
-14-
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I theories lies in the fact that the stress-strain relationship is inde-pendent of the loading history in the total strain theory. In the in-
of strain is obtained.
It has been said, however, that for the special case of the buckling of
cremental theory, the stress depends on the manner in which the state
It appears logical that the loading history must playa role, in general.
Although many discussions have been made, no definite conclusion
these theories of plasticity has yet been made(12)(60)(6l)(62)(63)(64)(65~on
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
materials such as aluminum, magnesium, titanium alloys and high-strength
steels, the behavior is similar to that defined by the total strain
theory(65). Test results have further shown that only the total strain
theory gives good agreement (11) (15) (58)(66) (67)(68).
The assumpti.ons which lead to the best agreement between theory
I and test data for the inelastic buckling of aluminum-alloy flat platesunder compression are the stress and strain intensities defined by the
I
I
octahedral-shear +aw and the total strain type stress-strain relation-
ship applied to the plates,together with Shanley's concept(68).
The above theoretical studies and the experiments have been mainly
I
I
"advanced for aluminum plates. Thurlimann and Haaijer developed the plas-
tic buckling theory of steel plates(69). In that study, the four inde-
pendent instantaneous flexure and shear moduli of an orthotropic plate
I
I
were determined from the test results of material under consideration.
The effect of residual stress on the elastic buckling strength
of steel plates was studied by Yoshiki, Fujita and Kawai (70), who
I
analyzed a case of center welded plates with the aid of integral equa-
-15-
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ti.ons and showed that the r4;\sidual stress could influence the elastic
buckling strength of a plate. ueda(l5)proceeded with the analysis into
the inelastic range, he considered the existence of compressive residual
stress and showed that integral equations could be used to solve the
problem. He obtained an analytical solution for simply supported, fixed
and elastically restrained plates at the unloaded edges, together with
a numerical solution for simply supported plates with a particular dis-
tribution of residual stress.
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2. STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP AND RESIDUAL STRESS
2.1 STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
When a buckling problem is analyzed, the relationship be-
tween stress and strain must be defined both in the elastic and in-
elastic ranges of material. The most fundamental relationship of
stress and strain is that obtained from a coupon test in uniaxial ten-
sion or compression. Figure 2.1a shows a typical stress-strain re1a-
tionship for a strain hardening material. Figure 2.1b presents an
idealized stress-strain relationship for steel, that of e1astic-per-
fect1y plastic.
In the elastic range the following relationships between the
components of stress and the components of strain have been well esta,..
blished experimentally and are known as Hooke's 1aw(71)
1 [~x \)(cr + e )]e = -x E Y z
1 [<:1y - \)(cr + ~x)]ey = -E z
1 [0' - \)(~ + cry)] (2.1)e = -z E z x
2(1 + \))
Yyz = 'T"E yz
2 (1 + \)2
Yzx 'T"E zx
2(1 + \)
Yxy = 'l"E xy
-17-
where
e , e , e
x y z
a a a
x' y' z
,. ,. ,.
yz' zx' xy
E
= normal strain components in the cartesian
coordinates
shearing strain components in the cartesian
coordinates
normal stress components in the cartesian
coordinates
= shearing stress components in the cartesian
coord.inates
= modulus of elasticity
= Poisson's ratio
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
When the problem under consideration is one of plane stress,
such as is the case with thin plates, this relationship becomes simpler
since ax' ,. and ,. are zeroxy zx
1 (<J va )e = - -
z E z Y
1 (<J V(J ) (2.2)e = -y E Y z
2 (1 + v)
Yyz =
,.
E yz
For the uniaxial case the stress-strain relationship is iden-
tical with the results of coupon tests:
,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
In tpe plastic range an adequate theory of plasticity must be
used. Several theories are available, as reviewed in the previous chap-
e
z
(2.3)
I
I
ter.
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I The stress-strain'relatio~ship by Bijlaard(9) is derivedunder the assumption that plastic deformations are governed by the
I elastic shearing energy of the octahedral type. By subtracting the
I
I
initial stresses and strains before buckling from the total stresses
and strains, the relationship between stress components and strain com-
ponents due to buc~ling is obtained(9)(57), where no strain reversal
is considered. For buckling from a state of uniaxial compression
I
I
(G ,0 = 0 and T= 0) the relationship is given by the following equa-
z y
tions
where k1 to k4 are defined as follows by Poisson's ratio v, tangent
modulus Et on the stress-strain curve of the compression coupon at, the
stress intensity of cr and by the secant modulus E , which are shown
z' s
in Fig. 2.1 (:: )1 + 3
k l = (5 - 4\>+ 3e) - (1 2 (:t)- 2v)
(2.4 )
2 - 2(1 - 2v) (:t)
(5 - 4v+ 3e) - 2 (:t)(1 - 2v)
4 (2.5)
(5 - 4v + 3e)
- (1 - 2') 21~1
1
2 + 2v + 3e
E
- 1E
s
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, k3 =
k4 =
e =
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Ocr ocr and oe , oe are the stresses and strains due to the buckling
z' y z Y
of the plate in 'the z- and y-directions, respectively. Substitution of
I
I
I
2.5 to that in the elastic domain.
The relationship derived by I1yushin(10) and by Stowe11(11)
e = 0 and' E
s
Et = E into the Eqs. 2.5 changes the relationship of Eqs. I
I
under the assumption of Poisson's ratio being equal to ,0.5 even in the
elastic domain, can be obtained by substituting v = 0.5 into Eqs. 2.5.
A ,loss of strain in the strain history, which ~,:i the main
, ,
assumption of the incremental theory, amounts only to a neglect of the
initial plastic deformation at the instant of buckling, which is taken
I
I
I
For unloading, the material is assumed to behave completely
elastically and the relationship between stress and strain may be de-
equal to the ratio of plastic strain to elastic strain, e Ie ) to zero.p e
Equation 2.5 then be'comes identical with the ones derived by Handelman
and Prager (12) •
into account by equating e, as defined by Eq. 2.5, (which is I
I
I
I
fined as follows
E 2 (oe + vee )
1 _ v z y
ocr
E (voe + Oe ) (2.6)=y 1 - 2 z yV
O'T E ooy= 2 (l+v)
In the study of this dissertation, only buckling models with-
out strain reversal are considered so that the relationship of Eq. 2.6
is not necessary.
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2.2 RESIDUAL STRESS
Residual stresses are formed as a result of plastic deformations
which take place during or after various fabrication procedures. These
plastic deformations occur due to uneven cooling of various parts of the
structural shape as well as other fabrication operations. Rolled sec-
tions contain residual stress due to uneven cooling after rolling. The
rate of cooling at the central part of the flanges, in wide flange shapes,
is considerably slower than that at the edges. This higher cooling rate
at the edges normally will cause the formation of compressive residual
stress at the edges and tensile residual stress at the center(4).
Usually the compressive thermal strains at the edges will exceed the
compressive yield strength, so that plastic flow will take place at that
region. As a general result, when a rolled member is cooled to room tem-
perature the central part is left with tensile stress and the edges with
compressive residual stress(4). The rolled sections usually require
cold bending or straightening. Due to such bending which induces stresses
beyond the yield strength in some parts of the section, these parts are
left with a pattern of residual stress. The practice of cambering leaves
a pattern of residual stress distribution similar to the one due to cold
straightening, but which differs from that left by uneven cooling.
Another important cause for residual stress formation is the process of
welding. The residual stresses introduced during a welding operation -
resemble, in pattern, those due to uneven cooling, and their formation
is caused by the localized heat input and resulting plastic deformation.
The formation of welding residual stress is a complicated process because
-21-
of the; large, number of factors involved, such as material properties,
types of we Ids, we Iding procedures, and the geometry of the ,shape (20) .
The geometry of the shape has been shown to be one of the main factors(20).
Welded plates may be regarded as .the components of welded built-
up shapes. When they are welded together to form a built-up column or
any other structural member, residual stresses are formed due to the
process of welding, and this may decrease the strength of the section
considerably. The strength of a compression member, in general, de-
pends on the distribution of the stress in the cross section and on the
moduli of the material which in turn are dependent on the magnitude and
distribution of' residual stresses (5) (15) (40) (41) (45). Therefore, it is
essential to have a knowledge of residual. stresses present in steel mem-
bers in addition to the knowledge of stress-strain relationship in deter-
mining the strength of compression members.
-22-
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3. RESIDUAL STRESS IN T-1 CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLOY STEEL.--
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
3.1 SCOPE OF THE TESTS
It is essential to have a rather accurate knowledge of the
residual stress distribution and magnitude in constructional alloy steel
plates and shapes, precedi~g the analysis of columns built-up from these
alloy steels. The constructional alloy steels are generally quenched
and tempered after they are rolled, as this may introduce somewhat dif-
ferent patterns of residual stress as compared with hot-rolled air-
cooled shapes. Flame cutting is the standard procedure for the fabrica-
tion of built-up shapes, as it is for structural carbon steel.
An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the
pattern of residual stress distribution and magnitude in rolled heat-
treated wide-flange shapes and welded plates of T-1 constructional al-
loy steel.
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
Specimens
It is important that a suitable number of selected representa-
tive shapes and plates should be chosen, so that the residual stress
distribution of a wide variety of rolled heat-treated shapes and plates
may be pre~icted. However, partly because of the availability of the
-23-
shapes and partly because of the importance of wide-flange shapes as a
column cross section, only wide-flange and light beam sections were
chosen among the rolled shapes. Nevertheless, the residual stress in
tee- and ang1e- sections may be predicted closely from the results of
measurements on the above shapes. Residual stresses were measured at
two places for most of the shapes to check any variation along the
length. In addition to the residual stress measurements, tensi1e'cou-
pons and two stub columns were tested. Table 3.1 shows all nine shapes
chosen, together with the details of tests.
The residual stress measurements were made on a variety of
welded plates of T-1 steel so as to represent the co~ponent parts of
commonly used built-up shapes. The non-welded as-cut plates were in-
cluded to check the effect of welding. The geometry of plates included
are from 4 inches to 24 inches in width and from 1/4 inch to 1 inch in
thickne.ss. Table 3.2 giv'es the sizes of the plates and tests conducted
on them. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the geometry of the plates andaddi-
tiona1 related information on tests and welding. Since shearing is also
used as an edge preparation for thin plates, a few plates with sheared
edges were included in addition to the usual flame-cut plates. Tests
T-1 to T-9 inclusive are cut by flame and Tests T-10 and T-11 are on
plates cut by shearing.
Welding of the plates was both by manual arc-welding with the
E7018 electrode and by the automatic submerged-arc welding with 170
electrode. For a determination of the possible difference in magnitude
and distribution of residual stress due to the usage of different
-24-
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electrode types, a higher strength electrode of L100 was used also on
plates T-5-5 and T-5-6 of Test 5. Either single or double V-grooves
were used for center welded plates. The welding was carried out by pro-
fessional welders in the welding shop of a large industrial plant and
the information relating to the welding was recorded., Table 3.5"gives
the detailed information of the welding. In the case of Test 3, the
plate is center welded manually along the length and the residual stress
measurements are taken in four place!? to check the variation in magnitude
and distribution along the length of the plate.
Residual Stress Measurements
All the plates and shapes were sufficiently long so that a uni-
form state of stress would exist in the portions where the residual
stresses were measured. The method of "sectioning" was used for the
measurement of residual strains, because it is simple and gives the
average readings(4). Longitudinal strains were measured over a 10" gage
length by a mechanical strain gage* of 1/10,000 of an inch for accuracy
on a series of previously laid out holes. Figure 3.1 shows a typical
layout of holes on a plate.
*A Whittemore gage was used. The average error in measurements with the
gage corresponds to a stress of approximately + 600 psi(13) and has
been confirmed after comparison with independe~t measurements made by
two different investigators.
\
-25-
The strain readings were made on both top and bottom faces, ex-
cept for plates of 1/4 inch thickness, which were measured on the top
face only, since such plates are in the category of "thin plates" whic~1
are expected to have the same residual stress distribution throughout the
(31)
thickness • The spacing of the gage holes is arranged in such a way
as to give more, readings in regions of expected stress variation than in
regions of constant stress. During the process of measurement, ,of 10
inch standard bar of structural carbon steel was used to observe and to
compensate for the effect of temperature changes. The residual strains
were obtained after measuring the stress-relieved, sawed strips, con-
taining the gage holes. Figure 3.2 shows the sawed strip, the Whitte-
more gage, and the temperature compensating bar. It should be noticed,
however, that only the longitudinal residual stresses, which are" of
immediate interest in the following studies of this dissertatibn, are
obtained by this sectioning method.
Coupon and Stub Column Tests
A number of tensile coupon tests were conducted_to ascertain
the material properties. Small coupons made only of weld metal were also
tested.
Two stub columns of 8WF3l and l2WF120 shapes were tested to con-
firm the maximum magnitude of measured compressive residual stress.
-26-
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3.3 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The residual strains were recorded on both faces of the plates,
except for the tests on plates of a quarter inch thickness. The results
on plates of 16" x 1/2" are shown in Fig. 3.3. It is seen from the
. figure that the residual stress pattern and magnitude are quite close to
one another, or, when not, the pattern of residual stress distribution
on both faces is such that an average could be used for all practical
purposes. This has been assumed in the following chapters, together with
the assumption that the residual stress is uniform in the thickness direc-
tion of the plates. The sheared edge plates show completely different
patterns at both faces as shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 and discussed later,
and if an average value from the reading on both faces is used, it would
be misleading. All the results obtained for rolled shapes are presented
in Fig. 3.6. A selected number of results on plates are presented in
Figs. 3.3 through 3.11. The complete results on plates are presented for
simplicity in a tabular form in Tables 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, except for the
results on sheared edge plate~, on which· such a representation may be mis-
leading. The values in the tables are the averages on both faces for a
somewhat idealized distribution.
Some of the sawed sections, especially the sections cut near the
weld or at the edges of thin plates, were bent and this effect was en-
countered in the readings. The results were, therefore, compensated for
the effect of curvature.
The results obtained ·are discussed in four parts; coupon tests,
residual stresses in rolled shapes, as-cut plates, and welded plates.
-27-
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*See Chapter 9 for definition.
Rolled Heat-Treated Shapes
The results obtained for rolled heat-treated shapes are shown
in Fig. 3.6, where a representative pattern -is presented for each shape
tested.
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The,A considerable number of tensile coupons were tested.
Coupon Tests
The magnitude of the maximum residual stress is less than 10ksi,
generally about 7 ksi except in a few cases. The distribution of residual
stress, compressive residual stresses at the flange tips and tensile
static yield stress* ranged from 102 ksi to 118 ksi and had an'average
of 110 ksi, The static yield stress of weld metal was around 95 ksi
with an ultimate strength of 120 ksi. The load-strain relationship was
recorded by the automatic device attached to the testing machine. Typi-
cal load-strain relationships for weld metal and for T-1 steel are shown
in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13. It is of direct interest for the studies con-
ducted in this dissertation to notice in Fig. 3.13 that the load-strain
relationship of T-1 steel could be idealized as elastic-perfectly plas-
tic as shown in Fig. 2.1b. From the recorded curves of load-strain
relationship no difference of modulus of elasticity compared with struc-
tural carbon steel was found.
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at the center portions, for T-l shapes is similar to what it is for A7
shapes (4) (5). The average magnitude of compressive and tensile residual
stresses is around 2 to 4 ksi, which is quite small compared with the
static yield stress of more than 100 ksi. The comparatively small magni-
tude of residual stress in the shapes seems to be the effect of heat-
treatment, on which a discussion is given in the next article. No marked
difference in the distribution of the residual stress was noticed for
measurements at two different sections along the length~ Figure 3.14 is
the load-strain relationship obtained for a stub column test of a l2WF120
shape. The observed linear relationship up to more than 90 percent of
the yield load of the cross section confirms the measured residual stress
distribution(5) (13). A similar load-strain relationship was observed in
the stub column test of 8WF3L
As-Cut Plates
In the case of as-cut plates in this study, the residual stresses
present are mainly the result of the effect of cutting, flame cutting or
shearing. A tabular representation of the complete results for the flame-
cut plates is given in Table 3.6. The test points obtained are shown in .
Figs. 3.3 to 3.5 and 3.7 for representative plates. The compressiveresi-
dual stress was in the range of 3 to 10 ksi, the average value being ap-
proximately 6 ksi. The compressive residual stress in wider plates is
less than that in narrower plates. It is extended across the width cover-
ing 60 to 95 percent of the width of the plate. The tensile residual
-29 -
stress was at the edges and ranged from 26 to 86 ksi. Two plates of
24" xl", T-9-3 and T-9-5, and 'one plate of 12" xl", T-6-l3, showed a
peculiar pattern. Figure 3.7 shows the results of three as-cut non-
welded plates of 24" x 1", o~ which the shapes of the residual stress
distribution indicate that these plates probably were cold worked.
The plate with sheared edges presented an entirely different
residual stress pattern as can be seen in Fig. 3.4. It may be worth-
while to note that residual stress pattern of the top and bottom faces
in as-cut plates are similar but opposite in sign.
Welded Plates
Residual stresses present in plates with a center weld are due
both to the welding and to the cutting. Residual stresses were measured
on a large number of plates, so as to be able to consider the effect of
different weld types and si.zes, different geometric shapes of plates,
di.fferent edge conditions and different types of electrodes.
The salient dimensions of the residual stress distribution are
enumerated in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 for most of the plates. The notations
used in the tables are shown on the top of the tables. The measured points
are plotted in Figs. 3.3 to 3.5 and 3.8 to 3.11.
Ten$ile residual stresses were observed at the flame· cut edges,
and at the weld. The compressive residual stress reached a maximum value
of about 24 ksi in plates center welded by automatic welding, and a lower
-30-
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value of 16 ksi for plates welded manually. The average compressive
residual stress ranged from 6 to 8 ksi.
The largest tensile residual stress on the weld at the welded
edges were comparatively great in magnitude, reaching the yield stress
of the weld metal for plates T-6-l6 and T-9-6. Tensile stress as low
as about 45 ksi at the weld was observed in some plates. However, most
of the plates showed from 65 to 80 ksi. In general, automatic welding
resulted in slightly higher residual stresses than manual welding. How-
ever, the difference is not very noticeable, as seen in Figs. 3.8 and
309, except for the tensile residual stresses at the weld metal.
In the case of the sheared plates of 6" x 1/2", the patterns
of residual stress in as-cut plates were significantly different with
those in flame-cut plates of the same size, while the patterns in the
center welded plates were close to the patterns observed in the flame-
cut plates with center weld. However, in the case of sheared edge plates
with one edge welded, the characteristic residual stress for sheared
edges (as-cut plates) is retained at the non-welded edges as seen in
Fig. 3.4; that is, high compressive residual stresses on one face and
high tensile residual stresses on the other face of the plate near the
sheared edges, individually reaching 37 ksi but with a negligible aver-
age value.
The effect of different electrode typffion the magnitude and
pattern of residual stress'was studied for plates of 12" x 1/2" size o
Two geometrically identical plates were welded automatically with dif-
ferentkinds of electrodes, one with L70 and the other with L100. As
-31- -
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slightly higher magnitudes in the latter case may be due to the auto-
matic welding. The same applies for plates T-2-2, which had two weld
passes, compared with T-2-4, which had one weld pass, as seen in Fig.
3.9, and plates T-6~6 with 11 weld passes shows no marked difference
Although no direct data was available to compare the effect of
the number of weld passes on the resulting residual stress distribution
in the plate; the results at hand proved that the effect would be small.
Plate 'r-6-2 had 6 passes of 1/2" manual center weld, plate T-6-4 had 4-
passes of the same size weld, welded"automatically. As seen in Fig. 3.9,
seen from Fig. 3.10 there is no marked effect in the pattern or magni-
tude of residual stress in plates T-5-4 and T-5-10 welded with L70 elec-
trode, ~nd in plates T-5-5 and T-5-6 welded with L100 electrode. There-
fore,_ it may be concluded that no marked effect is introduced on the
resulting residual stress due to the 30 ksi difference of electrode
strength for welding of plates with the same geometry.
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theno differences appear in the patterns of residual stress and
Some of the plates of Tests T-5 and T-6 had different weld
si~es. This was done to study the effect of different weld sizes on
residual stress in plates with the same geometry. Figures 3.9 and 3.10
show the results of this and it is seen from the figures that the effect
of different weld sizes is not very pronounced. The magnitude and dis-
tribution of residual stress resulting from the 1arge~ weld size did not
differ from that of the smaller weld size except for a reduction of ten-
sile stress at the flame-cut edge of center welded plates for the larger
weld size.
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with plate T-6-8 with 9 weld passes. Plates T-6-l0 and T-6-l2 were
welded with a double V groove and the comparison of the results with
those obtained for plates T-6-6 and T-6-8 welded with a single V groove
of the same size showed no significant difference in the resulting re-
sidual stress pattern and magnitudes. (See Fig .. 3.9)
Figure 3.11 shows the results of measurements at several places
along the length. The results are close to each other with only slight
variations in the measurement at the left edge where the magnitude was
somewhat smaller.
3.4 COMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS OBTAINED ON OTHER STRUCTURAL STEELS
Extensive studies have been carried out on residual stresses in
hot-rolled wide-flange shapes of ASTM A7 steel (4)(5)(21) and some studies
have been made on low alloy high-strength steels(22)(23) and in manually
welded A7 steel(3l).
It is of interest to compare the results of this study with
those of other structural steels since such a comparison may give some
knowledge of the difference in the behavior of compression members of
these steels. It has been pointed out that the effect of yield strength
on the residual stress distribution of hot-rolled shapes is not as great
. (72)
as is the effect of geometry •
The results obtained in rolled heat-treated T-l shapes showed
somewhat smaller magnit~des; otherwise the results showed a similar
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tendency. Results on 8WF3l shapes are available for three kinds of
structural steels, A7, A242, and A44l, which are cited in Fig. 3.15.
They m~ke a direct comparison possible of the result for the T-l shape
with the results for the same shape in these other steels. The pattern
of the residual stress distribution is similar especially in the flange,
which has the greatest effect on the strength of the columns. The dif-
ference in magnitude is the most pronounced for the T-l shape, as com-
pared to the other three shapes. The magnitude of residual stress in
the T-l shape is between one third to one half of that in any of the
other shapes~ The heat-treatment after hot-rolling seems to be the only
explanation for this lower magnitude and, therefore, it may be regarded
as characteri~tic of T-l shapes.* Thus, it is expected that the effect
of residual stress on the buckling strength of compression members of
rolled heat-treated T-l shapes will not be as significant as it is for
members of structural carbon steel, taking into account both the magni-
tudes of residual stress and the high static yi~ld stress~
All of the A7 plates included in Ref. 31 were universal mill
plates, while the plates in this study are mainly flame-cut with a few
plates with sheared edges. Direct comparison, therefore, is not possible,
even more so, since there were no plates with identical geometry .
•
Representative patterns of residual stresses present in the
non-wel~ed plates are ·shown in Fig. 3.16. Although there is a signifi-
cant difierence between the two steels, it is due to the different edge
treatment than to a characteristic of the different steel.
*Pos~ibly, the results on other heat-treated constructional alloy shapes
will be the .same, although no information is available yet.
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Typical results of edge welded plates of both steels are shown
in Fig. 3.17. The most significant difference between the steels is
that T-l steel shows a rather constant distribution of compressive resi-
dual stress and an abrupt change from tensile residual stresses to com-
pressive residual stresses near the edge. The distribution in A7 plates
are quite smooth throughout. Most of the A7 plates welded at one edge,
had tensile residual stresses at both edges, and the tensile residual
stress was over a large percentage of total width. Although a peak
value of the compressive residual stresses in A7 plates is higher than
those of the maximum value observed in T-l plates of similar geometry,
it extends only over a small portion of the total width of the plate,
whereas in T-l steel a large portion is covered with compressiveresi-
dual stress of relatively large magnitude. In general, the magnitude
of compressive residual stress is slightly higher in T-l plates. A
good average of the difference is 2 to 3 ksi for plates between 4 to 8
inches in width, and less than 2,ksi for wider plates. The portion of
the width under a compressive residual stress is 30 percent to 50 per-
cent of the total width in A7 steel plates. This is fairly small com-
pared with that of T-l plate, in which it would' be about 60 percent to
80 percent of the width.
The tensile residual stress at the weld ranged from 40 to 60
ksi for A7 plates, welded with E60XX electrodes. The magnitude in T-l
plates was higher, ranging from 60 to 110 ksi.
Similar results have been observed in center welded plates.
Figure 3.18 gives the results.
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The compressive residual stress in center welded A7 plates was
not constant unlike the edge welded plates, and showed the peak at the
edges for narrow plates from 4 to 12 inch widths. For wider plates this
peak value was observed to be somewhere between the weld metal and edges.
Again~ the peak values of compressive residual stress were often. larger
than those in T-l plates. However, the average val~e as well as the
portion of area under a compressive residual stress'were relatively
small in A7 plates. The transition from compressive to tensile residual
stress in A7 plates is on a smooth curve and it may be closely approxi-
mated by a parabola, especially for narrow plates. However, this is
not the case for T-l plates. Even for the narrower plates of 6 inch
width, the compressive residual stress is quite constant and the change
from tensile residual stress to compressive is abrupt •. The average
value of compressive residual stress of T-l plates was 4 to 5 ksi
higher than the average of A7 plates for plates between 4 to 8 inches
in width and 2 to 3.ksi higher for wider plates. The tensile residual
stress at the weld was again higher for T-l plates.
Si.milar conclusions can be drawn as for the rolled heat-treated
shapes of T-l steel on the effect of residual stress on the strength of
welded T-l compression members, though the effect will not be as small
as for the rolled heat-treated shapes.
-36-
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3.5 SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS
This chapter has presented the results of experimental investi-
gations of the residual stresses existing in hot-rolled heat-treated
wide-flange shapes and welded plates of T-1 constructional alloy steel.
The conclusions of this investigation are summarized below. The results
of the chapter together with the results available in references pro-
vide a basis for the analysis of columns which are loaded beyond their
elastic limit.
Residual Stress in T-1 Rolled Heat-Treated Wide-Flange Shapes
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(1)
(2)
(3)
The magnitude of maximum residual stress is less than 10 ksi,
generally about 7 ksi. The corresponding value for the rolled
shapes of A7, A242 and A441 steels is between 10 and 15ksi.
The average magnitude of compressive and tensile residual
stresses is around 2.to 3.ksi, which is so small that the
effect of residual stresses on the compressive strength of
rolled heat-treated shapes may be neglected. This is not the
case with A7 steel and other structural carbon steels and low
. .
alloy high-strength steels, where residual stresses playa
major rQ1e in influencing column strength.
The residual stress in T-1 shapes is, in general, similar to
that in A7 shapes as far as concerns the pattern of distribu-
tion, difference along the length, and effect of geometry.
-37-
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(2) The'average value of the residual stress distribution of the
top and bottom faces of the plates give a good representation
of the residual stress in the plate for all practical purposes,
except for sheared plates.
Residual Stresses in Welded and Non-Welded T-1 Plates
(1)
(3)
(4 )
(5 )
(6)
(7)
The distribution of residual stress in T-1 plates, whether due
to cutting of the edges in the non-welded plates, or due' to
welding in welded plates, may be presented by broken straight
lines, unlike the distribution in A-7 steel plates where the
distribution is approximately parabolic.
There is no. marked effect on the residual stress distribution
of plates having the same geometry, due to the welds from dif-
ferent electrodes with 30 ksi higher strength.
Manual and automatic welding result in residual stresses of a
similar pattern, with slightly higher magnitudes for the auto-
matically welded plates.
The distribution and magnitude of residual stress along the
length of a welded plate is constant for practical purposes.
The process of fiame-cutting produces a residual stress distri-
bution similar to that due to edge welding, with lower magni-
tudes.
Near the weld or near a flame-cut edge, the transition in resi-
dual stress from tensile to compressive is on a straight line
having a very steep slope, unlike the results obtained for A7
steel.
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(8)
(9)
(10)
Plates with the same geometry having different weld sizes,
present residual stresses similar in pattern, but with slightly
higher magnitudes for the larger weld sizes.
The number of weld passes seems to play no significant role in
the general shap~ and magnitude of residual stresses in plates
having the same geometry.
Shearing the edges results in formation of residual stresses
which are totally different in pattE1rn from that resulting from
flame-cutting. Individual faces of non-welded plates with
sheared edges have different residual stress patterns, and resi-
dual stresses at the individual faces have the same magnitude
but opposite sign.
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4. ANALYSIS OF CENTRALLY LOADED COLUMNS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The effect of residual stress on the strength of a centrally
loaded steel column has been studied considerably in recent years.
These studies have led to the conclusion that residual stress is the
main factor reducing the buckling strength of a c.entrally loaded
. (5)(13),
steel column defined by the Euler curve and the y1eld stress .
However, the s·tudies were concerned mainly with column buckling of
the Euler type.
.The torsional buckling strength of a steel column is regard-
ed generally, as being far above the buckling strength in bending so
that the torsional buckling does not need to be considered(l). The
recent progress of steel making, however, has resulted in the produc-
tion of extremely high strength steel. It seems possible that the
difference between the torsional and the bending buckling strength
of a column may become insignificant when the static yield stress of
the material becomes higher, when the same geometry is retained. Fur-
ther, for the cross section of a column which does not have two axes
of symmetry, the torsional buckling and the flexural buckling can not
be divided into two different phenomena. Under these conditions, it
was felt worthwhile to consider the effect of residual stresses on
the general buckling strength of a steel column.
The basic differential equations which govern the inelastic
general buckling behavior of a straight column are a particular case
-40-
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of the equations for the lateral-torsional buckling of beam columns,
developed by several investigators(43)(44)(45). However, no compre-
hensive derivation of the corresponding equations for columns exists
yet in the literature. The basic differential equations for a thin-
,
walled column are essentially a version of elastic theory modified
for inelastic behavior in this chapter in a manner similar to that of
the elastic equations of Ref. 2. The equations are solved for pinned-
end columns .. A column with fixed-ends exhibits essentially the same
behavior, so that it is possible to extend the results fora pinned-
end column to such cases, using the idea of effective length. The
fixed-end column behaves the same as a pinned-end column of the same
geometry, of which the length is one half of the fixed-end column.
However, unlike the Euler buckling, the behavior of flexural-torsional
buckling ofa,n elastically restrained column at the ends is not the
same, in general, as that of a pinned-end column. The solution for
this case is not as easy as for a pinned-end column and some kind
of approximate methods have to be used. Nevertheless, the behavior
of a pinned-end column is most basic, and to which the behavior of
other columns resembles, though not identically. A method to obtain
numerical results from the solutions of pinned-end columns are shown
for steel columns of H-, tee- and angle-cross sections, as specific
cases of engineering application.
The computations for the buckling strength include analy-
tical solutions for a column of H-shape with an idealized residual
stress distribution as well as numerical solutions for the same shape
-41-
and box-, tee- and angle-shapes with any kind of residual stress dis-
tribution. The numerical solutions were obtained with a digital com-
puter. Numerical results are presented in the form of column curves
of stress-slenderness ratio or of stress vs. pinned-end length of the
column.
4.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions are the basis for 'the subsequent
derivations of the basic differential equations:
(1) The column is initially straight and free of imper-
fections. The deflection due to moments from partial
yielding* is small so that the column is straight be-
fore buckling even in the inelastic domain.
(2) The external load is. app'lied to the centroid of the
cross section, causing uniform strain over the cross
section, and along the whole length.
I
(3) The plane cross section of the column warps, but the
geometric shape does not change during buckling.
(4) The effect of shear deformation is neglected.
(5)' The material properties, and the residual stress~ are.
uniform albng the whole length of the column for each
fiber.
.~.
*The partial yielding is due to the residual stress distribution in
the case 6f a column with homogeneous material.
-42-
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-(6) The cross section does not change along the length of
a column.
(7) A column of open thin-walled cross section is consid-
ered in which the residual stress is constant in the
thickness direction of the wall. Only a cross section
without any branch, as shown in Fig. 4.1 with its co-
ordinate system, 'is considered for simplicity, but the
results may be applied to all thin-walled open cross
sections.
(8) No strain reversal takes place at the instant of buck-
ling, that is, the tangent modulus concept is applicable.
Further, the following specific conditions are necessary to
solve the general differential equations:
(1) The column is simply supported, so that the ends of the
column are free to warp and to rotate about the x- and
y-axes but can not rotate about the z-axis or deflect
. h d d' . (2)~n t e x- an y- ~rect~ons ,
I
(2) The residual stress distribution is symmetric about
the axis of symmetry of cross section, if such an axis
I
I
I
I
I
exists.
In this chapter,' z is the centroidal axis along the length,
and is taken as positive when coming out of paper in Fig. 4.1, and to-
Igether with the principal axes, x andy, forms the cartesian coordinate
system. t denotes the tangential direction of the thin wall of the
-43-
(4.1)
column cross section. The sign conversion is such that the compressive
stresses and strains are positive and the tensile stresses and strains
are negative.
4.3 DERIVATION OF BASIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Stress-Strain.Relationship
When the buckling behavior of a column with both bending and
torsion is analyzed, the relationship between stress and strain must
be established not only for the change of longitudinal strain but also
for the change of shear strain at the instant of buckling. Since only
longitudinal stress exists prior to buckling, the relationship of Eqs.
2.4 can be used, and it is valid for both the elastic and inelastic
domains of the material. The relationship can be written in the fol-
lowing form with notations convenient for the analysis of a column
O~z = E(kloez + k 2oet )
O~t = E(k2oez + k30et )
OT = Ek40y
where ox' e
z
and ~t' et are the stresses . and strains in the z- and t-
directions, respectively. E and k l thr:ough k4 are the same as defined
in Art. 2.1 with the change of the subscript y to t. The notation 0
when used with ~,denotes that the stresses are the changes that take
place at the instant of buckling; a similar notation applies to strains.
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For buckling of a column, the stress in the tangential direction of the
thin wall is identically zero because of assumption No.7 in Art. 4.2.
With ~ equal to zero, the relationship simplifies to
t
In the inelastic range, as explained in Chapter 2, k4 is defined as
I
I
I
I
O~ = E Oe
z t z
k = 1
4 2+2v+ 3e
or, as a special case when e is equal to zero
(4.2)
"(4.3)
(4.4)
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Equation 4.3 is a factor in determining the inelastic shear rigidity
from the modulus of elasticity by using the total strain theory, where-
as Eq. 4.4 is the result of the incremental theory, which shows that
inelastic shear rigidity is equal to that of the elastic domain.
Principal Axes of the Cross Section
At the instant of the buckling of a column, the modulus of elas-
ticity is not constant throughout the cross section, in general, if re-
sidual stress exists; it is a function of the loading as well as of the
magnitude and distribution of residual stress. S~nce the modulus of
eLasticity is a function of the loading, the principal axes, (which are
defined for the elastic material) are no longer applicable for a par-
tially yielded cross section; they have to be redefined at the instant
of buckling. With the assumption that no strain reversal takes place
at the instant of buckling, the modulus of elasticity is Et . E is nott " "
-45-
a constant throughout the cross section but a function of location be-
cause of the existence of residual stress. Then, introducing a ficti-
tious thickness T which is equal to the real thickness multiplied by
the ratio Et/E, the location of the centroid and the principal axes of
the cross section of the inelastic column may be defined for the modi-
fied cross section with plate thickness T in the same way as the elas-
tic material. In the following analysis, the coordinate axe~x and ~
in tl!e plane of the cross section are taken as these principal axes
therefore they are instantaneous, by-definition.
The coordinates of the centroid of the original cross section
with respect to the coordinate axes for the modified cross section are
denoted by Xc and Yc' They are functions of the yield pattern in the
cross section and are equal to zero when no yielding penetrates the
cross section.
Variation of Internal Moments at the Instant of Buckling
When buckling takes place, ? column, in the most general case,
is going to bend in the x- and y-direction, also to warp and to twist.
The general equations which govern the buckling phenomena may be de-
rived considering the equilibrium of a slightly bent column at the in-
stant (,;f buckling .. When buckling occurs, longitudina~ strain and shear
strain vary only slightly from their values before buckling. The change
of the longitudinal strain may arise partly from the variation of strain
due to loading which is uniform allover the cross section and partly
-46-
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from strains due to bending and warping. Thus, the change of the longi-
tudinal strain at a fiber may be expressed simply by adding these changes
of strains to the uniform loading strain,
I tie = 5ez zo (4.5)
I
I
where 8€ is the uniform .strain· caused by the increase of load, X and
, zo x
X denote the changes in curvature about the x- and y-axes, respectively,
. y
and x and yare coordinates, 0 is the twisting angle and positive for
counterclockwise direction in Fig. 4.1. The last term is the variation
of strains due' to warping, of which the derivation is shown in.,AppendixI
I
A. W
n
is the normalized unit warping.
Similarly, a slight shear strain may appear due to twisting of
I
I
I
I
I
the column, when buckling occurs. The change of. the shear strain may
(70)be expressed as
&y = 2t d0 (4.6)
n dz
where t n is the normal distance from the middle plane of the component
plate. The changes of strains lead to the changes of internal bending
moments about the x- and y-axes, to St. Venant I s 'twisting moment and
warping moment.
Using the stress-strain relationships, Eqs. 4.2, the changes of
I
I
I
I
I
longitudinal stress and shear stress are
2
8(;l' = E (tie - X .X _ y .y + W d 0 )
z t zo y .~ n dz2
= E k4 . 2t d0n dz
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(4.7)
(4.8)
I
I
The increase of the load and. changes of the bending moments due I
and strain due to warping* cause no resultant bending moments, substi-
to buckling are obtained by the following expressions:
I
I
I
I
I
I
(4.• 9)
(4.11)
(4.10)
throughout the cross section. Then, noting that uniform strain 6e~o
where P is the load, My and .~ denote the bending moments about the y-
and x-axes, respectively, and integration over A means integration
tution of Eq. 4.7 into Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11 gives the changes of the bend-
ing moments, as expressed by I
8M = J Et x2 dAy -Xy A (4.12) I
(4.13) I
Similarly the change of St. Venant's twisting moment is obtained from
the expression
2J {n· t dA
An,
(4.14)
I
I
I
where t is the thickness of each component plate; s is the distance
from one end along the centerline of the plate as shown in Fig. 4.1; I
*This is due to the definition of center of twist, with which warping
strain is defined, as described in Appendix A. I
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and S ds denotes the integration throughout the length of .the component
o
plates. Then, substitution of Eq. 4.8 into Eq. 4.14 gives
I
I
(4.15)
I
I
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The change of the twisting moment associated.with the change of
the longitudinal strains may be obtained by taking the moment due to
shear flow which is associated with the change of the longitudinal stress
about the center of twist.
Considering equilibrium of longitudinal stress and shear flow,
the following equation of equilibrium is obtained
I
,0(6'r
W
·t)0(5e-·t)
_--::-__ + _--::-_2__ = 0
0S ; 0Z (4.16)
where 'T w is the shear stress associated with the p.ormal stress. Noting
that Et is a function of s, but not a function of z, the substitution
of Eq. 4.7 for ~z in Eq. 4.16 gives
I (4.17)
I
I
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Then, integrating Eq. 4.17, the shear flow at s associated with the
change of the longitudinal stress is
(4.18 )
The integration constant f(s) is equal to zero, from the boundary ton-
dition that'T ·t = 0 at s = O. Since the shear flow due to bending re-
w
sultsin no moment about the center of twist as shown in Appendix B,
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only the shear flow associated with the warpin~ longitudinal strains
contributes to the twisting moment about the center of twist. Thus,
the change of twisting moment about the center of twist is expressed
as
(4.19)
where ~ is the distance from the tangent at s to the center of twist
o
and is taken· positive if a vector along the tangent, pointing in the
direction of increasings, acts counterclockwise about the center of
twist, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Integration by parts of Eq. 4.19 gives
the expression for- the warping moment
I
I
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Since no internal moment exists in p column prior to buckling,
6M = d
3
0 lE W 2tds
w dz3 t n
o
Differential Equations of Equilibrium
•
(4.20) I
I
I
I
the bending moments and twisting moments derived above are the only in-
ternal moments present in the bent column. These moments must be in
equilibrium with the moments caused by the external load acting on the
column. The equilibrium condition? give the basic -differential equa-
tions for buckling of a centrally loaded column.
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(4.22)
(4.21)
442
B d v + P d v + P(X -X ) d 0 0
x dz4 dz4 0 c dz2 =
d a20 2 d2 d2
dz (OMw+O}L) = - J ~ P dA + (Y -Y )~ J ~ dA - (X -X )~ J ~ dA
-L dz 2 A zoo c dz2 A z. 0 c dz 2 A z
the substitution of moments caused by buckling into the equilibrium
equations, Eqs. 4.21, leads to the basic differential equations, Eqs.
*These equations are in a form slightly different from those in Refs.
1 and 2.
4.22
where 'u and v are the displacement of the centroid in the x- and y-
P and the cross sectional properties are constant along the length,
directions, respectively, and,Xo and Yo are the coordinates of the
center of twist. Noting that JA~zdA is equal to the external loading
The equations of equilibrium for a slightly bent column are*,
d2 2 d20
- (oM ) = d. u J ~ d.A + (Y - Y ) - J ~ dA
dz2 y dz2 A z· 0 c dz2A z
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where B
x
B
Y
CT
C
w
The
used in the
(4.23)
assumptions for the material properties and residual stress
derivation ~f the basic differential equations are that they
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
/.
are constant and uniform along the length for each fiber. Hence, the
equations govern the buckling of a centrally loaded straight column with
any material in the cross section including.any distribution of residual
stresses, provided the assumption No.1 of Art. 4.2 is valid.
It is noted that in the inelastic range the principal axes are
the functions of not only cross sectional shape, but also the stress-
strain relationship, the amount of loading, and the amount of residual
stresses; Xo ' Yo' Xc' Yc and Po are also functions of the same variables.
4.4 BUCKLIN~ STRENGTHS FOR PINNED-END COLUMNS
Elastic Buckling
In the elastic range, the stiffness coefficients are constant
and can be expressed as
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B = EI
x x
B = EI
Y Y
CT
E
K.r
(4.24 )
= 2 (1 + 'J)
C = EI
w w
where Ix and I y are the moment of inerti;a about the x- and y-axes, re-
spectively, KT is the torsional constant' and Iw is the warping constant.
When no residual stress exists, the stress distribution in theI
I
cross section of a straight column is uniform and has a value of
p
(J =-
z A (4.25)
I
where A is the cross sectional area. Then referring to the relation-
ship
.where
the term J a p2 in Eq. 4.22 is simplified to
A Z 0
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
I
I
I
I
I
I
If, however, any residual stress exists, the stress distribution is no
longer uniform in the cross section. The stress in any fiber of the
I cross section is expressed by the sum of the uniform stress due to load-ing and the residual stress, provided no yielding takes place in the
I
I
I
cross section. Thus
0' =(1 +(1
z cr r
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(4.29)
I
I
then expressed in the form
where "tr =P/A, and CTr is the residual stress.
2 ~J (:J P dA
A r 0
'J 2The term (:J p dA is,
A z 0
(4.30)
I
I
I
I
The second term in Eq. 4.30 is not equal to zero ,so that, comparing Eq.
4.27 with Eq. 4.30, it is expected that residual stress could have some
effect even in the elastic buckling of a co1umn*.
I
I
tained as the characteristic values of Eqs. 4.31.** The solutions for
The general differential equation for e1asti~ buckling of an I
I
I
I
I
I
I
= 0
(4.31)d
4 d2 d2~ ,
,v p_v YJE! - + - PX - - 0~x dz4 dz 2 0 dz2 -
The expressions for the buckling strengths of a column are ob-
axially loaded column becomes
the buckling of pinned-end columns are summarized in Table 4.1. I
*This has been first pointed out in Ref. 50.
**The procedure to solve the equations is the same as that found in
Refs. 1 and 2 and so it is excluded here.
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Inelastic Buckling
For any fiber, once the maximum compressive residual stress
added to the compressive stress due to external loading reaches the
yield stress of the material, yielding starts in the cross section
and the column behaves differently than it does when elastic. With
the penetration of yielding in the cross section, the distribution of
the stress due to external loading is no longer uniform, so that the
center of stress distribution does not coincide with the centroid of
the original cross section where the external load is applied. This
effect may produce biaxial bending, even for the case of the initially
straight column centrally loaded, except for the column with two axes
of symmetry on the cross section as well as on residual stress distri-
bution(39).
The solution of the buckling strength of a column loaded into
the inelastic range depends on the symmetry both of the cross section
.as well as of the residual stress distribution. In the inelastic
range, it is not, in general, practical to solve for the buckling
load, but it is easier to solve for the critical length under a known
loading.
(1) Cross section with two axes of symmetry for geometry as
well as for residual stress distribution
The basic equations, Eqs. 4.22 becomes simple for this case,
and reduce to
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4 2
B d u+ P 'd u = 0
y dz4 dz2
d4 d2vB, -'5!.. + p
-- = 0
x dz4 dz2
(4.32)
I
I
I
I
I
I
Then the expressions for the critical lengths of a pinned-end column I
where L , L , and LT are the critical lengths for the buckling about.x y.
the x-axis, buckling about the y-axis, and torsional buckling, res~ec-
,which buckles under loading Pare
L = TT~Bx
,x ' P
L =n~y ."Vt-
'T •-Vj-c:r--(-XC'=""2w-+-y~2-)d-A-' ---C-
T
-
A z
tively.
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35 )
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(2) Cross sections with one axis of s~etry for geometry as well
as for residual stress distribution
Choosing the y-axis as the axis of ~ymmetry, then noting tqat
x = 0o
I
I
I
The basic differential equation, Eqs. 4.22, may be written as
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I
4 d2 2d u u ')' d 0B - + P - + P{Y - Y - = 0
y dz4 dz 2 0 c dz2
I (4.36)
I
I
I
d
4
0 [ ~ J 2 ] d0 duC - -' C - 0 ~ dA -- + P{Y -Y ) -- = 0,
w dz4 T A z 0 dz 0 c dz
The second equation is independent of the other two and the
same expression as Eq. 4.33 is obtained for the critical length of a
I
I
pinned-end column
L = TT I Bx
x IJ P (4.33)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
In general, the equation shows that the problem is no longer a buckling
problem but a problem of excessive bending in the y-direction, since
the distribution of stress due to external loading is no longer uni-
form*. If the effect of the eccentricity of the loading ,due to this
non-uniform stress is neglected, Eq. 4.33 is obtained, which is not
really a buckling load but may be used as an index to the strength of
the column, bent about the x-axis.
Here it is assumed that the deflection caused by the moments in
the y-direction due to non~uniform distribution of the external load is
small so that it has no effect on the flexural-torsional buckling strength
of the column. The validity of the assumption is justified because it is
*The eccentricity is shown in this case by e
the neutral axis of elastic cross section.
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similar to considering a straight column which really does not exist.
Then, an expression is obtaine~ for the flexural-torsional buckling
strength from the first and the third equations
( TT~ B -p)., (TT22 C' + CT - J (J p2dA)L Y L w A Z 0
c c
(3) Cross section without any axis of symmetry
(4.37)
I
I
I
I
I
I
is obtained from the following transcendental equation,
The basic equations are the Eqs. 4.22 of which the eigenvalue
( TlBx ) (P - -L- P
c
TT
2
B ) ( 2C )
- --.:J.. ~ + C
T
J (J p2dA
L . L A Z 0
c c
(4.38)
I
I
I
However, once yielding starts in the cross section, the column is bi-
axially bent even for the case of a straight column loaded at the cen-
troid of the cross section, and consequently no buckling phenomena can
be observed. Again as in the previous case, an index to the critical
length could be obtained from the transcendental equation, Eq. 4.38,
if the effect of eccentricity is neglected.
4.5 NUMERICAL METHOD OF CALCULATION
Although the eigenvalues of the basic differential eq~ations,
which give the buckling strengths, are solved in the previous article,
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the explicit numerical solutions need. more consideration. The stiff-
ness coefficients are a function of loading and of residual stress dis-
tribution in the inelastic range. It is easier to solve for the cri-
tical column length under loading than to solve for the critical load
with a particular length of .a column. Then, the problem is to find,
under a loading, a length which satisfies the expressions of solutions,
together with the stiffness coefficients under the load.
The numerical methods of computation are considered for steel
columns ofbox-~ H-, tee- and angle-cross sections, containing residual
stress. The method is, by its nature, applicable for columns with any
kind of residual stress distribution under the given assumptions and
it is suitable for computation by a digital computer. The analytical
approach is also possible for columns with simple an~ idealized resi-
dual stresses. The analytical solution is made also fO,r the torsional
buckling of H-columns with an idealized residual stress distribution.
In addition to those in Art. 4.2 an assumption that the stress-
strain relationship of steel is elastic-perfectly plastic is made for
the following analyses of this chapter.
The analysis is made in such a way that the results are pre-
sented in the form of column curves of stress vs. slenderness ratio or
stress vs. pinned-end column length.
The analysis is described only for H- and box-columns in this
article and the analyses for other sections are given in Appendix C.
*For Euler type buckling, no difference exists between columns with
open and closed cross sections. Therefore box-columns are included
in the analysis of this article because of its importance as struc-
tural columns.
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Buckling Strength of Columns with H- and Box-Sections
For the cross section considered here, three buckling modes
take place independently, tWo flexural buckling modes on both princi-
pal axes and torsional buckling(1)(2). The critical pinned-end column
lengths corresponding to these modes are solved by Eqs. 4.33, 4.34,
and 4.35, respectively under a loading P.
(1) "Flexural buckling
Because of the assumed stress-strain relationship of steel,
the bending stiffness, B, at the instant of buckling becomes simply
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
the product of modulus of elasticity and the moment of inertia of the
cross section which remains elastic, which is denoted by I , thus,
e
B = E·le ·
The relationship is true for both principal axes, thus
E'Ixe
By = E·Iye
(4.39)
(4.40)
I
I
I
I
where I
xe
and lye are the moments of inertia of the elastic core of the
cross section,about the x- and y-axes, respectively.
In order to compute the non-dimensionalized column curves, Eq.
4.33 may be changed to
I
I
I
(4.41) I
and similarly Eq. 4 34 to
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I
I (4.42)
I where Ix and I y are the moment of inertia of the cross section about
I
the x- and y-axes; r x
and y-axes. The left
and r are the radius of gyration abouty
hand term of above two equations is the
the x-
non-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
dimensionalized slenderness ratio.
On specifying a strain .due to the external load which is dis-
tributed uniformly in the cross section, the load which causes the
specified strain may be computed from the stress distribution in the
cross section. The effective moment of inertial and I under the
xe ye
load are also determined. The-slenderness ratio is a function of the
external load and the moment of inertia as seen in Eqs. 4.41 and 4.42
and consequently it is a function of the specified strain.
A cross section of a box-column may be considered as consist-
ing of small segments as shown in Fig. 4.3, with the change of the
residual stress distribution inside each segment linear in the tangen-
tial direction. The magnitudes of residual stresses or strains are
assumed to be known at the boundaries of the segments. Since the
cross section has two axes of symmetry, it is enough to consider only
a quarter of it .. A half of the flange consists of n small segments
of the same size. Similarly a half of the web consists of m segments.
Numbers are given, 1 to n, to the segments for the flange part, and 1
to m for the web as shown in Fig. 4.3. It is .noted that the H-shape
is a special case of the box-shape when b is equal to zero.
The strain .due to external load at which the column is going
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I
to buckle is denoted as ~r' Since the residual stresses are in .equi-
librtum in the cross section, the external load may be computed by the
sum of stress at each segment
I
I
P = 4 1: O"s A,A
n,m
(4.43)
I
where AA is the area of each segment and OS is the average stress in
the segment, 1: denotes the summation of segments throughout a quarter
n,m
part of the cross section. The average stress OS can be co~puted from
the residual strains at the edges of the segment and uniform external
I
I
fer to the values at the both edges of segment ias shown in Fig. 4.3.
where e r denotes the residual strain and the subscripts i and i-l re-
strain fer' The strains at the edges are
e
i-l
=e
r,i-l
+ e
cr,i
e
i
e + e
r,i cr,i
(4.44) I
I
I
Then the average stress in the segment can be obtained by simple arith-
metic in a form non-dimensionalized by the yield stress O"y ' depending I
on the value of strain at the edges
can be computed as
Then the critical stress non~dimensionalized by using the yield stress
I
I
I
I
I
I
for e.
.i:; ey ei
_l :> ey~
for e. <: ey e. 1 <' ey~ ~-
(4.45 )
for ei ,> ey e. 1 <: ey~-
for
(J
s 1=
cry
e. + e i
_1~
2
2e. 2 1- e. 1 -~ ~-
= 2ey (e. - e. 1)~ ~-
2e. 1
2 1- e. -
~- ~
= 2ey (e. 1 - e i )~-
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where A is the cross sectional area.
I
I
I
I
EY
cr
-- =
EYY
~1:
A n,m
C'J
(EYs ) ~A
y
(4.46)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The moment of inertia of the cross section about the x- and y-
axes; Ix and I y ' can be computed as
I = 4 ~1: /~A + 1: ~lA2 (~y)2]
x b,m. n,m
(4.47)
I = 4 r1: x2~A + 1:
y In,m n,m
where x and yare the coordinat~s at the center of each segment. ~x
and ~ yare the dimensions of each segment in the x- and y-directions,
and ~A is its area. Figure 4.3 shows the detail of those notations.
The moment of inertia ·of the cross section which remains elastic can
I
I
I
be similarly computed.
2 ~A ~A (~ye) 2]I = 4 [ 1: + 1: exe n,m Ye e n,m 12
4 [ 1: x2 ~A + ~A (~xe)2 ]I 1: e. -ye e e 12
,. n,m n,m
(4.48)
(4.49)
I
I
I
I
I
where xe and Ye are the coordinates at the center of the elastic part,
of which the dimensions are ~ xe and ~ Ye in each segment. Jj.Ae is the
area which remains elastic in each segment.
With notations b, b, d, t and w for the dimensions of the cross
section as shown in Fig. 4.3, the following relations hold for a segment
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in the flange
b
8.x = 2n' 8.y = t,
bt
8.A = 2n (4.50)
I
I
I
I
With these relations, the non-dimensionalized stress, Eq. 4.46, can be
and in the web
8.x = w, d8.y = 2m' 8.A =
dw
2m (4.51)
I
I
written for the convenience of computation as:
C! [n C! mC!]cr = ~ bt. I: ~ + dw . I: ~C! A n ~=l (C!) m ~=l( C! )
Y Y i Y i
(4.52)
I
I
When yielding penetrates partially into a segment, the ,dimensions of
the elastic part and the coordinates at the center of the part can be
obtained by the following equations;
for a flange segment
I
I
I
8.x . =
e,~
e. -1
~ 8.x
e. -e. 1
~ ~-
8.x .
x . = 8.x'(i-l) + e,~
e, ~ 2','
(4.53)
I
I
e. 1-1
~-8.x . = ~--8x
e,~ e. l-e.
~- ~
x .
e,~
= 8.x·i -
8.x .
e,~
2 I
and for a web segment
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e. l2:! ey~- - I
I
I
I
I
IYe i = --:--!:J.y
,
e. - e. 1~ ~-
(4.54 )
!:J.y .
e,~
2
!:J.x .
e,~
2!:J.x·ix .e,~
Ye i = !:J.y.(i-l) +
,
!:J.x
e.- l
~'
e. 1-,,1,~- -
e. l-e.~- ~
y .
e,~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
where the subscript i shows the values at i-th segment. Then the mo-
ment of inertia about the x-axis can be computed as follows in the non-
dimensionalized form
(4.55)
I
I
I
I xe = _1_ {(3d2 + 6dt + 4t 2) (bt) ~
I I 6n . 1x x ~=
I and similarly about the y-axis
With a specified strain ~r due to external loading, and with
the known residual stress distribution, Eq. 4.52 gives the critical
(4.56)
n !:J.y
6bw + 4w2) (Wd) L: ( e,i)
6m i=l' !:J.y
tb3) m
+(2'4n3 L:i=l
I
ye = l.-
I IY Y
I
I
I
I
I
I
stress corresponding to the critical strain. Equation'4.4l together
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I
I
with Eqso 4052 and 4.55 gives the non-dimensionalized critical slender-
ness ratio of a column which is going to buckle in the y-direction
under the stress .. Similarly Eq. 4.42, together with Eqs. 4.52 and 4.56,
I
I
gives the ratio for buckling in the x-direction.
I
(2) Torsional buckling
It is noted that the St. Venant's torsional rigidity of box
sections is large and that torsional buckling need not be considered
I
I
In this section, torsional buckling of the H-shaped column is I
considered 0 A procedure similar to that for flexural buckling of the
box-section is followed for the analysis 0 The cross section of anH-
shape is considered as consisting of small segments shown in Fig., 4.4
I
I
where the dimensions of the cross section and other notations are giveno
,Specifying a strain due to extert:lal load, the load at which the
column is going to buckle is obtained by Eq. 4043, from which the non-
I
I
last equation of Eqs. 4.23 together with Eq A.15, it is easier to
,Although the stiffness coefficientCw can be computed by the
The other terms to be computed for obta~ning the critical length of a
pinned-end column, are the stiffness coefficients; Cw and CT andJACf'z(X2 + i)dA, as noted in Eq. 4035.
I
I
I
I
I
(4.57)0'c.r = 1:. [2bt ~ (0'S) + dw .~ (0'S)]
0'y A n i=l 0'y -;- i=l 0'y .
dimensionalized critical stress is' shown as
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I
consider t.he modifie.d cross section as defined to determine the prin-
cipal axes. Cw is then '" computed as a cross bending stiffness of the
cross section. Noting that Eq.A.9 is the same for the expression of
warping rigidity for elastic material if the modified thickness is con-
"sidered;
1
T =
the warping rigidity Cw can be computed for this particular shape as an
• H-shape with variable flange thickness T, thus
(4.58)
•
Because of the assumed stress:-strain relationship of the, steel, Eq.
4.58 shows that the resistance of the flanges to cross bending is pro-
vided only by the elastic parts of the flanges. Thus, a procedure
similar to that for the derivation of Eq. 4.55, results in the follow-
ing form
I
I
C
w
= E (d+t)2b 2t
96n3
n
~
i=l
(4.59)
I
The St. Venant's torsional stiffness is obtained from the third
equation of Eq. 4.23 as follows
I
I
I
I
E [2t3b n ",3d m ]CT = -3 ----,~ k4 . + --- ~ k4 ,;n . 1 ,~ m; 1 L~= ~=
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(4.60)
~ ~-~~--~._-----------------------
I
I
where As is the width of the segment i.Any reasonable method of
where k4 ,i is the averaged value of k4 at segment i, and an inverse
average value as defined below is considered
1 1 Ji 1k
4
. = IS k
4
ds
,~ i-l
(4.61)
I~
I
I
averaging includ, Eq. 4.61 may be used from the fact that e is the
only variable in determining k4 and, as seen by its definition, e
cannot be a big value compared with (2 + 2v). Consequently its effect
I
I
onk4 ;i would not be significant. Thenk4 ,i is expressed by the
strains at the edges of the segment i, and hence by the value k4 at
the edges. Depending on the strains at the edge it is divided into
the four cases
I
I
1. I
I
2. k4 .,~
€. 12: €y~- -
I
I
I
I
I
I(4.62)
€. 1:> eye~- -
1
k4 .,~
1
. (k4) i - 1 - 2 + 2v
k4 , i = -l-€~-'_-1---::"'1-)':'-=·~-(~k-4-:-)=-i_""';1:"""'="'::'-e~-. -""':=1---[""""(""'k4""""')--i-_l ]
€i-l- €i Loge 2+2\1 + Iei _l - €i) 2+2\1 - 1
3.
4.
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(4.63)
(4.64 )
direction of each
2y )dA. By the
d
2w ]
2 2
o y dA
z
o
cr .
s,~
nb
2n I:
i=l
last term to be determined is JACfz (x
2 +
the stress is constant in the thickness
The
pressed by the following summations.
The first two integrations in the right hand side of Eq. 4.63 are ex-
direction, along the mid-line of plates; thus the equation is divided
component plate so that the integration has to be made only in one
assumption,
.S'incestress ~z changes linearly inside a segment by the assumption,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
the integration for the last two terms of Eq. 4.63 can be made inside'
a segment and they are expressed by the sums of integration, q. at
~
I
I
I
I
each segment
b
r 2 b3 ncr x dx 8n3 I: q.z i=l ~
0 (4.65 )
d
J: 2 d3 mcr y dy = --I: qiz 8m3 i=l
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The term is changed to the following final form,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I
,I
I
I
/ I
I
I
I
I
(4.67)
e. 1 c:r ey~- '
e. 1 ~ey'~- -
for c. :::ey , e. 12: ey~ - '~- -
L5i2 + i-0.25) +ra . l+(a. 1-a .)(i-1)].L~- ~- ~
[(i,_1)2 + (i-1)6.s . + -3
1 6.s .2]
p.~ 'p.~
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[(i-As .)2 + (i-As • . )t::s . + 1. As .2] + a As .•e,~ e,~ e,~ 3 e,~ , Y p.~
(4.66 )
+ a /l.s . [(i-AS' .)2+(i_As i)As i+ -31 6.s .2]y- p,~ p,~ p, p, p.~
+ [a. 16.s .+(a. 1-a y)(i-1)] [(i-1)2+(i-1)AS .+ -3188' .2]
~- e,~ ~- e,~ e,~
+ 1. As .3] + [a 6.s . + (0' -a.) (i-6.s .)].4 e,~ y e,~ Y ~ e,~
q. = (a. - a. )(i3 _~ ~ ~-1
( .2. 1)~ -~ + '3
( .2 1) ,qi = ay ~ - i + "3
L
3. q~ = (ay-a. 1) [(i_l)3+ L5(i-1)26s .+(i_1)6s2 .+ -416S .3]
~ ~- e,~ e,~ e,~
4.'" q. = (a.-e:y,) [(i-AS .)3+ L5(i-6.s .)26.s .+(i-As .)As.
2
~ ~ e,~ : e,~ e,~ e,~ e,~
the i-th segment'
where q. is shown as follows depending on the strains at the edges of
~
I
I
I
I
Substitution of Eqs. 4.59, 4.60"and 4.67 intoEq. 4.35 result ina
critical length 9f the pinned-end column, which buckles under a stress
obtained by Eq. 4.57.
I (3) Torsional buckling analytical method
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
An analytical method to obtain the torsional buckling strength
of H-shape columns with a general distribution of residual stress is
quite cumbersome and may not be feasible, so that a simplified distri-
bution of residual stress as shown in Fig. 4.5 is assumed. A similar
assumption, made for the flexural buckling of rolled wide-flange col-
(13)
umns of A7 steel, resulted in good agreement with tests . For the
analytical solution, different treatments are necessary for an elastic
column,. and for a column partially yielded.
Elastic Buckling
In the elastic range, the non-dimensionalized expression for
torsional buckling strength is obtained by dividing the equation for
The last term in the expression shows the effect of residual stresses.
I
I
I
P in Table 4.1 by the yield load, Py = A~y, thus
(:J 1 rfEI 1 (](:J~r = (:J~x+Iy) ( LZw + GKT)- (Ix+Iy) l((]~)
It is abbreviated here by ~ for convenience.
Z Z(x +y )dA (4.68)
I
I
I
~ = 1
(I +1 )
x Y
J (:J, r
A (]y
Z Z(x +y )dA
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(4.69)
Referring to'Fig. 4.6a an expression is obtained for the amount of re-
sidual stress as a function of the coordinate x.
(4.70)
where O"rc and "'i:.-t denote the amount of residual stresses at the flange
tip and the center of the flange and in the web as shown in Fig. 4.5.
Then the term 11 becomes
1 {(0"rt) 2 2 . J~ 2x11= """(-Ix;;"+-I-
y
""") 0"y {(X +y )dA + 4. 0 b
(4.71)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
=
0"rt 1
--+0"y 8 +2(1+!d I
I
Insertion of these expressions into Eq. 4.68 gives the torsional buck-
ling strength.
Inelastic Buckling
·'1
If there is a.s~edfied load, which causes partial yielding and
under which the column is going to buckle, the stress distribution as
well as the stiffness coefficients Cw and CT may be computed under the
loading condition. The insertion of these expressions into Eq. 4.35
leads to the length of a .column which buckles under the load.
For the convenience of computation, the stress distribution at
the instant of buckling is specified instead of specifying a loading.
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Consider the stress distribution shown in Fig. 4.6b·as the
stress distribution at the instant of buckling, where 2X denotes thep
width of the flange part which.remains e~astic. Then the stress dis-
tributionof the elastic part may b.e expressed as.
(4.72)
where, from considering similar triangles, op is determined as a func-
tionof Xp
(4.73)
Although the stress is equal to <1"y for the yielded portions, it may
also be expressed as a function of X, usingcr'r and d'p for convenience.
I cr' = 0: = cr' + 0'"z Y r p (0'" + if - cr:.y )p rc (4.74)
I
I
I
I
I
Then the loading which causes the stress distribution is computed as
a function of-Xp
b
r (x - X )P ErA - 4 P (Er + - CYy)tdx (4.75)= (Jp (~ - X ) P rc2 pX
P
Performing the integration, the non-dimensionalized form of the ex-
pression for the corresponding critical stress is obtained
I
I
I
I
Er
cr
(Jy
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(4.76 )
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(4.79)
(4.78 )
2X
---..e.
b
~y
~ -~
rc rt
[ X 2 X](J!-) - IT!)
(~ + ~ - ~y)tdxp rc
a -~
= a. (I +1 ) (rc rt )
y x y~y
. 2 4 }+~I~) H:p) ~].
C
w
(4.77)
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The warping stiffness coefficient C is. determined for the
w
J 2 2~ (x +y )dAA Z
J 22 J 22 J 22a (x +y )dA = a (x +y )dA + a (x +y )dAA Z ·A r MP
tic portion. The following expression is obtained
The expression for torsional stiffness is obtained from Eq. 4.23
yielded cross section from Eq. 4.23, substituting, E for Et in the elas-
Performing the integration '
I
I
I
I
E t 3f -3 ds + E f k2(1 + v) A A 4
p
(4.80)
I
I
I
I
where fA and fA denote integration throughout the elastic part and
e p
yielded part of the cross section,' respectively.
The stiffness is different depending on the theory of plasti-
city used. According to the incremental theory, e is equal to zero
and consequently, k4 is equal to the value in the elastic part. The
integration, then, is simple, and
I (4.81)
I Noting that secant modulus of elasticity for the yielded part of the
I
I
cross section is
E = (Cf<1tr ) E
s p r
then
(4.82)
I
I The torsional
1
EY +0
2v- 1 + 3 ( ~ r)
y
stiffness based on the total
(4.83)
strain theory of plasticity
I
I
I
I
I
is obtained performing the integration.
c = E (4t3 X 3d )T 6(1 + v) + wp,
Log [
e 2v-l
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(4.84 )
The insertion of these expressions into·Eq. 4.35 gives the critical
length of a pinned-end column as a function of Xp, which buckles
under the load expressed byEq. 4.76 .. Specifying different-Xp ' the
torsional buckling strength of a column can be obtained in the form
of the column .curve of stress vs. pinned-end column length.
4.6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Numerical computation was carried out by the GE 225 digital
computer available at the Computer Laboratory, Lehigh University. All
the programs were written inWIZ(73) language. Programs were pre-
pared for rectangular box-, H- and tee-columns as summarized in.Table
4.2. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are the flow diagrams for flexural buckling
of H- and box~columns and for torsional buckling of H-columns, respec-
tively.
Although.any distribution of residual stress can be considered,
only idealized patterns of residual stress distribution as shown in
. Fig. 4.9 were used for the illustration. The triangular distribution
is close to the patterns found in T-l rolled heat-treated shapes,
whereas the other pattern resembles the pattern in the welded shapes
.of T-l steel. The residual stresses in shapes of structural carbon
.steels and low alloy high-strength steels are idealized closer by the
parabolic distribution. The column curve for the parabolic distribu-
tion, however, may have intermediate characteristic of the above two
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cases. Figure 4.10 shows column curves of non-dimensiona1ized stress
aga.inst non-dimensiona1ized slenderness ratio for flexural buckling of
columns with cross sections of 8WF31 and 27WF94 containing residual
stresses. as shown in Fig. 4.9. The sudden jumps of column curves for
the sections with welding type residual stress patterns are due to abrupt
yielding over a large portion of the cross sections. Column curves for
strong axis bending are slightly different for the two columns, 8WF31
and 27WF94,.whi1e the difference of the curves .for weak axis bending is
insignificant for the two' columns. For the assumed residual stress
patterns of Fig. 4.9a, the larger the amount of compressive residual
the greater the reduction of strength is for the entire elastic-plastic
buckling. The same is true for the assumed residual stress pattern of
Fig. 4.9b except for columns of small slenderness ratio. Figure 4.11
gives the column curves of non-dimensiona1ized stress against pinned-
end co1umn.1ength for the torsional buckling of the same H-co1umns.
Since non-dimensiona1ization is not easy for torsional buckling, the
c~rveshad to be computed for a particular steel; T-1 steel was chosen
for the illustration, of which the static yield stress was assumed, to
be 100 ksi with the modulus of elasticity of 29,600 ksi. The column
curves for torsional buckling with partially yielded cross section shows,
as seen in Fig. 4.11, the similar .tendency as those for flexural buck-
ling. It is noted that Fig. 4.11 shows clearly the effect of residual
stress on elastic buckling, which has been discussed in Art. 4.4 .. With
the assumed residual stress distribution, residual stress reduces elas-
tic buckling strength of 8WF31 columns for any length of the columns.
The reduction depends largely on the pattern and magnitude of residual
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stress, as much as 13% for residual stress pattern of Fig. 4. 9bwith
ifrc = 1/2 ify for buckling at half of yield lQad and 6% for the same
pattern .with o'rc = 1/4 if
r
; the last case is close to that -of a welded
built-up column of T-l steel. It is of interest to note that the same
residual stress distribution raises the elastic buckling strength as
seen for 27WF94 columns, in which the effect of tensile residual stress
at the junctions of web and fl~nge plates and adjacent areas is greater
than that of compressive residual stresses at the flange tips because
of the property of the cross section; comparatively small flange and
deep .web. Both the incremental and the total strain theories of plas-
ticity results in an insignificant difference. This is due to the
large contribution of warping rigidity. against buckling.
The relationship among the three buckling strengths: flexural
buckling strengths about the weak and strong axes and torsional buck-
ling strength, are shown in Fig. 4.12, in which column curves are drawn
for critical stress against lengths of pinned-end columns. The weakest
buckling mode is that of flexural buckling about the weak. axis. The
torsional buckling strength of 27WF94 columns is far smaller than the
strong axis buckling strength for the entire length of practical columns.
An H-column of T-l steel fails most likely by torsional instability if
failure about the weak axis is prevented. The difference in buckling
strengths of tqrsional failure and weak .axis failure would be insigni-
ficant in welded H-columns of T-l steel of lower slenderness ratio as
can be seen in Fig. 4.12; for example both buckling strengths of the
8WF3l column with the assumed pattern of welding type residual stress
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are identical, if the pinned-end length of the column is between. 40
and 125 inches; the same is true for 27WF94 if the length is between
45 and 135 inches. Thus,fai1ure mode of these columns might be govern-
ed by such factors as unavoidable initial crookedness and eccentricity
of.1oading.
Column curves are computed for a tee...,co1umn containing ,again
the idealized residual stress distributibnof Fig. 4.9; the cross sec-
tion of·ST 18WF67.5 is selected for illustration; however, the tendency
of the curves is expected to be co~on. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show
the column curves for flexural buckling ,and for flexural-torsional
buckling, respectively. Residual stresses play a similar role in de-
termining the buckling strengths of a tee~co1umn as they do for an H-
column" The only significant difference of the curves compared to
those for an H-column is that the reduction of the elastic f1exura1-
torsional buckling strength is quite marked. Both the incremental
and the total strain theories of plasticity resulted in the critical
lengths close enough to each other that no difference could be sho.wn
in Fig. 4.14. As opposed to H-co1umns, the assumed residual stress
patterns always reduce the flexural-torsional buckling strength in the
case of tee-columns, which comes from the fact that tensile residual
stress is distributed only at the shear center and adjacent area, and
compressive residual stress at the flange tips; a thr,ust applied at a
further point from the shear center has a mo.re severe effect for tor-
sional buckling.
Together with the conclusion in Chapter 3, (that the magnitude
of compressive residual stress in T-1 steel plates constitutes a small
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stress
fraction of the yield"compared with other structural carbon; steels and
low alloy high-strength steels and further that in rolled heat-treated
T-l shapes it is negligibly small) an important conclusion can be drawn
from the illustration of Figs. 4.10 through 4.14 that the effect of re-
sidual stress is not pronounced in reducing the strengths of columns of
T-land probably of other constructional ,alloy steels.
4.7 COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS
,A series of eight column tests of T-l steel have been conducted;
two rolled heat-treated columns of 8WF3l and six welded built-upH-
columns. The details of the specimens are shown in Table 4.3. The
columns were tested as shown in Table 4.3 either with pinned-end sup-
por,ts about the weak ax:i,s* and fixed-end supports about the strong ,axis*
or with pinned-end supports about the strong axis and fixed-end suppqrts
about the weak axis. The end conditions for twist were fixed for all
the columns tested.
The residual stress distribution present in 8WF3l columns is
shown in ,Fig. 3.6. The patterns of residual stress in ,welded columns
of 6 x 7 in. H-shapes are shown in Fig. 4.15. The patterns were used
to predict the buckling strength of the specimens with slight ideali-
zation in such a way, that distribution is synunetr~c and equilibrium is
satisfied.
*The weak axis means, for the case of H-cross section, one of the prin-
cipal axes parallel to the web plate, and the other axis is denoted as
the strong axis.
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The stub columns of welded 6 x 7 in. H-shapes showed enough
yield plateau (Fig. 4.16) from which the yield loads of the sections
were determined •. Failure of the stub columns took place by distortion
.of the cross section (lQcal buckling) as shown in. Fig. 4.17. It is of
interest to note that the line of interaection of web and flange plates
did not remain straight but did bend, of which the effect of the local
buckling strength is dealt with in Chapter 6. The stub column of 8WF3l,
however, became locally unstable before the full yielding of the cross
section was reached. The yield load of the section .was, therefore, de-
termined by a special compression test of the section, of which a 5 in.
tall specimen was tested restricting distortion of the cross section
in the frame shown in Fig. 4.18.
All columns were carefully aligned first and then tested. The
deflection of columns AW2,AW3, BW2 and BW3 at mid-height increased
gradually with the increase of the load reaching the maximum load and
then kept increasing with tledecreasing load. To the contrary, the re-
mainder of the columns showed abrupt increases of the deflection at
the maximum loads. When the maximum load was applied, the columns
started to increase mid-height ~eflection gradually, kept increasing
for·acouple of seconds to as long as 20 seconds, then the deflection
jumped instantaneously as much as a hundred times the previous total
deflection with a corresponding sharp decrease of the load .. Figure 4.19
shows column AWl at 99 percent of the maximum load and after a sudden
failure at the maximum load, in which the .. significant change of con-
figuration is noted. ·All six columns tested under pinned-end supports
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about the weak axis failed as intended. However, for the two .columns
tested under pinned-end conditions about the strong axis, both bending
.and twisting were observed at the maximum load. Figure 4.20 shows the
two columns at failure.
The results of column tests are summarized and compared with
theoretical buckling loads in Table 4.4 and are plotted on .column
.curves; Figs. 4. 21 and 4.22 for 8WF3l and 6 x 7 H-columns, respec-
tively. The test result of the longer column of 8WF3l (RWl) is on the
predicted curve, while the result of the shorter column (RW2) is loca-
ted somewhat below the predicted column curve. Local buckling seems
to be the reason for this disagreement. The dis tortion of the cross
section was visible when the axial load approached the max~mum load of
the column RW2, and local instability took place at the maximum load
inducing the overall failure of the column. In the same figure, Fig.
4.21, weak axis test results of the same 8WF3l columns of A7 and A242
steels are ;shown cited from Refs. 13 and 22. The direct comparison
shows that the T-l columns are stronger than columns of lower yield
strength .steels, when compared on a non-dimensional basis.
A good correlation of test results of welded 6 x 7 inch H~
columns and the predicted column .curves can be seen in Fig. 4.22, from
which a conclusion may be drawn that the tangent modulus loads can be
a good prediction of the strength of carefully centered columns of
welded built-up T-l steel. The strength of columns of flame-cut plates
.and of sheared plates are different as seen in Fig. 4.22; however, the
tests have been made on.such column lengths for which the difference
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is not significant, .so·that any difference was not observed. The weak
axis test results(6) of.the same shape of A7 steel are also.shown in
Fig. 4.22, which makes possible a direct comparison of the welded H-
columns of T-l and·A7 steel.
Figure 4;23 shows the relationship of column curves for the
strong .axis bending and for torsional failure on test columns, AW3,
and BW3. The figure is plotted as non-dimensionalized stress against
length of test columns, of which the end conditions are simply sup-
.,
ported for strong axis bending and fixed for twist. The flexural
failure is dominant for longer columns while the torsional failure
governs for shorter columns. Both flexural and torsional strengths
are so close to each other for the length of test columns, .88 inches,
• I
that both buckling modes may have played a role in the fallure.
I
I
4.8 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented the basic differeB~ial equations
I
I
I
I
I
I
governing the buckling strength of columns containing residual stresses.
The method of numerical computation.was presented for pinned-end columns
of structural steel. The resulting column curves show that the reduc-
tion crf buckling strength due to the presence of residual stress is
significant for both inelastic buckling of flexural and torsional modes.
As opposed to the flexural buckl~ng, the elastic torsional buckling
strength is affected by the presence of residual stress, which slightly
-83-
.'
raises or reduces the strength .of H-columns.depending on the sectional
property. A large reduction is shown in the elastic torsional buckling
strength of tee-columns due to the residual stress .
.A goqd correlation ex~sts between test results· and theoretical
results .for rolled heat-treated wide-flange columns and for welded
built-up H-columns ofT-1 steel. . Thepo.ssibility of torsional failure
of T-l H-columnswasshown theoretically and experimentally. The ex-
periments of both rolled heat-treated wide-flange and wel.ded H-columns
proved that columns of T-l steel are stronger than those of lower yield
strength steels, when compared on a non-dimensional basis .
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter dealt with the primaryh~ckling of columns,
\
in which failure resulted from,an excessive amount of induced bending,
torque, or a combination of these two as a result of axial compression.
No consideration was made in the analysis of the possibility of any
change in the shape of the cross section and of its effect on the carry-
ingcapacity of the column. ,As a rule, most of the cross sections of
columns consist of plate elements. It is possible, therefore, that even
before instability of a column takes place, the component plates may
buckle locally, so that a premature failure of the entire column charac-
terized by a distortion of the cross section will ~ccur.
Local buckling may be defined as the bifurcation of equilibrium
of theoretically flat plates to distorted shapes in their own plane
with the lines of intersection of the middle planes of the" plates remain-
ing straight. The efficient design of a column requires a cross sec-
tion with thinner plates, and so, local buckling may increase in signi-
ficance. Hence, consideration has to be given to the stability of
plate elements, so that the most economical cross secti~n ,can be de-
signed for a column.
The buckling load of plates is different from the ultimate load
which the plates can carry, as opposed to a column for which the buck-
ling load has been found to be of a similar magnitude to the ultimate
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strength of practical columns. Plates may be able to sustain the buck-
led state in ultimate loads considerably exceeding the buckling load.
I
However, the difference between buckling and ultimate lo~dsbecomes
significant only for very thin plates but this is not the case for
plate elements of structural steel columns. Once buckling occurs in
plate elements of columns,' the stiffness for axial comp,ression of plates
reduces, which in turn reduces the bending rigidity of the column, pos-
sibly leading to overall failure of the column. Hence, the buckling
load of plate elements or plate assemblies is more important as a guide
for the design .of column cross· sections than the ultimate load.
The local buckling of a column.with thin component plates is
considered in this chapter .. A column cross section .consists ofa few
plate elements. Since the plate elements are connected to ,each other,
a complete analysis of local buckling must be made on the plate assem-
bly.asa unit. If an individual analysis is made on ea~h plate element,
the restrictions at the unloaded edges of each plate have to be deter-
mined. However, if such individual analyses .are made on plate elements
for several combinations of particular edge conditio~s,. such as: free,
simply supported and fixed, the results may be useful in estimating the
overall buckling strength of the cross section. Hence, the study of this
chapter consists of two groups; one is the analysis of plate elements
and the other is the analyses of plate assemblies.
The lo~~l failure of plate elements is a particular case of
plate instability, in which the plates can be considered as simply sup-
ported at the two opposite loading edges on ,which the distributed thrust
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is applied. The other two edges are free of loading and the supporting
conditions would be, in general, either fixed for translation and elas-
tically restrained for rotation, or else free ..Since exact solutions
have been made for most of the cross sections of structural columns,
the follOWing analysis, considers only special boundary conditions at
the unloaded edges to obtain buckling solutions for plate .elements.
These are the combinations of free, simply supported and fixed at the
unloaded edges.
At the two opposite loading edges the boundary conditions for
the local buckling of cross sections are the same as for plate elements,
namely, simply supported. The boundaries at the other two edges of the
plate elements are either free, when the edge does not meet with the
other plate, or elastically restrained for rotation when the edge in':
tersects with the other plates. Only rigid connections, which resemble
joints in rolled shapes and welded intersections, are considered for
the intersection in this dissertation. Particular attention is given
to column cross· sections of rectangular box-, H-, channel-, tee-, and
angle-shapes.
When residual stress exists, the stress in the plate cannot be
considered as uniform. The plates may yield, partially, at a certain
loading due to the existence of compressive residual stress; thereafter,
the plate is no longer homogeneous. The tangent modulus concept is
introduced for the buckling in this state of stress, namely, no strain
reversal is assumed to occur at the instant of buckling(l).
The analytical solutions are not feasible, in general, without
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a considerable amount of effort, consequently, approximate methods
have to be considered. The solutions in this chapter generally are
obtained by a finite difference approximation of differential equa-
tions. The analytical, and hence the exact. solutions ,. are also ob-
tained for particular cases where they. are possible, and' are used to
.check the accuracy of the approximate solutions .. A digital computer
was used to obtain numerical solutions in'both approximate and exact
solutions.
The main objective of this chapter is the exploration of the
feasibility of the application of finite difference equations to the
.stability problems related to plates, as well as, the hypothetical
study of the effect of residual stress on the local buckling strength
of columns.
5.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions and specified conditions are implied
in the analyses of this chapter:
. Assumptions
(1) A plate is a plane element, of which two dimensions are
much larger than the third dimension (thickness).
(2) The deflections are small, compared with the plate thick-
ness.
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(3) A normal to the middle surface before deformation re-
mains normal after deformation.
(4) The plate is initially flat and free of imperfection.
(5) No strain reversa~ takes place at the instant of buck-
ling.
Specified Conditions
The thrust is at the two. opposite edges of a plate ele-
ment in the middle plane, where the plate is simply sup-
ported. The strain distribution due to the thrust is
uniform in the direction of the thrust and is changing
linearly in the direction perpendicular to the thrust.
The boundary conditions at the two edges where no load-
ing is applied, are either free, simply supported or
fixed if no plate intersects; the boundary at the inter-
section of component plates is considered as rigidly
connected where the line of intersection remains straight.
(3) The plate thickness and material properties are constant
in the same direction as the application of thrust.
(4) The residual stress is present only along the same direc-
tion as the thrust and its magnitude is constant in that
direction ..
(5) The wave length of buckling is identical on each plate
element in a buckled plate assembly, and there is no
phase lag.
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· Further, the following assumptions are made in obtaining numer-
ical solutions:
(1) The stress-strain relationship of uniaxially loaded steel
is elastic-perfectly plastic.
(2) The plate thickness is constant in a plate element.
(3) The residual stress distribution issymmetric.if anysym-
metric axis is present in. a plate element or in.aplate
assembly.
(4) Poisson's ratio in the elastic range is 0.3.
(5) The resid.ual stress varies linearly inside a cell; deflec-
tions are known,at the centers of mesh cells in the analy-
s~ by the finite difference approximation.
,Some additional assumptions are necessary with the progress of
the analyses and they will be discussed when they appear.
The coordinate systems for plate elements and for plate assem-
bliesare shown in Fig. 5.1. The coordinate x is perpendicular to the
middle plane of the plate, y is normal to the thrust in the middle plane
and z is the toqrdinate parallel to the thrust and to the residual
,stress. ,When a plate assembly is considered, a coordinate system is
set to each plate and they are distinguished by subscripting numbers.
5.3 ~ DERIVATIONOFBI\SIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
From the assumptions, the stress conditions ip.aplate at the
-90-
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corresponding to the sum of residual strain,and s~rain due to thrust
ele.ment in a plate can be obtained from the stress-strain relationship
where E~ is the secant modulus of elasticity, ecr is the strain at a
point due to the thrust and er is the residual strain at the same point.
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instant of buckling is uniaxial.
(f = E (e + e )
z s cr r
The stress intensity, cr , at a small
z
(5.1)
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When buckling occurs, imperceptible plate bending causes a slight in-
cre.ase of strains from the value before buckling. This variation will
arise partly from the middle plane strain ,and partly from the strains
due to bending, thus
6e = 5e
- XX
zz zo
5ey = 5e - xXy (5.2)yo
6y = 5' 2xXYo zy
where 5ezoand 5e yo are the normal strain variations in the middle
plane and 6yo is the shear-strain variation in the same plane. Xz
and X are the changes in curvature along the z- and y-axes, respec-y
tively, andx
xy is the change in twist. x is the distance out from
the middle plane of the plate.
The stress intensities in slightly buckled plates can be de-
I
I
I
I
termined from the stress-strain relationship of Eq. 2.4
0 Z = Es(ecr + er ) + k l (6ezo - xXz ) + k2 (6yo- xXy)
0 y k 2 (5e - xx ) + k 3 (5e - x'X-Jzo z yo "y
~ E k4 (5y - 2xX )o zy
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(5.3)
The internal bending and twisting moments, which are not pre-
sent prior to buckling and hence are caused by the buckling, can be ob-
tained as follows
f /2M
= . d'zxdxz
-'t/2
'.~' f/2
M cr xdx (5.4)y
-t/2 y
Jt/2Mzy= 'fxdx
-t/2
.Since th~ pl~te is flat prior to buckling the changes in curva-
ture are shown in terms of deflection w,as
2S w
Xy - -2 (5.5)Sy
2S wX =--
zy e s
z y
Then, no.ting· that uniform stresses acting in the entire thick-
ness of the small element of the plate form no moment, integration of
Eq. 5.4 with the substitution of Eq. 5.5 result in the following moments
in terms of deflection w which are present in the buckled plate.
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(k l
o w o w
M = -EI --+ k 2 -2 )z- - 2
oz Oy
(k2
2 2
M -EI OW + OW) (5.6)-, k3 - 2y 2~z Oy ,
2
M = -M 2EI k4
o w
zy yz ozoy
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(5.9)
in the inelastic domain of a plate.
differential equation, which can be applicable both in the elastic and
(5.7)I =
, The differential equation: of equilibrium of an element in a
2 2 2 2 2
E [ 0 (Ik 0 w + Ik2 0 w2 ) + 4 _0_'_ (Ik4 0 w )'~.z2 1 ~z2(;) (;) Oy ozOY ozOY
22] 2o OW 0 w OW
+ 2" (Ik2 -2 + Ik3 --2) + to"z -2 = 0
oy oz Oy oz
in which I is the moment of ine~tia of the plate defined by its thick-
The equation is a s:pecial case of the equilibrium equation de-
(9)(57)(58)
rived by Bijlaard for a plate. When a plate assembly is con-
ness t,
slightly'bent plate is(2)
sidered,an equation can be set up for each plate element forming the
~2,M 2 2 2(;) 0 M oM 0 w (5 8) ,
__z + 2 zy + '__y = to" .
~ 2 ozOY ~ 2 z ~ 2uz (;)y sz
! Substitution of Eq. 5.6 into the above equation results in the basic
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same number of simultaneous equations with the number of plate elements.
5.4 GENERAL APPROACH
From the mathematical point of view, the buckling problem of a
plate is an eigenvalue problem defined by the differential equation
governing the deflection of the plate with a suitable set of boundary
conditions. The local buckling of a column cross section is similarly
an eigenvalue problem of simultaneous differential equations. The gov-
erning equation isa fourth order partial differential equation wit~
variable coeffic~ents as seen in,Eq. 5.9, where the stress ~ is a
.z
function of the residual strain ,distribution and the,strain distribution
due to thrust. Both of these strains are assumed to be constant along
the z-direction; however, both of them change their intensities in the
direction perpendicular to the thrust in the middle plane of the plate,
and consequently, the stress intensity is a function of the coordinate
y .. Since k 1 through k4 are functions of strain intensities, they. are
also variables in the y-direction and thus, functions of the coordinate
y.
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The distribution of. strains due to thrust in the column cross
(5.10)
i = 1, 2, 3, and 4
I
I
section can be approximated bya simple function for practical purposes,
such that the distribution along the coordinate y is uniform or changes
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linearly. The distribution of residual strain varies considerably as
. seen in Figs. 3.3 throtigh 3ill and 3.15 to 3.18. Hence, idealization
could be made in. several manners for analysis, such as those of tri-
angular distribution, parabolic ora combination of broken straight
lines. It would be evident, the·refore, that a rigorous solution of
the present problem is a quite difficult task.
.Several approximate methods to obtain an eigenvalue have been
developed for the cases where an exact solution is not obtainable or
for the cases where it is quite difficult to obtain. They are summar-
ized and discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. One of the most preferred among
the methods is the energy approach using the theorem of minimum poten-
tial energy, the so-called Ritz method. The Ritz method gives gener-
ally quite accurate results for practical purposes with reasonable
amounts of analytical computations and it may be the most suitable to
obtain results by analytical procedu~es. Both studies of plate buck-
. . . (15)(70)ling with residual stress, which are available ~n l~terature
have been based on th~ method. The usual procedure in this method is
to assume a set of functions to approximate the deflected shape. The
function has to be selected, such that, all the geometrically pre-
scribed boundary conditions are satisfied and the accuracy of the re-
sults depends on the accuracy of the assumed deflected shape to the
true buckled shape of the plate. This implies that an analysis has to
be made for each different case which arises due to different boundary
conditions, residual stress distribution, loading condition or cross
sectional shape of a column.
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With the development of large scale digital computers with
greatly improved speed and cfmputational efficiency, it is worthwhile
to take another look at the methods available. The amount. of numeri-
cal computattons, which was the main factor in determining the method
of approximate analysis used, has lost some of its importance; and the
preference is for a method in which the at:l:alysis and preparation is
less involved and direct application is possible for differe,nt cases.
The finite difference method with the help of a higl speed com-
puter affords a 'powerful tool for the solution of the many problems
,
involving ordinary and pa,rtial differentia~.. equations. The method has
,/
first been suggested by Richardson(74) for the determination of the
(75)
eigenvalue, investigated independently by Collatz and it was pre-
. (76) (77)
sented in a v~ry broad and clear manner bySalvador~ with ex-
amples on the buckling of columns and plates. A general discussion
of the application of the method to the eigenvalue problem of differ-
;
ential equations is given in almost all the literature on numerical
analysis.
The procedure of the method is to replace the domain of the
independent variables by a finite set of points, usually called "mesh
points". A set of difference equations is obtained by the use of
difference quotients which are the approximate expressions for the
derivatives appearing in the differential equation and the boundary
conditions of the problem. One seeks to determine the approximate
values for the desired solution at these points, which have to satisfy
the set of difference equations. An approximate eigenvalue of the
-96,-
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differential equation, which is most important for the analysis of
buckling problems, is obtained as the eigenvalue of the coefficient
matrix of the set of the finite ·difference equations, and the buckled
shape of a member can be obtained approximately at each mesh point as
an eigenvector of the matrix. The method is used extensively in the
analysis of this chapter and the following chapter, Chapter 6. The
necessary numerical calculations can be executed by a high speed di-
gitalcomputer. Details of the methods are presented and discussed
in subsequent articles.
The governing equation is the fourth order partial differen-
tial equation as derived in Eq. 5.9. The equation can be solved as it
is by the finite difference method; however, if the deflected shape
can be expressed as a product function of which one term is a simple
known function, the problem can be reduced to an ordinary differential
equation. The solution of the ordinary differential equation by the
finite difference method is obtAined much simpler and with less in-
volved numerical computations; In the subsequent analysis, the de-
fleeted shape of the plate i~ assumed by the following product function
of half waves in the z-direction. The assumed shape is known to be
where Y is a function of the coordinate y alone and p is the number
I
I
I
which satisfies the boundary conditions at the loading edges
pTT
W Y sin L Z (5.11)
I
I
I
the exact deflected shape for an elastic plate free of residual stress
and the shape has been presumed as satisfactory by many investiga-
tors(3)(9)(lO)(11)(12) for the plastic-buckling of a plate. Even for
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a plate with residual stress, the equation may be assumed as the de-
flected shape. Under the assumption that the deflected shape is ex-
pressed by a product function, the function of z is the deflected
shape of infinitively narrow strips in the z-direction which can be
considered as columns. Since material properties, residual stress,
and so on, are assumed to be constant in the z-direction, the strip is
a uniform column pinned at both ends of which the deflected shape is
known as sinusoidal. Thus the assumed shape may be justified.
The other support of the assumed deflected shape can be ob-
tained considering the torsional buckling of a cruciform column with
residual stress, as treated in the previous chapter, Chapter 4. The
(1)(2)
torsional buckling is the same physical phenomena as plate buckling,
but it is treated under different assumptions. Nevertheless, the solu-
tion for the column "must coincide with the solution for plates, or at
least it must be close. For the analysis of the column, an assumption
I
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of which the function of the coordinate y alone, Y(y), is known to be
implies that the deflected function is assumed by the following product
that no distortion occurs in the cross section is made. The assumption
function
w = Y(Y)'Z(z) (5.12)
I
I
I
linear and the function of the coordinate z alone~ Z(z), is to be de-
termined. Then, solving the differential equation obtained'under the
above assumption, the deflected shape is shown to be a sinusoidal*
cur~e, regardless of the existence of residual stress and of partial
*This is implied in the analysis of the previous chapter, Chapter 4.
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yielding. Thus, the analysis confirms that the shape of Eq. 5.11 is
presumably satisfactory.
Substituting Eq. 5.11 into Eq. 5.9 we obtain the following
equation
(5.13 )
(5.14 )
(5.15 )
to"
_z )Y = 0
EI
2 2 2 2 2 ,2 2~ I k d Y +~ (E.-.!!.... I k
L2 2 d 2 2 2 .1y L L .
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d
2
(I k d 2y TT
2
L k Y) _ 4 TT2~ (L k dY)
-d2 I 3 d 2 - ~ I 2 L2 dy 1
0
4 dyy 0 Y L 0
finally in the following form, where the equation is divided by a con-
plate buckles into a half wave in the z-direction; thus,we need con-
For a plate with constant thickness, 10 can be taken as I, thus
It is well known that the lowest buckling stress is obtained when the
sider only p equal to 1. The basic differential equation can be shown
stant 10
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The solutions are _obtained in the following articles for a
critical width-thickness ratio under a known loading rather than for
a critical load on a plate with known geometry, because of the same
reason as discussed for a column in Art. 4.5, that is, the material
properties are functions of loading.
5.5' ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR PLATES AND COLUMNS FREE OF RESIDUAL ,STRESS
UNDER UNIFORM THRUST
When a plate or plate assembly, free of residual stress, is
uniformly compressed, the material properties are uniform throughout
the member. The variable coefficients in the basic differential equa-
tion, which are functions of material properties, become constants;
thus the equation becomes fairly simple and analytical solutions are
obtained easily.
Boundary Conditions
)
The boundary conditions considered at the unloaded edges are
a combination of free, fixed, simply-supported and restrained for rota-
tion when the edge intersects with other plates. Considering an edge
at y = a, the boundary conditions are as follows:
(1) Fixed
The deflection along the edge is zero, and the tangent plane
to the deflected middle plane along the edge coincides with the initial
-100-
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The deflection and the bending moment M are equal to zero.y
Thus, referring to Eq. 5.6
I
I
I
I
I
I
position, thus
(W)y=a - 0
(2) Simply supported
(:W) = 0
y y=a
(5.16 )
The conditions at the edges are that both the moment M and
. y
the so-called transverse shear Qy are equal to zero(1)(2). The trans-
verse shear at the edges is obtained as(2)
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Using Eq. 5.6, the transverse shear becomes
(5.18 )
(5.17)
(5.19 )
(5.20)
2
k 3 0 ~). = 0
ey ';
. y=a~' .'
2
( 0 Wk 2 - 2 +0Z
(W) = 0y=a
2 }4 0 Ike W
-0Z (1
0
4 OZ0Y )
Q = -EI {.~ [L (k e2w + k 02W )]y 0 0Y I 2 ~ 2 3 ~ 2
o ~z ~y
Q = _EI ~-L (k 02W+ k 02W) _ 4~ k 02W ]
Y 0Y 2 ~ 2 3 ~ 2 oZ 4
oZ ~y 0zey
(3) Free
Finally, the boundary conditions are
For a plate with constant thickness
I
I
I
I
:1
I
I
I
I
'! I
I
I
I
2 2
( k 2
(l,w OW
--+ k 3 -;z ) = 02(lz
-y y=a
4.9- (1-2lz I
o
2 }k .0 w4 2lZ0Y)
y=a
=0
(5.21)
I
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(4) Elastically restrained for rotation
By the assumption that the intersection of plate elements is
rigidly connected and the plates can rotate around the line of inter-
section but are fixed for trans1ati6n, the conditions are: the def1ec-
tion of plate elements to be zero along the edge, the tangents of the
middle plane of plate elements to be equal to each other, and the sum-
mation of moment at the edge of each plate to be equal to zero; thus
at the intersection
(w.) = 0
~
I
I
I
I
I
I
= (;:) (5.22) I
2
n 2 0 w.~ (0 w· -2~) = 0~ Eli k2~ + k3i=l OZ oYi
where n is the number of plate elements which intersect at the edge,
and subscript i shows that the deflection w is for the i-th plate
element.
(5) Condition at.the line of symmetry
When a plate has a line of symmetry, only half of the plate or
plate assembly need be considered. The conditions at the symmetrical
line, y = a, are: the tangential slope to be zero, and, no shear stress.
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Substituting the assumed deflected shape, Eq. 5.11 at the
(5.27)
(5.26)
(5.24)
(5.25 )
(5.23 )
dY
ody -
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2 }I k 0 W(I
o
302 0Y)2 0+ -02
oM oM
V - y -2X.
y - ay - 02
(OW) = 0OY y=a
Y 0
Y= 0
(1) Fixed
(3) Free
(2) Simply supported
the basic differential equation, Eq. 5.15 are
edge considered, the boundary conditions, which are compatible with
Thus, the conditions are
The shear along a line in the y~direction, V .(2)y' ~s
Substituting Eq. 5.6 into Eq. 5.23
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--- ---------------------------------------
d 2y rl
k - - k 2 "'"2 y = 03 d 2 L
. y
(5.28)
(4) Elastically restrained for rotation
Y. = 0
~
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derived here. Since the coefficients of Eq. 5.15 are constant, the
The eigenvalue of Eq. 5.15 is determined by substituting the
I
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(5.32)
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
dY
n
= --dy
n
2
k 2 . ~ Y ) = 0'~12 i
(5) At the line of s~etry
Critical Width-Thickness Ratio
-104-
equation can now be written as
solution of the equation into a suitable set of boundary conditions as
The general solution of Eq. 5.31 is(2)(3)
Y = C1cosh~y + C2sinh~y + C3cos~y+ C4sin~y
where ~ and ~ are defined as
I
I
I
I
120
z
k Et23
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(5.33)
l3 =
The critical width-thickness ratio of a plate is obtained simply both
in the elastic and in the plastic range. No elastic-plastic buckling
exists because of the absence of residual stress and because of uni-
form compression. The width of plate is denoted by b, thus the solu-
tion is obtained for bit or %/~;y in the non-dimensionalized form.
(1) Plate simply supported at both unloaded edges
Substituting Eq. 5.32 into the three boundary conditions out
of the four for simply supported plates at the edges y = 0 and y = b,
the solution is obtained
(5.34)
Using the last boundary condition, the eigenvalue is obtained through
the condition that a non-trivial solution exists, from which
13 = Prr
b
where p is an integer corresponding to the number of half waves in the
z-direction. The smallest width-thickness ratio is obtained when p is
I
I
I
equal to 1; thus
13 = TT
b
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(5.35)
IDenoting the non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio v-l? by A.
Eq. 5.35 reduces to
I
I
where the subscript e shows the solution by the exact method. Thus
I
I
the critical width-thickness ratio is a function of loading strain
and the aspect ratio of the plate, Lib. When buckling occurs in the
I
I
I
I
I
I
(5.37 )
.Q5-.38)
Thus
L
at b = 1(:y )
cr
the aspect ratio Lib and equating it to zero.
The smallest value is obtained by differentiating A.e with respect to
elastic range, €cr<ey, Eq. 5.36 reduces as follows and coincides with
the results given in the literature(1)(2)(78)(79).
.Similarly, the smallest value for plastic buckling €ct fey, is I
2
TT
6 (5.39) I
The function in Eq. 5.34 with an arbitrary multiplicative
factor C4 is the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue of Eq.
5.35. The function gives the shape of the buckled plate.
I
I
(2) Plate fixed at both unloaded edges I
Using the fixed condition at y = 0 and the condition of sym-
metry at y = b/2, the following transcendental equation is obtained
-106-
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The numerical reSults can be obtained with the help of a high~speed
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from the width-thickness ratio is computed as the smallest root,
h Gt'b . Sb -..,. 0Gt' tan z- + ~ tan ~ (5.40)
digital computer. Since the equation is simple, any method can beI used for finding real zeros, such as the "bisection method" and,
error,
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the "method of linear or parabolic interpolation" with trial and
or the "iterative method,,(80)(8l).
Similarly, the buckling condition· for plates free and simply
supported, and free and fixed. at the two unloaded edges are obtained
\,
in the form of transcendental equations, and are shown in Appendix D.
When a plate assembly is considered, an equation and four
boundary conditions are set up for each plate element, forming simul~
taneous differential equations. When the geometric relationships of
each plate element are known, the width and thickness of each plate
element can be expressed by the width and the thickness of anyone of
the plates, which can be considered as if it is a buckling plate. The
critical width-thickness ratio is" then obtained for the plate, which
determines the width-thickness ratio of all the rest of the plate ele~
menta. The procedures are the same as those with a single plate.
'~l-
However, the results are quite complicated to express in the form of
a transcendental equation, instead, they are expressed in the form of
a so-called buckling determinant, from which the eigenvalue is deter-
mined as zeros.' ,Solutions are shown in Appendix D for cross sections
of box, H , channel, tee and angle .
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,The aspect ratio influences the buckling strength of a plate
as well as that of a plate assembly,. and at a certain value of the
ratio, the most critical width-thickness ratio may be obtained as in
the case of a plate simply supported at both unloaded edges. However,
,
the analytical explicit ex~ression of the smallest critical value and
of the corresponding aspect ratio may not be obtained easily except
, .
for two cases; simply supported at one edg~ and simply supported or
free at the other edge. Instead, investigations are made numerically
to find the value and the aspect ratio, of which the details are given
in Art. 5.8.
5.6 SUMMARY OF CENTRAL DIFFERENCE QUOTIENTS
The finite difference quotients are summarized .in this article,
with which the basic differential equation and boundary conditions are
represented in.difference form. When finite difference quotients are
used as the approximate expressions for the derivatives of the differ-
ential equation, it is inherent that certain error is involved. It is
obvious that the error will decrease as the spacing is made smaller.
The use of the Taylor series expansion in the derivative of finite dif-
ference quotients makes it possible to estimate approximately the error
involved. The quotients which are used in the subsequent analysis are
. . . (76)(77 )(82)(83)
summarized l.n thl.s artl.cle : . The first order central
difference quotients are employed throughout the following analyses
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since the first order equations are easier to use than the higher
order equations and the central-differences are more accurate com-
pared with backward or forward differences, and are particularly use-
ful in the solution of boundary value problems(77).
. Consider a function Y, of which the values are known at all
mesh points. For the evenly spaced mesh, of which the width is r~
the following quotients are obtained at mesh point i
I
I
I
I
I
y~I
~
=
2
1 ( ) E- yIII
2r Yi+l - Yi - l - 6 i
(5.41)
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where i + 1, i, i-I and so on, denote the mesh points as shown in
Fig. 5.2a. Superscripts show the order of the derivatives. The quo-
tients are also obtained at the middle of mesh points i and i + 1
-l09~
The finite difference quotients for the approximations of
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....
I
I
(5.43)
(5.42)
.'
~ '(~). r 2 y IV ]l-t,J. 12 i
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y;I = 2 2 [Y. 1 - (l~) y .+Y. l+(l-IJ.) £3 III
L lJ.(l+lJ.)r ~+ ~ ~- L
Y. 1, ~(Yi+l + Y.) r
2 II
= -
'8 Yi+~~+2 ~
I 1 Y. ) r
2 III
Y'+1, = ;(Yi +l - - 24 Yi+~~ 2 ~
the first and the second derivative in an unevenly spaced mesh as
In the above quotients, only the first error terms are shown, since
the following terms are known to be comparatively smaller, for the
analysis of buckling(76)(83).
shown in Fig. 5.2b are necessary for the subsequent analysis of plate
~ssemblies:the equations are
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where the first and the second error terms are shown. The error is
generally of the order of the magnitude of r, and for the special case
of even spacing, it becomes the order of r 2 and coincides with Eq.5.41.
5.7 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN FINITE DIFFERENCES
A finite difference analogue of a differential equation can be
obtained directly from the given differential equation by replacing the
derivatives with difference quotients. When the coefficients of the
differential equation are not constant, average values replace the vari-
able coefficients for the cells. It is necessary also to express the
boundary conditions by finite differences in solving the difference equa-
tions.
Basic Difference Equation
The basic difference equation for an evenly spaced mesh is
derived by replacing the derivatives of Eq. 5.14 by the difference
quotients of Eq. 5.41. Thus, the equation at mesh point is derived
as follows showing the relationship of the deflections at five nea.rby
mesh points
Cl 'Y'+2 + C2 ;Y'+l + (C3 ; - C6 i)Y' + C4 iY'-l + C5 .Y. 2 = 0,~ ~ ,~ ~ ,~, ~ ., ~ ,~ ~-
(5.44)
where subscript i of the coefficients C shows that they are fqr equa.tion
~lll-
at mesh point i and subscript to the function Y means the deflection
.at the points. The coefficients are defined as,
I
C. = .1+1 k
1,L I 3,i+l
o
I
I
I
I
1. 1~-
+-I- k3 i-l
o '
In the above definitions, the subscripts show that these coefficients
C2 .,~
C3 .,~
C5 .,~
C .6,~
I. 1 I.·
= -2 I.2:±-. k + -1:. k )-I 3,i+l I 3,i
o 0
1. k
+ 4 ~+2 k )
I 4,i+~
o
I i + l Ii
= --1-- k3,i+l + 4r- k3;i
o 0
1.
~
+ t=K3,i
o
TI
2L2 (Ii + l Ii
----k +--·k
L2 I2,i+l I 2,io 0
(5.45 )
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with subscripts are the average values at the mesh points or at the
middle of the mesh points. If the properties are not given at the
. middle of the mesh points, they have to be approximated by the proper-
ties of the neighboring mesh points.
It is noticed that the k's are the function of loading and
residual strains and the term TI2r 2/L2 is the function of aspect ratio
of th2 plate and width of mesh points; thus C6 . is the only term in~,~
eluding the width-thickness ratio. Noting t~at the width of the mesh
points is equal to plate width b divided by the number of cells, n,
the term is re~ritten
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2(~). (~v;y )
y
(5.46)
The last term is the square of the non-dimensionalized w~dth-thicknessI
I
I
ratio. Introducing a new coefficient C., defined as
~
2 2 (J
C. =~ .(~) • (~)~ 4 L (J
n Y
the difference ~quation is written as
(5.47)
For a plate with constant thickness, the coefficient for Eq. 5.48 is
simplified since 1'+1 = I. = I = I , thus~ ~ i-l 0
(5.48)
the
(5.49)
2 2
, n r
-2 (k3 ,i_l + k3 ,i) - -2- (k2 '-1 + k2 . + 4k4 '-l)L ,~ ,~ ,~ 2
C. = l2n
2 (~)'2 ((J~ ,i )
~ n4 L cry
When the spacing is not equal as shown in Fig. 5.2b,
2Cl .Yo+2 + C2 .Y. 1 + C3 .Y. + C4 .Y. 1 + C5 .Y. 2 = C.A Y., ~ ~ ,~ ~+ ,~ ~ ,~ ~ - -, ~~ - ~ ~
Cl .,~
C2 .,~
C4 .,~
C3 .,~
I
I
I
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I coefficients of the difference equations are different from Eqs. 5.49at mesh points, i+l, i and i-l. They are summarized in Appendix E.
I
I
Boundary Conditions
The equation~ stating the boundary conditions for a plate
I -113-
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and for a plate assembly are given in Art. 5.5 for the various cases
under consideration. The corresponding equations have to be written I
for finite differences. It is customary and convenient to end the
plate ona mesh point where the deflection and moments are computed
(the "integer" stations) or at the middle of mesh points .where the
I
I
slope and shear force are computed (the "half-integer" stations).
The boundary conditions for fixed, simply supported and free
ends and at a point of symmetry are obtained by. replacing the expres-
I
I
sions of boundary conditions by finite difference quotients and are sum-
marized below. It is assumed that the plate thickness is constant I
near the bou~daries. For boundaries on .an integer station, i: I
(1) Fixed
(2) Simply supported
Y. = 0
~
I
I
I
(5.51)
(5.50)
-Y. 1~-
Y. 1~-
oY.
~
(3) Free I
Yi+2= <i+1 {[lk3,i+1 + TTy k2,i+I+ ~~\i1l2+ TT:~2 k::: 1
- (k3,i+1 - k3,i)] Yi -[12k3,i+1 + TT:~2k2,i+l + <~2 k4,i I
+!2k3,i_1 +<~2k2,i_1 + TT:~\4,il]Yi_1 + k3,iYi_2} (5.52)
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Y. 1~+
2 2 k .
= (2 +~. ~)Y.
12 k ~
3,i
I
I
I
I
I
I
(5.56)
(5.55)
(5.54)
(5057 )
y, 2~-
k2 '+1+ 4k4 '+1),~ ,~'2Y.
~
- k2 . 1- 4k4 ' 1, ~+ , ~+'2
- k· .
k .• 2,i+~
3,i+1 k3 ' &'~+2
k (~2,i+~)_ k 43,i+1 2,i+1 - k4 ;+k3, i+~ , .... 2
-Yo
~
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(5.53)
2k
3
. & (1 + k2, i+~ )'~+2 k3,i+~ ]
-k-
3
-,~-,+-1-.-:-kk-2-,-i-+-~-_-.:k:::..l..:::...:.....;~_-4-k---- Yi - 1
3,i+~ 2,i+l 4,i+~
Free(3 )
(1) Fixed
(4) At point of symmetry
(2) Simply supported
For boundaries on a half-integer station i + 1/2.
values within a plate. The linear extrapolation may be used, thus
where k 2 ,i+l and k3 ,i+l or k 2,i-l and k3 ,i-l are the material proper-
ties outside a plate and, consequently, they must be assumed by the
o
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It is noticed iri the above boundary conditions that no ~rror
is involved for the finite difference expressions of boundaries at the
(4) At point of symmetry
= Yo. 1~- (5.58)
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simply supported edge. This is obvious, since the same expression is
obtained by considering a plate extended outside at the simply suppor~
ted edge under the assumption that the plate is symmetrical on the
edge. This assumption is entirely in keeping with the·actual facts,
since a two span continuous plate in the y-direction simply supported
at the center buckles under the same critical stress as half of the
plate, if geometric symmetry exists at the internal support .. Similarly, .
it is realized that no· error is introduced at a line of symmetry.
The boundary conditions at the intersection of plates, com-
patibility of slope and equilibrium of moment, can be obtained in
finite difference form by replacing the derivatives in their expres-
sions. However, it is necessary to express the slope and the moment
of each plate at the edge for this purpose by the deflection of mesh
points inside the plate element; thus backward or forward differences
have to be used. Therefore, the expressions of boundary conditions
are expected to result in.. additional error. Instead of simply trans-
ferring the conditions for the differential equation into the differ-
ence equation, a different approach can be made .. Consider the folded
plates as if it is a continuous plate simply supported at the inter-
section. Then the whole plate can be solved as a single plate with
such internal restraints that the deflections are zero at the inter-
-116-
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sections. The zero deflection implies that the lateral force is in
equilibrium with the reaction .at .the point, regardless of its value.
.Since the basic difference equat~on at a mesh point is the equilibrium
equation of lateral force; zero deflection, in turn, implies that no
difference equation is to be considered at the point. Thus, if an
angle cross section is considered as shown in Fig. 5.3, as an example,
the difference equations are set up at all mesh points except at point
6, and consequently the problem results in 9 simultaneous equations
with proper boundary conditions at edges 1 and 10.
The difference equations at mesh points 4, 5, 7 and a be-
come those as follows,since deflection Y is equal to zero at mesh
point 6.
+ (:2 4YS + C3 4Y4 CS4Y2
2
at mesh point 4+ C4 4Y3 + = C4A Y4, , , ,
C1,SY7 C3 SYS
2
at mesh point 5+ + C4 SY4 + Cs SY3 = CSA YS, , ,
C1 7Y9 + C2 7Ya + C37Y7 Cs 7YS
2
at mesh point 7+ = C7A Y7, , , ,
Cl aY10 C2 aYg C3 aYa C4 aY7
2
at mesh point a+ + + = CaA Ya, , , ,
(5.59)
When tee- and H-sections are considered, three plates intersect at a
point. In this case, consider half of a flange, of which the flexural
rigidity is twice as big as actual, because of the symmetry of the
shape. Then, the analysis is the same as for an intersection where
only two plates intersect.
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. Averaging
When lqcal buckling of columns is considered, the stress in-
tensity in the component plates is not uniform. This is partially
due to the existence of residual stress and partly due to the non-
uniform external thrust, which arises due to the bending of the
column prior to local buckling. The finite difference method of
solving differential equations can be interpreted as solving a dis-
crete physical system whose properties are uniform within the unit
and whose response approximates that of continuous plates; and, con-
sequently, the method of averaging is important in obtaining accurate
results. New assumptions have to be made concerning this averaging.
It is assumed that the eigenvalue of the set of basic dif-
2
ference equations, Eq. 5.48, is proportional to the coefficient,C' A ,~
which includes the term to be determined, and proportional to the
reciprocal of the other coefficients. This is an assumption extended
by a knowledge of the buckling of uniform columns where the differ-
ential equation is
(5.60)
and the eigenvalue is shown(2) to be proportional to A~cr/EI, where
~cr is the term to be determined.
Based on the above assumption, the averaging of the stress,
and material and geometric properties is done as follows;
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(5.61)
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The above averaging method for stress intensity and flex-
ural rigidity can be understood from the physical meaning of them.
The averaging method of k's is not clear, however; they are constant
in the elastic range and even in the inelastic range where they are
variable,no significant difference of numerical value can be possible
from the definition of them. Thus, the methqd of averaging for these
variables may not be so impqrtant. The assumption, after all, can
be justified from the fact that it is made in order to obtain,as
much as possible with the smallest labor, accurate results and from
the fact that, if a closer mesh is used, the averaging method will
lose its significance for engineering problems. A brief illustra-
tion will be given in Art. 5.9 on numerical results.
5.8 PROCEDURE OF NUMERICAL COMPUTATION
The procedure of numerical computation is discussed and
described in this article, based on the preparations made in the pre-
vious article, Art. 5.7.
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Formation of Matrix .Equation
The geometric shape of a plate or a plate assembly has to be
fixed, for which the analysis will be made .. Since the analysis is
made for the critical width-thickness ratio under a given strain and
consequently under a given loading the thickness of the plate is yet
to be determined. However, when a plate assembly is considered it is
necessary that the relationship of the thickness among plate elements
is given so that when ~ width~thickness ratio of an element is deter-
mined,. the rest will be determined automatically. Then specifying the
number of mesh points and giving the magnitude.of residual strains
and strains due to thrust at the edges of the plates and at all edges
of the mesh cells, the concentrated stress intensity may be computed
at each mesh point, as well as the average moduli of the plates (k l
through k4), and rigidity, I, at each mesh cell and the loading, of
which details are given inAppendixF. With these coefficients, Eq.
5.48, together with suitable boundary conditions, forms homogeneous
simultaneous equations, which will be written in the following ma-
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
where A is a square matrix with non-zero terms in the main,dia-
trix form
2
tAl{= A. IB·F.. (5.62)
I
I
gonal and in two neighborning upper and lower diagonals. IB is also
the ~quare matrix with non-zero terms only on main diagonals .. l{
is a column matrix and is usually called an eigenvector, and gives
the approximate buckled shape of the plate. The square of the non-
dimensionalized width-thickness ratio, 11. 2 , is the eigenvalue of the
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equation which has to be determined in such a way that a non-trivial
vector.J{ exists.
Determination of Critical Width-Thickness Ratio
The critical width-thickness ratio is determined from the con-
dition which has to be satisfied in order for Eq. 5.62 to have a non-
trivial solution for the vector K. The equation is consistent only if
I
the following condition is satisfied.
1:::.= I]A - "A2 IB I = 0 (5.63)
I
I
N h bl " d ",2 f E 5 63ow t e pro em ~s to eterm~ne ~ as a root 0 q. . ,among
which only the smallest root is needed for the analysis of the buckling
problem. Many kinds of procedures are given in literature on linear
which leads to accurate results with the least amount of computation.
algebra and numerical analysis to determine the eigenvalue of the ma-I
I
t " t" (77)(80)(84)(85)(86)r~x equa ~on· • Preference is given to a method
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Two procedures are considered; a trial method with which one seeks to
find out "A2 by trial and error, substituting a guessed value into Eq.
5.63 and evaluating the determinant; and an iterative method which con-
verges to the largest eigenvalue and at the same time gives the corres-
ponding eigenvector, when the form of the matrix equation is as follows,
(5.64)
where III is a square matrix. It is necessary to change Eq. 5.62 into the
above form prior to applying the iterative method. Computing the inverse
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of the JAmatrix and multiPtying it on both sides of the equation, Eq.
5.62 becomes as follows.
I
I
I
(5.65) I
Considering ~-l m) as H, it is obvious that the procedure results in
the largest root of ~ and consequently in the smallest value of A2
A
and the corresponding eigenvector. A brief comparison of the two methods
are given in Appendix G.
Plate Buckling Curve
The critical width-thickness ratio is a function of the aspect
ratio of the plate as well as the loading as pointed out in Art. 5.5,
when the material properties, width of the plate and.residual stress
distribution are fixed. Usually the structural column is long enough,
so that local buckling takes place in such wave lengths that the aspect
ratio of the buckled plate in half wave lengths corresponds to the ratio
which gives the minimum width-thickness ratio(l).
Repeating the analysis described previously in this article
for different lengths of the plate, the relationship between the width-
thickness.ratio and the aspect ratio under a constant loading is ob-
tained, from which the minimum width-thickness ratio and the correspond-
ing aspect ratio, and thus the half wave length of local buckling, are
determined. The computational schemes are given in Fig. 5.4 on both the
iterative and the trial methods, to obtain the relationship between as-
pect ratio and width-thickness ratio. Although it is possible to deter-
mine the minimum width-thickness ratio and the corresponqing aspect ratio
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by plotting the results from the scheme of Fig. 5.4 on a graph, an
additional scheme is considered in such a way that tqe computer will seek
the aspect ratio and determine the minimum width-thickness ratio. Re-
peating the computation on several different loadings, the results can
be plotted as they are for the plate buckling curves of stress vs. the
minimum critical width-thickness ratio relationship.
It is well known(l) and easily understood that when only the
. length of a buckling plate is changed, tne corresponding critical width-
thickness ratio is infinite for the infinitesimally short plate, then
it will decrease and reach the minimum value for a certain length which
is sought,. thereafter it will increase monotonically with the increas-
ing length. As a special case of the curves, a plate simply supported
and free at the unloaded edges has no minimum width-thickness ratio,
instead it decreases monotonically with the increase of the length and
asymptotes to the extreme value. The local buckling of plate assemblies
may respond to the change of local buckling length in a manner similar
to that of the buckling of a plate element. Any relationship which re-
sembles the above relationship can be used to seek the aspect ratio
numerically. The following relationship between the width-thickness
ratio and the. aspect ratio may be assumed for numerical computation.
I (5.66 )
I
I
I
I
where Cl , C2 and C3 are-constants. Knowing three points which are on the
A vs. Lib curve, the constant can be determined. Then the aspect ratio,
for which Ais the minimum, can be obtained by differentiating A with re-
spect to Lib and equating it to zero. Thus
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and the aspect ratio sought is obtained from
(5.67 )
(5.68)
I
I
I
I
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The known three points are supposed to be I
~2 ) I
and finally, the aspect ratio is computed from
2 2 2 .2 2 2
L 1 Ll "'3 + L2" 1 + L3"2 - Ll "2 - L A - L3Al2 3 (5.69)b =-/ b2 "2 A3 Al A3 "1 A2
-'- + - + - - L2 - L2
,222 2Ll L2 L3 1 2 L3
With this aspect ratio, the corresponding A, which has'to be compared
with the known values ofAl , A2 and "3' may be computed. Since the
relationship of Eq. 5.66 may be close to the actual relationship (but
not exactly true) and also due ,to the error involved in numerical com-
putation, several triah are necessary to find out the true value of
the aspp.ct ratio and thus the minimum critical width-thickness ratio.
The scheme for this procedure is shown in Fig. 5.5, in which the itera-
tive method is employed to find out the eigenvalue.
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The Computer Program
The numerical-'computation has been carried out by the GE 225
digital computer available at the Computer .Laboratory, Lehigh Univer-
sity. All the programs, except the matrix inversion subroutine, were
written in WIZ(73) language. The matrix inversion-determinant sub-
routine was prepar~d in GAP(87) at the Computer Laboratory based on
the Gauss reduction method (85) .
The program for finite difference solutions consists of a main
program and several subprograms. The object of the main program is,
(1) to read the necessary data, (2) to compute the average thrust act-
ingon the plate due to the given external strains, (3) to set up the
matrix equation, and (4) to print the results. The subprograms are
for the computations which are common to several different cases. The
subprograms prepared were: (1) to compute average values of stress,
coefficient k's and plate rigidity at mesh cells, (2) to obtain the
dominant eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector by iteration,
(3) to print the eigenvalue and eigenvector and (4) to seek the aspect
ratio where the minimum critical width-thickness ratio is obtained.
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 gives the details of the programs prepared for
finite-different solutions and~vailable at Fritz Engineering Labora-
tory. Figure· 5.6 is a simplified flow chart for obtaining solutions
by the finite difference method for a plate simply supported at the
unloaded edges.
The numerical evaluation of the analytical solutions described
in Art. 5.5 were also made by the computer. The programs, prepared for
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this purpose are su~arized in Table 5.4. A computational scheme for
local buckling of column cross sections is shown in Fig. 5.7. Figure
5.8 is a particular. flow diagram for H-shaped columns.
5.9 ERROR IN FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTIONS
It is quite difficult to analyze the error which is inherent
in finite difference methods, when the method is used as an approxi-
mate method for the problem governed by the differential equation; thus
a general disucssion is out of the scope of this dissertation. In this
article, however, sources of error are briefly reviewed and then approxi-
mate amounts of error which appear in the final results of this buckling
problem are explored analytically as well as by comparing the results
of the finite difference method with the exact solutions or with any
other solutions which can be used 'for the comparison. The error, thus
evaluated, would give some kind of index for the accuracy of the ap-
proximate solution, for which no exact solution is available.
The main sources of errors are:
(1) Basic difference errors which are due to the basic
difference approximation to the derivatives in basic
differential equations.
(2) Boundary condition errors which are due to the represen-
tation of boundary conditions in the difference form.
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(3) Averaging errors of variable coefficients in the basic
differential-equation.
(4) Roundoff errors.
Basic Difference Error· in Differenc·e Equation
The er~or. terms in finit~ difference q~otients are shown in
Art. 5.6, where they are summarized. In general, the' error in the
error in the i-th derivative is of the following type for an evenly
spaced mesh (76) ,
I E.~ (5.70)
I
I
where the function f (y) is the product of a constant and the (i+2)'th
n
derivative of the original function Y, and thus it is independent of r.
For unevenly spaced mesh, the expression is
I (5.71)
I
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Equation 5.71 coincides with Eq. 5.70 when ~: is equal to 1.
Equations 5.70 and 5.71 show that when the Taylor series of
Y(y) is converging rapidly (small values of r and rapidly decreasing
values of the successive derivatives of Y(y) ), the series in the
error expression will also converge rapidly. Further, comparison of
Eqs. 5.70 and 5.71 shows that the convergence is faster when ~ ap-
proaches unity and thus that an evenly spaced mesh may result in less
error.
The main interest in this article is the error present in the
eigenvalue itself, which is obtained by solving the finite-difference
equation. Thus the error of this problem is not identical with these
shown in Eqs. 5.70 and 5.71, although some kind of relationship may exist.
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Salvadori has presented a theorem which is of importance in
evaluating the error in the eigenvalue(88). The theorem states as
follows:
"The error in the eigenvalue of linear ordinary
differential equations with constant coefficient eval-
uated by finite differences is of the rLtype."
It should be noticed that the theorem is obtained for an evenly spaced
mesh and that no· error in the expressions of boundary conditions is con-
sidered. Nonetheless, his analysis proves that the basic difference
error in the eigenvalue is of the same type as. the error in the finite
difference quotients and that the error diminishes with increasing
number of cells.
It has been pointed out previously that there is no error in
representing boundary conditions in difference forms at simply suppor-
ted edges, at the point of symmetry, and at the intersection of plates.
Thus, the entire error of a plate or a plate assembly, which consists
of these boundaries only, is due to the basic difference approximation,
provided that the plate is free of residual stress and that the plate
is compressed uniformly so as to be free of averaging error' and to satis-
fy the condition of constant coefficients.
To illustrate the basic difference error in critical width-
thickness ratio, consider a-simple-case; a plate simply supported at
both the unloaded edges and the local buckling of a square tube. The
analytical expression of error term can be obtained for these cases
and it may suggest the characteristic of the error for the other cases.
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Considering only the first term of the truncation error in approximate
expressions of derivatives by difference quotients, the following rela-
tionshipis obtained between the width-thickness ratio solved by the
. j I
finite difference method and the exact value, of which the derivation
is given in Appendix H:
I
I
I
A= A
e
1 - (5.72)
I
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where A. is the width-thickness ratio by the finite difference method
and A is the exact value as shown in Eq. 5.36. From Eq. 5.72, the
e
error term is shown to be
2 k2 + 2k4~+
E _ rr
2( b2 k 3 )1:21 (5.73)=r 12 2 k2 + 2k4 b2 k l~+
b2
2' k3
+
12 k3
Noting that r is proportional to the reciprocal of the number of mesh
2
cells, n, it is seen that the error is of the r -type and tends toward
zero for increasing number of mesh cells. Since the error term is
negative, the finite difference solution gives smaller width-thickness
ratios. The error is also a function of the aspect ratio and it in-
creases when a longer plate is considered, and approaches the following
value for the infinitely long plate.
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(5.74 )
The error is constant for the elastic buckling of a plate no. matter
i
what the thrust is. To the contrary in the inelastic range, the co-
totQI stro..in
efficients, k's,are the function of thrust according to the,Atheory
of plasticity and consequently a function of loading. Nevertheless,
the variations of numerical value of k's are not expected to be large
as is understood by their definition, Eq. 2.5, and similarly for the
variation of errors under di~ferent loading. Table 5.5 shows the varia-
tion of errors for different critical stresses computed for a mesh of
10 cells, which confirms that the difference in errors for different
buckling stresses is negligibly small for practical purpose. Figure
5.9 shows the basic difference error and aspect ratio relationship for
. the elastic buckling of simply supported plates at the unloaded edges .
.The width-thickness ratios are computed for the plate changing
the width of mesh. As pointed out previously, two mesh systems are
possible; one in which the ends of the plate occur at the integer sta-
tions and the other at the half-integer stations. Since both meshes
introduce no error in representing the boundary conditions by finite
difference equations, it is expected that both methods result in the
same amount of error for the same width of mesh.
The results for the plate by two different mesh systems are
tabulated in Table 5.6 and are plotted in Fig. 5.10. The table also
includes the expected errors computed by Eq. 5.73 and the numerical
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proximation.
Consider a plate fixed at the unlo~ded edges to see how the
error behaves. Assuming that the number of cells is large and the
in addition to the error due to basic central difference ap-form
The error present in the solution of the finite difference
equation due to approximate representation of boundary conditions must
be the same as the error which is found in a solution of original dif-
ferential equation with the same boundary conditions used to solve the
finite difference equation. Therefore, if the original differential
equation can be solved with the same boundary conditions as for the
finite difference equation, the error may be evaluated comparing the
result thus obtained with the exact solution.
Boundary Condition Errors
It has been seen that an analysis of simply supported plates
at the unloaded edges with various numbers of cells directly gives the
error due to the basic central difference approximation. In general
cases, the solutions by finite difference methods include error due to
the approximate representation of boundary conditions in difference
results for local buckling of a square box-column with four identical
component plates, where, again, no boundary error is involved and thus
:the same results with simply supported plates are expected. All numer-
icalresults for three different cases are in good agreement with each
other and with the expected errors by error analysis.
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I
error invo1ve9. is small, only the first error term need be considered.
Then, the following expressions of the boundary condition errors are
obtained, of which the-derivation is given in Appendix I; for a plate
ending on the integer station.
2
1 [ (k2+2k4 ) ]cr1 + k Z12X 2 k3 1 cry2 e 1E =
- 3" '-2 (5.75 )r 1 1 1 1
22+ -~2b2 - n
r::t b r::t bsinhr::t b ~ bsin~ b
e e e e e e
The equation reduces in the elastic range to
E 2 1 _1 (5.76)= '--r 3 1 1 1 1 2
22"+ ~2b2 - n
r::t b r::t bsinhr::t b ~ bsin~ b
e e e e e e
For a plate ending on the half-integer points,
: 2
1 1
[ (k2+2k4 )
- k1] I:Z )+--12X2
E 1 e
k3 y . 1 (5.77)r = 3" 1 1 1 1 -2
---+ ~2b2 nr::t2b 2 r::t bsinhr::t b ~ bsin~ b
e e e e e - e
in the elastic range
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E 1 1 1 (5.78)
r 3" '-21 1 1 1 n
2 2 + ci b2Q' b Q' bsinhQ' b S bsinS be e e e e e
where the letter e subscripted to Q' and S means that these are for the
exact solutions.
As seen in the above equations, the boundary condition errors
2
are also r -type in both mesh systems in this particular case. It may
be noticed that the error in the analysis of the plate, of which the
unloaded edges are on half-integer stations, are one-half the magni-
tude of the error for the other case with an opposite sign. Figure
5.11 shows the variation of the error under different aspect ratio and
under different loading computed for n equal to 10. The maximum error
occurs for an aspect ratio of about 1.75 and decreases with increasing
aspect ratio. The variation of the error for different critical stresses
in the inelastic range is negligibly small as it is for the basic dif-
ference error.
The width-thickness ratios were computed by the finite differ-
ence method on two different mesh systems and they are compared in
Table- S.7. The errors in the finite difference solutions are due to
the sum of errors by the basic difference approximation and by the ap-
proximation of boundary conditions. Thus, if the errors due to averag-
ing and due to rounding-off can be neglected, the error involved in
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this case may be expressed as
I
I
I
(5.79)
where E
rt and Erb denote the errors due to the basic finite difference
approximation and due to the approximation of boundary conditions, re-
sp,ectively. Since the error E
rt is a function only of the width of the·
mesh for the solution of a plate under a loading condition, the solu-
tions obtained under two different approximations of boundary conditions
may make it possible to check the analysis shown in Eq. 5.75 through
Eq. 5.78. Denoting the error obtained on a mesh in which plate ends on
integer stations by .subscript 1 and that by the other approximation by
subscript 2, then
I
;I
1
I
I
I
If the solutions are obtained for the mesh of the same width, then,
E
r,l
E
r,2
E + E
rt,l ,rb, 1
E + E
rt,2 rb,2
(5.80) I
I
E = E
rt,l rt, 2 1
The left-hand term of the above equation is tabulated in Table 5.7
and' thus,
E - E = E
r,l r;2 rb,l Erb,2 (5.81)
1
.1
from the actual solutions of finite difference· method and it is compared
with the right hand term computed by Eqs. 5.76 and 5.78. The errors
computed by the analysis are slightly larger in magnitude than those
present in finite difference solutions as seen in the last two columrts
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in Table 5.7. The difference is larger for solutions by smaller number
of cells and it is decreasing with increasing number of cells. This
tendency suggests that the second and higher order error terms, which
have been neglected in the analysis, contribute to. the error, since
the,higher order terms playa bigger role for solutions by coarser mesh
systems. Nonetheless, the error analysis gives agreements good enough
to conclude that the method is valid for use in exploring the error due
to the approximate representation of boundary conditions. Figure-5.l2
shows the error-number of cells relationship for the plate.
No analysis is made for the other boundary conditions. How-
ever" the characteristic of the error-number of cells relationship may
be similar. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 and Fig. 5.13 show the relationship for
the plates free at one of the unloaded edges, and fixed and simply sup-
ported at the other unloaded edge. It may be noticed in Figs. 5.12 and
5.13 that the total errors due to basic difference approximation and
due to approximate representation of boundary conditions are smaller
for the mesh system in which the plates end on half-integer stations in
all three cases.
Averaging Error
In the preceding discussions, only the equation with constant
coefficients was considered. When a buckling problem of a plate in-
cluding residual stress is considered, the coefficients of the basic
differential equation are no longer constant. If it comes to the local
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buckling of columns, the thickness of each plate element may be differ-
ent and this causes a sudqen jump for one of the coefficients at the
intersection of the plate elements. Thus, the basic differential equa-
tion has variable coefficients and proper assumptions have to be made
concerning the averaging. of the coefficients. However, the error analy-
sis on this problem is out of the scope of this dissertation and some
of the numerical results are presented so that the order of the error
involved may be estimated.
Consider first the local buckling of square box sections which
consist of two pairs of plates of different thickness. If a mesh sys-
tern is selected such that the corner of the section is on an integer
station, then the moment of inertia is different at both sides of the
point and the averaging method comes into the picture. The numerical
solutions are obtained' for the case, free of residual stress and uni-
formly compressed so as to be able to see only the difference due to
different assumptions on the averaging of stiffness. Two different
methods are considered; one is to take the average of inverse stiffness
for the average stiffness at a cell as assumed in Eq. 5.61,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
and the other is simply to take the average of stiffness defined by
1 b.y i
I. =~ f I dy~ u Yi ' a
=
1 b.y. d
-J ~ /
b.y. 0
~
(5.61)
(5.82)
·1
1
I
1
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The actual solutions of a finite difference equation with these two
different average values of stiffness are compared with exact solu-
tions and the error involved is tabulated in Table 5.10 and plotted in
Fig. 5.14. The results are for elastic buckling of square tubes, of
which the length is equal to the width of the component plates. The
difference of errors in both averaging methods are not very signifi-
cant for small numbers of cells. However, the difference is marked
when a finer mesh is used; the inverse average method approaches rapidly
to the exact solution, but the simple average method shows quite poor
accuracy. Figure 5.14 and Table 5.10 also show that the total error
increases when the ratio of the plate thicknesses increases.
It may be understood readily from the last term in the basic
differential equation, Eq. 5.15, that a variation of the term (t.~ )
z
may play an identical role as the reciprocal of variation of moment of
inertia of a plate plays for the accuracy of the finite difference so-
lution. Thus the assumption of the averaging of stress as shown in
Eq. 5.61 is expected to result in good accuracy. Further, it is a
natural assumption to concentrate to its center the thrust acting in
a cell. However, no exact solution is at hand for the buckling of
plates with residual stress, and consequently it is not possible to
evaluate the error due to this assumption on the averaging of stress.
The consideration of this error problem is limited only to present re-
suIts for a particular case. The same method, however, can be used for
any other cases to check the accuracy. A simply supported plate with
residual stress distribution as shown in Fig. 5.l5a is considered as an
example.
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Several different models are considered such that a bound of
error due to the averaging is obtained. These models, the same plates
with different residual stress distributions, are shown in Figs. 5.l5b
through 5.l5f among which Fig. 5.l5d corresponds to the ~verage model
of Fig. 5.l5a by Eq. 5.61. It is easily understood from the nature of
the problem that, when a concentrated thrust is applied ata point as
shown in Fig. 5.l5g, the closer the,point lqcates to the center of the
plate, the more severe the effect of the thrust for buckling of the
plate will be. With this effect in mind, it is obvious that the model
"b" gives the most conservative result and next in line is the model
"c". Similarly model"e" results in an unconservative solution and "f"
gives the most unconservative result. Although the amount of thrust
acting on a mesh point for model "d" is the same as with the plate
shown in Fig. 5.l5a, it may be noticed that the center of thrust of
model "d" is exactly on a mesh point :j.n each cell; however, if the
original distribution "a" is divided into the same mesh system, the
center of thrust is shifted slightly to an edge of the plate from the
center of each cell. This difference is the cause of the error. A
similar consideration as given previously leads to a conclusion that
the model "d" gives the conservative ·solution for the residual stress
distribution of "a". Thus there is the following relation among the
solutions of the models and the exact solution of Fig. 5.l5a.
I
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.. f
< A (5.83) I
where superscdpts show the width.,.thickness ratio obtained by the corres-
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ponding models in Fig. 5.15. If the width-thickness ratios for models
"d" and "e " are computed, the exact solution is between these two values
and thus these two values give the bounds of error due to the averaging
of the non-uniform stress distribution. The error limit due to the
averaging method of Eq. 5.61, E
rl , is given for this particular ex-
ample as follows,
I E =rl
A.,d
-e
A.
- 1 (5.84 )
I
I
I
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Figure 5.16 shows the width-thickness ratios obtained on models "d" and
"e " for different number of cells. The values are obtained for a plate
which buckles under a thrust of three quarters of the yield load. The
solutions by the exact averaging method, if they exist, are in the
hatched area, in which it may be expected that they lie close to the
line for model "d" from the physical interpretation of the problem. The
figure also shows the error bounds in percent, which are, as seen, fairly
small.
Round-Off Error
I · . d (80) h 11' f h . '1 blt ~s sa~ . t at no rea y sat~s actory t eory ~s ava~ a e
at pres~nt on this round-off problem, instead actual practice has pro-
duced several methods of employing the computer itself to give some
indication of the error. One of the favorite methods is the so-called
"double precision" method, which is to run the problem in both single-
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and double-precision arithmetic and to draw the conclusion that the
number of places which agree in the sing1e- and double-precision answers
is the number which are right (80) . However, for the study of this dis-
sertation no attempt was made to check the round-off error, partly be-
cause of the difficulty in coding the problems and partly because the
results obtained in most cases were good.
All three independent results. in Table 5.6 agree quite well with
each other and their errors coincide with tpe analytical estimation of
errors. These facts, in turn, may imply that the round-off errors are
insignificant compared with the error due to basic finite difference
. errors. It may be noticed here that the size of the matrices involved
-is the same as the number of cells for the computation of tubes and is
one-half of the number of cells for the other two cases of plate elements.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from Table 5.7 where the behavior of
boundary condition error is in good agreement with the analytical pre-
diction. The above mentioned cases are for the plate elements where
the aspect ratio is close to unity, namely from 0.6 to 1. A question
arises as to what will be the case with longer plates since the coeffi-
cients in the basic differential equation for the terms related to the
shear rigidity and to the bending rigidity along the z-axis are functions
of the aspect ratio. For a plate with a large aspect ratio, it is possi-
ble that these terms become comparatively small and they will fade away
into the round-off error. This was checked on a plate simply supported
at both the un104ded edges and is summarized in Table 5.11, of which the
computation has been made for a matrix of small size, namely 5. Com-
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paring the actual errors in computer solutions with the error computed
analytically, it can be concluded that no significant round-off error
is involved even for a simply supported plate with large aspect ratio.
The only case, in which round-off error seems to playa role,
is a plate simply supported and free at the unloaded edges, respectively.
The critical width-thickness ratios have been computed for the aspect
ratios of 2 and 10 with the number of cells from 4 to 20. The sizes of
the matrix ate the same a·s the number of cells. The results,· as. tabu-
lated in Table 5.9, show no significant round-off error for a plate with
aspect ratio of 2, while the longer plate shows a peculiar behavior for
a number of cells larger than 10, which cannot be expected from the pre-
ceeding analysis of errors to be due to the basic difference approxima-
tion and due to the approximation of boundary conditions; and thus it .
may be the round-off error playing a role.
5.10 NUMERICAL RESULTS ON PLATES
Numerical results of plate buckling analyses are presented in
this article. The computation was carried out by the programs prepared
and described in the previous articles. The material properties are
specified to resemble steel in Art. 5.2 so that the results of this
article are applicable only to steel plates.
The effect of residual stress on the buckling strength of the
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plates is the.main purpose of this study., Idealized patterns of residual
stress distributions are considered as shown in Fig. 5.17. The tri-
angular distribution as shown in Figs. 5.17a and 5.17b resembles the
patterns found in flange and web of rolled wide-flange shapes, in which
the magnitudes of the maximum compressive and tensile residual stresses
are assumed to be the same. The patterns shown in Figs. 5.17c and 5.17d
resemble the patterns found in welded built-up shapes. The tensile re-
sidua1 stress of the weld is assumed to be equal to the yield stress of
the parent material at the weld. (The tensile residual stresses at the
weld in actual welded plates are higher than the yield stress of the
par~nt material for plates of structural carbon stee1(31) and of low
alloy high-strength stee1(32) and they are lower for plates of construc-
tiona1 alloy stee1*. However, the tensile residual stress is distribu-
ted over only a small fraction of total area of the plates and the effect
of the difference could be neglected.) The pattern of real residual
stress distribution in rolled heat-treated shapes of T-1 steel is the
closest to those of Figs. 5.17a and 5.17b among rolled shapes of struc-
tura1 steels. It is also true that Figs. 5.17c and 5.17d are the closest
to the pattern found in welded T-1 plates. Nevertheless, the idealized
patterns approximate quite well those of plate elements of practical
steel columns, and further it may be justified to carry out numerical
computations on these patterns from the fact that the two patterns give
the extreme cases of residual stress distributions and that the other
cases could be interpolated from them.
. °kSee ,Chapter 3.
i
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Aspect Ratio and Critical Width-Thickness Ratio Relationship
The width-thickness ratio is a function of aspect ratio as has
been discussed previously. It is important for the analysis of local
buckling to find out the minimum of the critical width-thickness ratio,
which is obtained when a plate of particular aspect ratio is analyzed.
Figure 5.18 shows the variation of the width-thickness ratio for the
change of the aspect ratio of a buckling plate simply supported at the
unloaded edges. Figure 5.l8a is for a plate without residual stress,
in which the minimum width-thickness ratio occurs at the aspect ratio
of 1.0 for elastic buckling and at the aspect ratio of 0.7 for plastic
buckling. A sudden jump of the aspect ratio, at which the width-thick-
ness ratio is a minimum, is noted between the elastic buckling and
plastic buckling conditions. This is because of an abrupt change of
material properties due to yielding of the material. The similar re-
lationship of plates with residual stress distribution of welding type
and cooling type are shown in Figs. 5.l8b and 5.l8c, respectively. The
relationship for elastic buckling and plastic buckling are similar to
those of plates free of residual stress. The sudden jump of the aspect
ratio is observed between elastic buckling and elastic-plastic buckling
of a plate with welding type residual stresses; the aspect ratio changes
gradually with the increase of critical strain and approaches the value
for the plastic buckling. The jump is due again to the abrupt yielding
over the large portion of the area of the plate. Since no abrupt yield-
ing takes place in a plate with cooling type residual stresses, the
change of the aspect ratio for the minimum critical width-thickness
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ratio is gradual from the value of elastic buckling to that of plastic
buckling with increase of the critical strains.
The relationships between the critical width-thickness ratio
and the aspect ratio are similar for plates fixed at both of the un-
loaded edges and for plates fixed and free, to the relationship for
simply supported plates. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the relationship
for these plates. A plate simply supported and free at the unloaded
edges, however, does not have the minimum critical width-thicknessra-
tio; instead it asymptotes to a limiting value with the increase of the
aspect ratio of the buckling plate, as shown in Fig. 5.21.
It has to be noticed that the above figures are the results
based on the total strain theory of plasticity. The incremental theory
of plasticity results in the similar relationship with these figures
for elastic-plastic buckling and in the identical relationship for p1as-
tic buckling with plates free of residual stress buckled right at the
completion of full yielding.
plate Buckling Curve
The minimum critical width-thickness ratio as discussed in the
previous section is a function of the critical strain and in turn a
function of the critical stress, and hence the ratio. is determined for
a given critical strain or for a given stress. The relationship be-
tween the critical stress and the minimum critical width-thickness ratio
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was computed for plates with residual stresses. The residual stress
patterns of Figs. 5.l7b and 5.l7d are assumed for both plates simply
supported and fixed at the unloaded edges so as to resemble the com-
ponent plates of box-section and web plates for wide-flange and channel-
sections. Half of the residual stress patterns of Figs. 5.l7a and 5.l7c
are assumed for plates free at one unloaded edge, and fixed and simply
supported at the other edge so as to resemble outstanding flanges of
column cross sections. The complete results are tabulated in Tables
5.12 through 5.17 and are shown in Figs. 5.22 through 5.25, where the
figures are for the ratio of average critical stress to the static yield
stress versus the non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio. The re-
sults are based on the total strain theory of plasticity unless speci-
fically noted.
The assumed residual stress patterns reduce the buckling strength
in all cases considered. The reduction in elastic buckling strength is
rather constant for a residual stress pattern regardless of width-thick-
ness ratio of the plate, while the reduction in elastic-plastic buckling
depends largely on the width-thickness ratio. The sudden jump of the
plate buckling curve for plates with welding type residual stress is
due to the penetration of yielding over a large portion of area at the
same instant.
A critical value of width-thickness ratio exists in all cases
considered; plates with width-thickness ratio less than this critical
value sustain full yielding. loads. The critical value depends on the
magnitude of residual stress for the assumed residual stress distribution
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of the cooling type, whereas it is constant for practical purposes for
'the assumed residual stress patterns of the welding type.
Reduction Factor of Width-Thickness Ratio
The critical width-thickness ratios were computed on several
plates in the forms of plate buckling curve in the previous section. Of
practical interest in designing the component plates of columns is to
find out the width-thickness' ratio, with which the maximum load of a
column can be sustained without any local failure; or in some case to
find out the ratio, with which no local instability takes plate until
the yield load of the cross section is reached. For this purpose, a
reduction factor of the width-thickness ratio is introduced, which in-
corporates all effects due to the existence of residual stress. The
critical width-thickness ratio of a plate with residual stresses can
be expressed as follows with reduction factor R and with the width~
thickness ratio of the same plate free of residual stress
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
where' subscript a means width-thickness ratio for a plate with resi-
r
Multiplying with a factor /€y on both sides of Eq. 5 0 85, the non-dimen-
dual stress and (J = 0 means that for a plate, free of residual stress.
r
(b) (b)- = Ro -r cr ta = 0
. r r
siona1ized relationship was obtained as follows
'A. = R'A.
a a = 0
r r
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(5.85 )
(5.86)
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The reduction factors were obtained from the plate buckling
curves, Figs. 5.22 through 5.25, for critical stresses of 90, 95 and
100 percent of yield stress and they are plotted against the maximum
magnitude of compressive residual stress in Figs. 5.;26 through 5.29.
5.11 COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS
Specimens
A series of two welded square box-columns of T-l steel have
been tested. The section was selected to simulate the plates simply
supported at the unloaded edges. The lengths of the test columns were
chosen such that column buckling could not occur (upper limit), and at
the same time, such that the end disturbances would not effect the
plate buckling behavior of the test section as well as the distribution
of residual stresses (lower limit). The width-thickness ratios of the
specimens were selected such that the critical loads were reached in
both the elastic range and in the elastic-plastic range. Two identi-
cal specimens were cut from a long fabricated piece on both shapes,
thus a total number of four specimens were tested. Table 5.18 shows
the detail of the specimens.
Prior to the buckling tests, tensile coupon tests and residual
stress measurements were carried out. The static yield stress had
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average values of
116 ksi for specimens, T-1A and T-1B and
104 ksi for specimens, T-2A and T-2B.
Figure 5.30 shows the distribution of residual stresses in the
specimens, from which the following average values of non-dimensiona1ized
compressive residual stresses were obtained,
I
I
I
I
I
I
(J
rc
-- =(Jy
0.12 in specimens, T-1A and T-1B and I
= 0.16 in specimens, T-2A and T-2B~
I
I
Local buckling tests were made. under the "as-placed" condition
in an 800 kip mechanical type testing machine. The deflection of the
side plates were· measured with the set-up shown in Fig. 5.31, which
consisted of a bar-frame and a dial gage of 1/10,000 inch accuracy.
The frame was attached to the seats on the side plates with conical
points. The deflection was measured at the center of the width of each
side plate at short intervals along the length. The points at which
the deflection was measured were polished as' seen in Fig. 5.31. Fig-
ure 5.32 shows the test set-up and local failure of a specimen at mid-
height.
The critical stresses were determined by the so called "top of
the knee method,,(89) from the load-deflection relationship of the test
specimens, which are shown in Fig. 5.33. Test results are summarized
in Table 5.19 and compared with theoretical predictions in Fig. 5.34.
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The specimens, T-1A and T-1B, which buckled in the elastic region,
showed good agreement with the prediction with slightly lower stress. Two
theoretical predictions were made for specimens T-2A and T-2B, which
buckled in the elastic-plast{c range; one based on the total strain
theory of plasticity and the other based on the incremental theory. The
incremental theory predicted no buckling until the specimen reached the
yield load, whereas the total strain theory predicted 92% of the yield
load. Although both predictions were higher than the test results, the
difference is very small for the prediction of the total strain theory.
It can be concluded, therefore, that the experiments correlated well
with the theoretical prediction of elastic and elastic-plastic buckling
of steel plates with residual stresses, except for the prediction based
on the incremental theory. The disagreement of the incremental theory
was expected by the results of experimental studies on aluminum-alloy
1 t (11)(58)(61)(68)P a es .
The ~est results of both critical stress and ultimate strength
are also plotted on plate buckling curve in Fig. 5.35, together with
the results of a similar test on A7 square.tubes cited from Ref. 15.
As expected from the discussion of residual stresses. in A7 and T-l
steels in Art. 4.4, the non-dimensionalized comparison of test results
. in Fig. 5.35 shows that the welded T-l plates ·are stronger than the
similar plates of A7 steel.
The specimens T-1A and T-1B buckled in the elastic range showed
significant post-buckling strength as seen in Fig. 5.35 whereas speci-
mens T-2A and T-2B buckled in the elastic-plastic range had relatively
small reserve of post-buckling strength.
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5.12 NUMERICAL RESULTS OF COLUMN SECTIONS
Numerical results of local buckling analysis on column cross
sections can be obtained in a form similar to the plate buckling curve~
However, the fact that there are so many factors such as geometric shape,
residual stress distribution and the stress at which the section buckles,
on which the critical width-thickness ratio depends, makes it quite dif-
ficu1t to prepare the curves which cover a wide variety of column cross
sect~on with various patterns of residual stress distributions~ Instead
numerical results were obtained on a few cases to illustrate the effect
of residual stresses. Box- and H-sections were selected with idealized
residual stress patterns of the welding type of Fig. 4.9b with ~ /~
rcr
being equal to 1/3. The assumed patterns are more severe for local buck-
ling strength than the residual stresses distribution found in medium
size welded built-up shapes of T-1 stee1* and are somewhat conservative
when compared to those found in similar shapes of structural carbon
steel. Thus, the patterns are not intended to predict the strength of
any real column, but they are only for demonstration.
The computer programs as described in Art. 5~8 are prepared in
such a way that the ratio between -the widths of the web and the flange,
bw/b f and the ratio between the thicknesses, tw/t f are read as data
and the minimum critical width-thickness ratio of the flange plate is
"kMedium size section denotes a c.ross section of which the component
plates are roughly 6 t6 12 inches in width and 1/4 to 1 inch in thick-
ness.
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I obtained as a solution in non-dimerisiona1ized form,
I (5.87)
I
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where subscripts wand f denotes the values for web and flange plates,
respectively. The critical width-thickness ratio of the web may be of
interest in some cases; it is obtained as follows from Eq. 5.88
(5.88)
The results are, therefore, obtained in the same form as the
plate buckling curve as demonstrated in Fig. 5.36 for a box-section.
The effects of residual stress are, naturally, close to those found
for the plates. The reduction factors can be obtained similarly as
for plates from the curve of critical stress vs. width-thickness ratio.
Figure 5.37 shows the reduction factors for a limited number of sec-
tions such that the sections containing the assumed residual stresses
remain stable until the yield load is reached.
The critical width-thickness ratio' can be obtained without
much difficulty for column cross sections free of residual stress, or
the ratios can be found even in the literature (51) (52) ,tabulated for
most of the practical column cross sections so that the reduction fac-
tor makes. it possible, with a multiplication, to determine the critical
width-thickness ratio of column cross sections containing residual
stress.
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5.13 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented the basic differential equation and
the solutions governing the plate buckling strength as well as the
local buckling strength of column sections, both containing residual
stresses and loaded into the inelastic range of materials. Since the
coefficients of the basic differential-equitionare vari,bles;~t is a
quite difficult task to obtain rigorous solutions. Instead, solutions
are obtained on the basis of a finite difference approximation of the dif-
ferential equation. Discussions have been made on several problems
encountered in solving the differential equation by the finite differ-
ence method, such as representation of boundary conditions and averag-
ing the variable coefficients. A digital computer has been used through-
out the chapter for the numerical solutions; the programs were prepared
with WIZ language and available at Fritz Engineering Laboratory. In
order to secure accuracy of the solutions, the errors inherent in the
solutions by the finite difference method have been explored for simple
cases, and further, the finite difference solutions were compared with
the rigorous s'olutions whenever possible.
The numerical results for plates of various edge conditions are
presented in plate buckling curves of non-dimensionalized stress against
non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio. It is found that the resi-
dual stress affects the elastic buckling strength, the extent of which
depends. largely on magnitude and distribution of residual stresses. The
effect of residual stress for elastic-plastic buckling depends greatly
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on width-thickness ratio of plates. Of interest is the existence of a
critical value of width-thickness ratio; plates with width-thickness
ratio less than this critical value sustain the full yielding load.
The ratio could be an index in designing the component plates of
axially loaded columns. The reduction factors presented at several
stress levels for various plates could also be used in design purposes.
The numerical results of local buckling strength were obtained
for a few cases, from which it turned out that the residual stress
played a similar role as it did for plate elements.
A series of four welded built-up rectangular tubes of T-l con-
structional alloy steel have been tested to substantiate the theoreti-
cal results. Comparison shows a good. correlation between the theore-
tical results and the test results; for elastic-plastic buckling, the
theoretical results based on the total strain theory give good correla-
tion with the experimental results, but the results based on the incre-
mental theory predict a much higher critical stress.
As expected from the study on residual stresses of A7 and T-l
steel of Art. 4.4, a comparison of experiments on welded tubes show
that the tubes of T-l steel are stronger for local buckling than those
of A7 steel.
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6. INTERACTION OF COLUMN BUCKLING AND LOCAL BUCKLING
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In the.:'''1:wd'"'previous chapters.~,"...~:wo independent analyses of buck-
ling which are found in the failure of thin-walled columns were studied;
one was the overall b~ckling of columns and the other was local buckling.
The basic assumption ,for the analysis of column b~ckling is that no dis-
tortion of cross section-occurs;' ofr the 'other hand, the bflsic ass~mption
for the study of lo~al buckling .is that the lines of intersection of
middle planes of the compo.9-,~nt platesremai~straight during the buckling.
For a given,column, fail~re is supposed to occur at the lower stress of
the two buckling stresses; that is, the critical stress for column.:buck-
I
ling or the critical stress for local buckling. Although the above two
I
I
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basic assumptions for the analyses are well established and recognized,
interest is the fact that a coluE}l} buckling with distortion of the cross
they, imply, restraining forces for buckling of the column:or for lbcal
I
b~ckling, and, consequently, it is expected that the real bucklirig strength
will be smaller than those determined by independent analyses. Of
I
I
I
section, which mayexisteven though negligibly small, must be the same
physical. phenomenon as local buckljng if the assumption is removed that
.. .,..~:..
the lines of intersection remain-~';"traight. The identi ty .of column buck-
ling and local buckling is well known in.the cas~of the buckling of a
. (1) (12)
cruciform column; however, the situation.occurs for any column. Ex-
pressed differently, the buckling of a column is a physical phenomenon
which can be conside·red .as column buckling if the distortion of the cross
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section is negligibly smal1,.or which can be considered as local
buckling .if the lines of intersection remain nearly straight. This
interpretation of the phenomena is important, since. if either analysis
of column buckling or local buckling is made without the assumptions
mentioned above, it will give the true lowest critical stress. Fqrther
such an ,analysis can ,be used to verify independent analyses as special
cases. In the following articles of this chapter, a more rigorous an-
alysis is made for the local buckling of columns, removing the assum'p-
tion that the lines of intersection remain straight, and the results
are compared with the analysis of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
The assumptions for the following analysis and the specific
conditions are the same as those for the analysis of Chapter 5, except
for the one mentioned above. Internal forces are considered as acting
in a column cross section,when it buckles locally keeping the lines
of intersec'tion of component plates straight. As an example, a
buckled tee-section is considered as shown in Fig. 6.la where dotted
and solid lines show the original and the buckled shapes, respectively.
The transverse shear forces and moments acting at tqe edge of each
component plate are also shown.in the figure. The sum of the moments
is equal to zero when in equilibrium. The tra~sverse shears at the
edges of each flange plate are the same in magnitude and opposite in
direction if the geometric shapes of the flanges are identical as
is customary in structural shapes, and thus they are in equilibrium
with each other .. The transverse shear at the edge of the web. plate
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has also to be in equilibrium in order that the bl,lckling mode can
exist as a physicaL problem. Since the deflection. of the component
plates is iqfinitelysmall at the iqstant of buckling, the direction
.of the transverse shear, ~, is parallel with th,e flange, and con-
sequently the shear must be res:lsted by/the bendingrigidity.of th,e
flange and must be in equilibrium with its internal force. T~ere-
fore, when a tee-section~buckles locally as shown in Fig. 6.1a, the
line of intersection of the component plates cannot remain straight
due to the existence of the ~ransverse.sh,ear,Qw;'instead th,e line
deflects in the direction:parallel to the flange. It is also possib~e
that the tee~section bl,lckles symmetrically about theweb.as shown,in
Fig. 6.1b. When such a buckling mode occurs, the transverse shears
at the edges of the flange plates are not in equilibrium with each
other and hence the line of intersection may bendin,the direction'
perpendicular to the flange.
The analys is for the firs t' buckling mode gives the resul ts for
interaction of local buckling and flexl,lral-torsional bl,lcklingof the
column,and the second mode gives the solution for the interaction of
local buckling and strong axis buckling of the column.
The same physical meaning of the interaction of column,and
local buckling is also explaiJ1.ed by considering a btlckledcolumn.
Consider the same tee-column fai led by column" buckling on the strong
axis as shown ,in Fig. 6.2a by the translation, w, of the cross
section from the original position, where no distortion.of cross
(1) (2)
section is shown. The equilibrium equation is to be shown
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where P.is the total thrust acting on the column.and wis the deflec-
tion; the other notation is the same ,as in the previous ,chapters.
2
The right hand term~ a fictitio4s lateral load of inte~sity -p ~
dz 2
for abeam with bending :rigidityof EI. Now look,at the above equation
in,more detail. If a fiber in the cross section.is consiqered, and
if it is regarded as a column, it is clear that t~e same equation
holds for the £iber, . thus
(6.2)
where A shows that the moment of inertia and the area with the nota-
tion are for the fiber. ,Summing ~p Eq. 6.2 on all fibers in.the
corss section, Eq. 6.1 is obtained, which implies,' that Eq. 6.1 is an
,equilibrium.eq4ation of fictitious lateral,load due to the exter-
nal load acting on the centroid, and the internal. resisting· load.
. .
.As easily under.too~.fromEq. 6.2, the fictitious lateral. load of
2
,intensity -p ~ is n01: a concentrated load at t~e ce~troid, b4t
dz 2
a.sumof the distributed fictitious 'lateral load of. intensity
d2w
cr .~A ---2 at each fiber in the cross section. The distributed
z dz
load which appears with buckling of the column causes not only trans-
lation of t~e cross section as a unit but also the distortion ,of the
section.simultaneoulsy.
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For' this particular example, the distortion occurs only in
,the flange due to the loaddistributed"in the area as shown in,Fig.
6.2a and the ,final shape of the buckled column,may coincide with tq.at
shownin.Fig. 6.lb. For the flexural-torsional, b~ckling of the column,
the fictitious lateral load due to the deflection,of the flange, wf,
and of the web, ww' are distributed as showninFig. 6.2b, ,The
external load, whichforws a twisting moment,is in equilibrium with
theinter~al resistingmome'l?t of the total section and at 'tIle same
time causes the same distortions of the component. plates with Fig.
6.la.
The problem was developed and disc~ssed in,Ref. 3 for columns
made of aluminum alloy, and thus the analysis can .not.be appli~d
directly to steel columns.
The approach to this problem is made in tq.is chapter generally
by, the finite difference method as for the aqalysis in C~apter 5.
6.2 INTERACTION ,IN SECTIONS OF STRUCTURAL COLUMNS
In tlle previous two chapters several cross sections common to
structural columns were considered; among them the interactinn for
tee-columns was explained in the previous article. A brief review
is given in this article ,on how the interactions occ\lr for cross
sections of structural columns other than tee-section,
First,consider a column with ,rectangular cross section with two
pairs of identical plates. From the experience gained, it is known
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those at both.ends of plate element f2 in magnitude and are opposite
that the local buckling is the most critical when ,each plate buckles
in a ·half-wave as shown in Fig. 6.3a."\~he transverse shear forces
I
I
I
I
I
acting .at both end of the plate ele~ent f l are the·same as
I
I
I
I
I
in direction. Consequently,these forces are inequilibrium.them-
selves .. Similarly,transyerse shear forces at the edges of plate
elements wl and w2 are in.equilipri~m, which implies that tqe total
shear, . transferred to the column as a whole when tqe local b~ckling
occurs,.is equal to zero. Therefore no 'bending is induced in, the
column" by local buckling .of the cross section and consequentlY,no
i~teraction occurs.
In terac tion .may. occ:ur, however" w~en, the local b~ckling ,occurs
-/
antisymmetrically in one of the two ,principal axes as shown.in,Fig.
I 6.3b. IThe-buckling mode is the second critical one and the corres-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'pondingb:uckling .s tress is higher than the previous mode. The trans-
verse shear forces at the ends of the plate elements wl and w2 are
in equilibrium even in this case; however, all four shears at the ends
of plate elements f l and f 2 are the same in magnitude and in direction,
and hence they act as if they are lateral loads and keep ,equilibrium
with the internal force of the bent column. Thus, when local buck-
ling of the mode occurs, the entire column buckles simultaneously
in. the direction perpendicular to the plates f l and f 2 . The same
conclusion.can be drawn considering column buckling. S~ppose that the
column buckles as shown in Fig. 6.4 by translation, w, of the cross
section. The deflection w of the column causes the fictitious lateral
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load distributed on,p1ate elements f 1 and f 2 as shown in the figure,
which,causes distortion of the cross section,similar to that shown
in Fig. 6.3b.
In ,the sameway,consideration,can,be given to whether inter-
action occurs for other shapes and if, so, withwqat local b~ck1ing
modes. For columns withH-, channe1- and angle-sections, the inter-
action, takes place for any, mode of column buckling or local, buckling
which are of practical inter,est. The shapes of the distortion are
shown ,on each:buck1ing mode of co1u~s in,Figs. 6;5, 6.6 and 6.7;
Fig. 6.5 for anH-co1umn~ Fig. 6.6 for a channel-column and F~g. 6.7
for an equal-leg angle column.
It is noted tq.at the only exception where local. buckling
occurs without any, interaction is a rectangular 'box-co1umn"btlck1ed
locallyip. t4e mode shown in Fig. 6.3a.
!.'
,'I ,
6.3 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF COLUMNS FREE OF RESIDUAL STRESS
The analysis of interaction of column and local. buckling in, this
ch.apter is made by,modifying tl1e analysis for local bHckling such,that
the deflections are taken into account ,at the lines of intersection
of component plates. ,The basic d{fferentia1 equation,is, therefore,
identica1,withthat for loca1,buck1ing. Hence,simi~arly as for the
case of local buckling, ,the analytical solutions' are obtained easily
when the columns are free of residual, stress and compressed uniformly.
The boundary conditions are identical except for the deflection of the
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I lines of the intersections.
I
I
I
I
Boundary Conditions
As an,example, consider again, the tee-column .as shown ,in, Fig.
6.1, where coordinates Yl an Y2 along. the middle plane of flange
and of web .are also shown, in addition to tlJ,e dimension of tlJ,e sec-
tion. tf and t w in t4e figure are the thickness of the flange and
I
I
web,respectively.
As previously explained,. for the antisynnnetric buckling of
Figs.,6.la,theline deflects perpendicular to.the web. Consequently,
I the boundary condition, Y2 being equal to zero at the intersection,among boundary conditio~s for the analysis of local buckling does
not hold and has to be replaced with.another condition. The flange
TlJ,e equilibrium condition for the beam-column is given as
plate works as a beam-column wqich is loaded with the transverse
(6.3)Pf(~lOz 0Y =2B (04
W2 )
f oz4 .
Y =02
at Y2 =0
shear Qw'( 2)
follows
I
I
I
I
I where w2 is the deflection.of the web.plate. Bf is the bending
I
I
I
rigidity of the flange about its s~rong axis and Pf is the load
acting ont~e flange, ,as defi~edbelow
Bf = SA Et (y l )2dAf
= S 0" dA
A z
f
(6.4)
I -161-
where JAf dAmeans integration,throughout the flange.
WithEq. 5.19 for the expression of transverse shear, t~e equa-
I
I
I
I
tion,is
4
Q w2 0 [I (Bf .= -- + EI - ~ k~ 4 0 Qy I 2
~Z 0
222
o w2 0 w2 ]. 0 I w Q w2 )
-- + k -- + 4k - ---~ 2 3 ~ 2) 3 QZ (I QzoY2
oZ ~Y2 0
I
I
(6.5) I
where I denotes moment of i~ertia of theweb"plate. F~rther, with
w
the assumption ofEq. 5.11 for the buckled shape of the web as I
finally, tqeboundary,condition,is obtained in the followi~g .form
at Y2 = o.
The above boundary condition,replaces t~e previously mentioned con-
• TT
s~n- Z
L
(5 ~ 11)
(6.6)
I
I
I
I
I
I
dition that the line of i~tersection,remains straight, namely.
Y2 =0 at Y 2 = 0 (6.7) I
-Similar boundary conditions areobtafned for the symmetric buckling of
Fig.6.lb,whic,hreplaces one of the 'boundary ,conditions for the
analysis of local buckling. Since the line of intersection deflects
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,perpendic:ular ,to, the flange, for thi s cas e, the condi tion ,to be re-
placed is
I at
y =0
1 (6.8)
I
I
I
I
I
I
where Ylis defined in the same way as Y2 by Eq. 5.U. J;:tmust be
noted in,the derivation,of tqe boundary,condition,in,thesamefQrm
as Eq. 6.6 that the bending rigidity, B, ,is not suppliedby,ol1ly the
web as it is s:uppliedbYionly the flange in. the previo\;ls case;
,instead, it is equal to tq.erigidityof the entire cross section
about the principal axis parallel to ,the flange. Tqe difference comes
from the fact that the neutral axis for the bendin.g does not coincide
with the middle plane of tq.e flange and thus the flange area also
,resis ts the transverse shear. Similarly, tqe load Pcol1sists of
aU the external thrus to ,Thus the boundarycondi tion :can: be shown. to
I
I
be
I n
4 2
( n )+ B L4 - p 12 Yl o (6.9)
I
I
I
I
I
at Yl = 0
The factor 2 before the 'bracket is due to the existence qf trans-
verse shears at both,sides of the intersection. ltis noticed.in,the
problem that the web, plate does not deflect and hence the flange
is the oI).ly,plate to be considered. The n,ecessarY,boundary conditions
for the case are that the slope of tq.e flangepiateis equal"to zero
in addition to Eq',6.9,at theintersectiol1s and free at tqe flange tip.
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The boundaryconditioq.s ·for other shapes are obtained in the
exact. same ,way as for the tee-column.and are summarized below. The I
dimeqsions of sections and the coordinates of y' are referred to,in
,Fig. 6.8. I
I
. (1) Rectahgular Box, Flexural Buckling Parallel to the Web
T4e equilibriumequation.for the deflection of the line of
intersection is obtained as
I
I
tion, replaces one of theboundary.condit ions for the analysis of·
and P is the total axial load acting.ontqe coltlmn. The above equa-
at Yl = 0
where B is the bending rigiditY,of the column against the btlckling,
I
I
I
I
I
(6.10)
4 Z
+ ~ (B TT4 - P TTZ ) Yl = 0L L
aqalysis of local buckling are the conditions at the mid-web .. The
The other bounqarycondi tions wl1ich are different from the .'
local buckling. The equation to be replaced is
y.
~ o at Yl o
I
I
I
deflection.is symmetric about the'point for the'locaLbtlckling,
,while it is antisymmetrical for the present problem. Thus the con-
.. .
I
ditions are I
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(6.13)
(6.12)
b
w
=2at Y2o
b
w
at Y2 = 2
and
d 2y 2 0=
-3- =
dY2
d 2y
2
-2-
dY2
The above equatioIls replace the conditions
I
I
I
I
I (2) H-co1umns
I
The boundary condition for the deflection .of t~e 1iIle of an
intersection for a weak:axis b4ck1ing is identical. with,Eq.6.4, which
I
I
is the only condition different from the analysis of the locaL buck-
ling of the shape.
For strong axisb4ck1ing, the sit4ation,is identical with the
I f1eX4ra1.buck1ing .of tee-columns if the coefficient 2 before the
I
bracket in Eq. 6.9 is replaced with 4 which is due to the existence of
.transverse shears at both sides of bothintersecti6ns.
I (3) Equal-Leg Angle
I
I
D4e to ,the symmetry of the section, the legs do not rotation-
ally restrain ,the flexural-torsional bllcklingof the column. Thus,
there I).eed be consideredon1y.a leg, w}:1ich,is free at the tip and
I
elastically supported for the deflection and simply supported for
the moment at the intersection. The boundary ,conditions at the in-
I tersection are obtained as
I
I -165-
(6.14)
at y = 0
where yisthe coordinate along ,the middle plane of the leg',from
t~eorginat theintersectioQ, Rl ls t4r~st lo~ded on,a leg. The
bending rigidity of a flange,B, is not the value for its strong
axis, ,b~t is defined by, the following equation
(6.15 )
,where band tare the width ,and the thickness of t~eleg. This is
easily under~tood from the fact that the axial strain ,from the de-
formation,by,bending, ,which ,causes the deflection of the plates as
,shown in Fig. ,6.7b, is equal to ,zero ,at the intersection. The ot~er
condition at the intersection is
For flexlJralbllckling, the conditions at the intersection are
that the slope is equal to zero
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
and for 'deflection 6f the intersection
dy
dy = 0 at y =0
(6.17) I
I
I
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I
at y = 0
where B is the bending rigidity of a leg on its major axis.
I
I
I
I
I
I
dY}
dy
(6.18 )
I
I
I
I
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Buckling Determinants
On solving .the· basic simul taneous di fferential equations wi th
,suitable boundary conditions as discussed, a transcendentalequa-
tion is obtained in the form of determinants,of w~ichthesmallest
root furnishes the critical stress or the critical width-thickness
ratio. The solutions are obtained for buckling of rectangular box,
H-,tee- and equal-leg angle-columns. The determinants are given in
Appendix J.
Critical Stress
.
;,
!
The analysis of local butkling is made in such a way that the
/
ciritcal width-thickness ratio 1S solved for the given stress. The
analysis of this chapter, ho~ever,is in order to solve for the
critical stress under the given geometric shape. As has been dis ..
cussed in Chapter 4, and in-Chapter 5, it is easy to solve the in-
elastic buckling problems for the slenderness ratio or for the width-
thickness ratio under a given stress when 'compared to ·solving.for the
critical stress under a given geometric conditio~. This is true
even for the problem of this chapter, .since material properties are
-167-
Numerical evaluatfon of the critical stress was carried out
bY,the digital computer; The programs were prepared fromth,e deter-
minants in Appendix J ,and they are summarized in'Table 6.1' Since the
-168-
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technique of th.e progl:'anuning.is close to that for the·local
buckling analysis, only a schematic diagram forth.e computations is
shown. in Fig . 6.10.
6.4 FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION
For the same reason as for the analysis of the previous chap-
ter, Chapter ~"it is quite difficult to ,solve the program .~alyti­
callywh.enco lumns wi th, residual s tress are considered; hen.ce the
finite difference method is applied for th.e analyses.
Boundary Conditions and Basic Finite Difference Equations
The direct replacement Of derivatiyes in.the expression.of
boundary. conditions shown in the previolls chapter by th.e difference
quotients reslllts in expressions of boundary conditions ih finite
difference form. Howev~r, as has been discussed in Art. 5.7, the
backward or tqe forward difference has to be used in th,is case at
the intersection of the plate elements and hence poor accuracy is
expected compared to the case where only.the central difference
method is applied. Instead of simply transferringt~e boundary con-
ditions for the differential equation into the difference equation,
a different approach is made similar to ,thatin.Chapter 5. Across
section can,:be considered as one uni t which is elas tically .sllpported
at th,e internal points. For all the sections considered in this
chapter,the lines of the intersection of component plates deflect
-169 -
only in one direction par~llelto one of the principal axes. If the
flexural-torsional buckling of ~ tee-column as shown in Fig. 6.la is
taken as an example, the intersection deflects only in the direction
parallel to the flange. In this example, the flange is elastically
restrained for the rotation by the web plate and rigidly supported for
the deflection at the intersection, while the web plate is elastically
restrained for the rotation by the flange as well as elastically sup-
ported.for the deflection by the flange which works as a beam-column.
Since the intersection is assumed to be rigidly connected, the angles
of rotation of the flange and web are equal to each other. Consequently,
the model as shown in Fig. 6.11 can be used to solve the problem by the
finite difference method, in which only a half of the flange with twice
as much moment of inertia is considered because of the symmetry of the
flange. Similarly, the model as shown in Fig. 6.llc can be used for the
flexural buckling of the column.
N0w,if the original cross section is replaced by the models,
no. boundary condition is necessary anymore at the line 0f intersection;
instead it is necessary to obtain finite difference equations at the
point and nearby pqints where the equation may be different compared
with Eq. 5.48 together with the coefficients obtained in Chapter 5.
Figure 6.12 is a representative model of the intersection for
the analysis of the problem by the finite difference method. Only a
mesh in which the plate elements end on integer stations, is considered
in the following analysis. The mesh is also shown in Fig. 6.12 .. The
difference equations at point i in the figure which corresponds to the
-170-
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intersection and at the nearby points are now considered.
Since the critical'stresses are sought as the solutions, the
basic difference equation may be written in the following form for any
point i except at the intersection, where the reaction due to the
presence of the spring has to be considered
(iJ
C Y C C Y C Y C Y = C.'(~)Y.l,i i+2 + 2,iYi+l + 3,i i + 4,i i-l + 5,i i-2 ~ (iJy ~
(6.19)
where C! is defined by
~
(6.20)
If the width of the mesh is ~r, r must be replaced by ~r. The basic
difference equation is not disturbed due to the existence of the spring
except at the mesh points i-l, i and i+l, in Fig. 6.12 since the equa-
tion at a point is expressed with deflections at the point and two near-
by points on each side of the point. Therefore the coefficients Cl
through C5 are the same as Eq. 5.49.
,
The derivatives at points i in Fig.6.12 are approximated by
the following. difference quotients
I
I
I
yI = 1 (Y. 1 y. Yi-l)(l+~)r - -~ ~+ ~
y~I (Y~) I = 1 (Yi+l - Y. -Y. 1~ ~-=
~ ~ (1+~)r
. ~r r
1 (Y i + l + ~Y. 1)~(1+~)r2 - Y.~ ~-
(6.21)
I
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Substituting Eq. 6.21 for derivatives at the point and Eqs.
5.41 and 5.42 for derivatives at the other points, expressions of the
coefficients C's for Eq~ 6.19 are obtained. These coefficients for
mesh points i-l and i+l are summarized in Appendix K.
Now the only equation left to be determined is the equation
at the intersection. Additional forces, a reaction at the support
"and reactions from the spring, are present at the intersection. Hence,
the equilibrium equation of Eq. 5.14 is not valid and its equivalent
finite difference equation, Eq. 6.19, cannot be used directly at the
point. The mesh cell at the point is taken out and the equilibrium of
the forces acting on the cell is considered. Two approaches may be
possible depending on the points where shear force is computed by the
finite difference expression. The shear force at the edges of the
cell may be considered in the customary manner and an equilibrium equa-
tion for the spring set/up, or, it may be considered right on the mesh
point. Figure 6.13 a shows forces for the former approach in which q
means an equivalent lateral load defined by
(6.22)
with subscripts 1 and 2 showing the loads on the left hand side plate
and on the right hand side plate, respectively. K is a spring con-
stant defined as follows by the properties of the restricting beam-
I
I
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I
I
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I
column
4 2
K=B(Il -p(Il
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(6.23 )
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I where B is bending rigidity of the restricting beam-column and P is
the total axial load acting on the beam-column. The computation of
these values are the same as mentioned in art. 6.3. Similarly, Fig.I
I 6.13 shows forces for the latter ~pproach. V. is the shear force at~
I
the mesh point. The increment of shear force, ~V, in the cell is
assumed simply to be distributed proportionally to the distance from
side of the cell, the following equilibrium equations are obtainedI
the mesh point to the edge. Considering equilibrium on the right hand
i '
From Fig. 6.13a
I
I
I
I
KY. !£. - Vi _1/2 = 0~ 2 qi,2
and from Fig. 6.13b
KY. !£. V. JLV = 0
~ 2 qi,2 ~ 1+~ i
(6.24 )
(6.25 )
I
I
I
. where shear V is shown in differential form by Eq. 5.24. The equili-
brium equation, Eq. 5.14, is obtained for a small element where no
support nor any spring is present, and is written in the following
form with the same notation
I 1EIo o (6.26)
I
I
I
I
Then comparing Eq. 6.26 with Eq. 5.14 and referring to Eq.
6.22 for the expression of q, the expression for ~V is obtained in the
following differential form
-173-
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r
= _ EI [d
2
( 1- k d
2
y _ rl 1- k Y)
o d 2 I 3 d 2 L2 I 2
. y 0 y 0
(q.27)
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6V is expressed in a difference form by replacing the derivatives in
Eq. 6.27 by the corresponding difference quotients.
Finally, replacing the derivatives in Eqs~ 6.24 and 6.25, the
. corresponding finite difference equations are obtained in the same form
as Eq. 6.19, of which the coefficients are also summarized in Appendix
K.
Procedure of Numerical Computation
The numerical computation can be made almost in the same way
as for the analysis of Chapter 5. The same assumptions are used
throughout. Since the critical stress is sought instead of the cri-
tical width-thickness ratio, no explicit method for getting the solu-
tionexists; instead trial and error methods have to be employed to
reach a solution. It is felt also that fo~ the solutions, the eigen-
vqlue of the matrix is found easily and faster by the direct method
discussed in Appendix G. Consequently, it is necessary tp put the
bounds of the eigenvalue where the solution exists as data for the
computation. The programs, however, are prepared to find the bounds
of the critical stress from a low stress by the steps of a given interval.
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The data which are necessary to run the programs, are the geometric
dimensions of the column, the residual stress distribution and the esti-
mated lower bound of the critical stress and the increment of stress.
The necessity of the last two data comes from the use of the direct
method with trial and error in finding the eigenvalue of the matrix
as mentioned above. The lower bound of the critical stress can be any
value with some margin of safety such that the smallest critical stress
is obtained. If the estimation is difficult, it can be as small as
zero, however, if a good estimate is used, the computer running time
will be saved. Similarly, the interval of the stress has to be reason-
ably small so as to avoid obtaining the second smallest or the higher
eigenvalues; however, such troubles can be easily detected by checking
the eigenvector which is printed out as a part of the solution. Other-
wise the only difference from the method of Chapter 5 is that the spring
constant K as defined by Eq. 6.23 has to be computed; however, the com-
putations of bending rigidity B and axial thrust P are the same as with
the computations made for the columns. Hence, no further description
on the procedure is necessary. The programs prepared for the interaction
problem include the weak axis buckling and the torsional buckling of H-
columns, and the flexural-torsional buckling of tee- and equal-leg
angle-columns. They are also summarized in Table 6.1.
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Errors Due to Finite Difference Approximation
The errors present in the finite difference solutions may be-
have in a similar way to the errors discussed in Chapter 5. Hence, no
discussion on error is given in this chapter, instead only the results
obtained by the actual computations are presented in Figs. 6.14 and
6.15, for elastic columns with H- and tee-sections, free of residual
stress under the uniform thrust, for which analytical solutions were
obtained in Art. 6.3. The error curves of Figs. 6.14 and 6.15 show
combinations of errors due to basic difference approximation, approxima-
tion of boundary conditions, averaging of moment of inertia, and round-
off error. The errors due to averaging of non-uniform thrust and k's
as defined by Eq. 2.5 are relatively small compared with the above
mentioned errors, as dicussed in Art. 5.9 so that the errors present
in the solutions of columns containing residual stress is likely to be
the same as those of columns free of residual stress; consequently~Figs.
6.14 and 6.15 can be the index of errors.
As seen in Fig. 6.14, errors for solutions of the particular
H-columns are decreasing with the increasing number of mesh cells, when
half wave length of buckling is less than 60 inches; while for a longer
column of 100 inches, the errors are virtually constant for change of
number of cells from 4 to 8 in a half of a flange. Nonetheless, the
error limit can be easily reduced to less than 1 to 2 percent so as to
be accurate enough for practical purposes.
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6.5 NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
Numerical computations were carried out on a few columns to
illustrate the buckling curves of columns with the effect of distor-
tion of cross sections. Cross sections of practical structural steel
columns, however, con~~sts of relatively thick component plates to
minimize the effect of cross sectional distortion so that they are not
suitable for the illustration of this topic; instead computations were
made first on factitious cross sections as practical columns; on elas-
tic columns of l6BL26 and ST 8Ll3. Figures 6.l6a and 6.l6b show the
results for l6BL26 columns free of residual stress buckled by bending
about the weak axis and by torsion, respectively. The two dotted lines
are the buckling curves of the independent analyses on local and column
buckling.; The true buckling curve, the column curve with the ef-
fect of cross sectional distortion,is located below the dotted curves
and it asymptotes to the local buckling curve for a shorter column and
to the column buckling curve for a longer column. Interaction is signi-
ficant only for a column medium in length, and buckled into a half wave,
as seen in Fig. 6.l6a. The situation is the same for torsional buckling
of H-columns; however, the interaction takes place at a stress more than
200 ksi for the column considered so that Fig. 6.l6b does not show the
part.
Figure 6.16 has' been computed assuming that the entire column
buckles into a half wave. For practical columns, however, they may
buckle into two half waves or three, four and so on, whichever results
in the lowest critical stress. If a pinned-end column buckles into two
-177-
hali waves, the critical stress for the column is the same as the cri-
tical stress for the same pinned-end column.with half the length. With
this in mind, the buckling curves of elastic l6BL26 columns can be. re-
plotted so as to show the curves, with which the column is likely to
buckle. Figure 6·.17 is replotted from Fig. 6.l6a, from which it may
be concluded that the interaction of column and local buckling is in-
significant for this particular column, no matter what the length of
I
I
I
I
I
I
the column Figure 6.18 is the interaction curve for a tee-column I
of ST 8L13 shape. Again the interaction is not significant, but the
minimum value of local buckling stress can be a good representation of
the buckling stress for engineering purposes.
As examples of columns containing residual stresses, buckling
strengths have been computed for local buckling, for column buckling
and for the combination of the two, for.T-l columns of l2WF27 and
ST l2WFSO, containing the residual stress pattern of Fig. 4.9b with
~ = 1/3~. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.19 and 6.20, respec-
rc Y
tively. The relationship of the three buckling curves, for local buck-
ling, for column buckling, and for the combination of the two, are
similar to that for an elastic column, free of residual stress; the
interaction is not significant for the stress lower than the minimum
value of local buckling strength. Thus either the buckling strength
as a column or the minimum critical stress for the local buckling, both
considering the effect of residual stress, can be a good index for the
buckling strength of practical columns.
Although the H-columns studied in this article are shapes for
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which interaction may be significant, it turned out that the effect is
negligibly small. From the results, it can be concluded that the two
independent analyses can predict the buckling strength of a practical
column. Tee-columns considered in this article indicated a similar
situation; however, it may be necessary to extend the hypothetical
study to more varieties of cross sections in order to draw any defi-
nite conclusions for this shape.
6.6 SUMMARY
The application of the basic differential equation governing
plate buckling strength has been extended to analyze the buckling
strength of a thin-walled column with the effect of distortion of the
cross section. The buckling determinants were obtained for such struc-
tural columns as H-, channel-, and tee-sections, free of residual
stress. Columns containing residual stress have been analyzed by the
finite difference method of solving the differential equation with
variable coefficients, which turned out to be an effective approach
for the topic. A digital computer has been used for the numerical com-
putations.
The numerical results are presented for a few columns, free
of residual stress, as well as containing residual stresses. The nu-
merical illustrations show that the local buckling and column buckling
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are not independent physical phenomena, in general, but merely are
extreme modes of a single failure.
All columns, for which numerical solutions were obtained, in-
dicate that the reduction of buckling strength due to interaction is
so small that the buckling strength of a practical column can be deter-
mined by the lower value of the column buckling strength or the minimum
strength for local buckling. Hence, the results of the analyses of
centrally loaded column buckling and of local buckling can be applied
independently to the overall design of columns and to the design of
component plate elements, respectively.
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7. SUMMARY AND CON C L U S ION S
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This dissertation presents the results of an investigation in-
to the buckling strength of steel columns and their component plates.
Particular attention has been paid to columns of constructional alloy
steel; however the analytical method of this study can be applied to
columns of most of the available materials. The investigation of
this dissertation may be summarized as follows:
(1) The residual stresses present in rolled heat-treated
wide-flange shapes '~'f T-l constructional alloy steel
..r
were measured in ~ selected shapes so as to be able to
predict residual stresses in other shapes.
(2) The residual stresses existing in as-cut non-welded
plates, edge welded plates, and center welded plates
of T-l constructional alloy steel were measured for a
large variety of plates of medium size. Welded built-
up cross sections may be considered as made up of in-
dividual welded plates.
(3) The results of residual stress measurements of T-l
plates are tabulated so that the residual stress dis-
tribution in a wide variety of T-l plates may be pre-
dicted.
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(4) The differential equations of column buckling were de-
veloped for columns containing residual stress and
loaded into the inelastic range of the material.
(5) The expressions o~ buckling strengths for centrally
loaded, pinned-end columns were obtained as the eigen-
value of the equations.
(6) The equations for the numerical computations of column
curves of stress-slenderness ratio were developed for
steel columns of box-, H-, tee- and angle-sections con-
tainingresidual stress.
(7) The numerical results of the buckling strength of H-
and tee-columns containing assumed residual stress dis-
tributions are presented in the form of column curves.
(8) A series of eight H-column tests of T-l constructional
alloy steel were carried out.
(9) The differential equation of buckling was developed for
plates containing residual stress and loaded into the
inelastic range of the material.
(10) Since the coefficients of the differential equation are
variable and functions of residual stress, external thrust
and tangent modulus of elasticity, the solutions were ob-
tained on the basis of a finite difference approximation
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of the differential equation, the resulting eigen-
matrix being solved numerically by a digital computer.
(11) The errors inherent in solutions of finite difference
approximation of the differential equation governing
plate buckling were explored for simple cases.
(12) The numerical solution for plates' of various edge con-
ditions are presented in plate buckling curves of non-
dimensionalized stress against non-dimensionalized
width-thickness ratio.
(13) The numerical solutions for local buckling are presented
I by the reduction factor of width-thickness ratio for a
selected number of column cross sections.
I
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I
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I
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(14) A series of four welded built-up rectangular tubes of T-l
constructional alloy steel were tested to simulate the
plates simply supported at the unloaded ~dges containing
residual stress.
(15) The analysis of plate buckling was extended to analyze
the interaction of a column buckling and local buckling~
. (16) This interaction is illustrated nun\erically for columns
containing residual stress by column curves of stress
against pinned-end column length.
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T1)e numerical results of the investigation have been limited to
structural steel with an elastic-perfectly plastic stress-stra;n
.relationship.
. The following conclusions can,be drawn from the results of
this work:
Residual Stress in,T-l Constructional Alloy Steel
(1) The magnitude of residual stresses present in,rolled
heat-treated shapes of the steel is small, ge~erally
less than 7 ksi, the average being 2to 3 ksi. The
pattern. of distribution is similar to that in.A7 shapes:
compressive residual stress at the flange tips and at
the cen.ter portion of the web for .wide..,flange shapes.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(2) Flame-cutting introduces residual stresses similar I
to those due to edge welding, but with a smaller magni-
tude. The residual stress patterns in shear-cut plates
are different from those in flame-cut plates; variation
in the thickness direction is significant, shqwing both
,
tensile and compressive residual, stress on opposite sur-
faces at the same place.
(3) The geometry of the plates has the most pronounced effect
on the magnitude and distribution of. residual stress, as
compared to ,such factors as weld size, number of passes,
electrode and welding method.
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Buckling Strength of Thin-Walled Columns
(1) A large reduction in the inelastic buckling results from
the presence of residual stress.
(2) Residual stresses play a role in determining the elastic
torsional buckling strength, as opposed to the elastic
flexural buckling where residual stress has no effect.
A large portion of the total width of welded plates con-
tains compressive residual stress of relatively constant
magnitude.
(5 )
(3) Residual stresses present in rolled heat-treated wide-
flange shapes and welded H-shapes may reduce or increase
the elastic torsional buckling strength depending on the
cross sectional properties. A large reduction in the
elastic flexural-torsional buckling strength of tee-
columns results from a presence of residual stresses.
(6) The results of the study on welded plates makes it possi-
ble to predict the residual stress magnitude and distri-
bution for welded plates of medium size and thickness.
(4) The magnitude of compressive residual stress in welded
plates changes from 2 to 25 ksi depending on the geo-
metry of the plates; the compressive residual stress,
however, constitutes a smaller fraction of yield stress
in any case, compared with A7 plates of similar geometry.
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(4) The application ofbotht~e incremental and the total
strain theories of plasticity to the torsionalb~ckling
strength have resulted in,critical lengths of pinned-
end columns close enough to each other so s~at either
theory could be applied for practical purposes.
(5) The reduction in ,buckling strength due to the existence
I~~:
of residual stress is less pronounced in columns of T-l
. r .
steel as compared with columns of str~ctural, carbon and
low alloy high-strength steels.
-(6) The comparison with,test results and theoretical,results
shows that the column strengths of constructional alloy
steel members can,be predicted by the tangent modulus
loads.
(7) It is shown ,experimentally that H-columns of T-l con-
structional alloy steel,both,rolled heat-treated and
welded, built-up, are stronger than columns of lower yield
strength steels, w~encompared on a non-dimensional basis.
Local Buckling Strength
(1) The finite difference approximation of the differential
equation was found to be quite powerful in obtaining the
eigenvalue of the basic differential equation governing
plate buckling.
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(6) The incremental theory of plasticity predicts a much
higher critical width-thickness ratio (and consequently
(2) . The elastic btlckling strength qepends . largely on the
magqitude and distribution of residual stresses.
(4) A critical value of width-thickness ratio .exists;
plates with width-thickness ratio less.thantryis critical
value sustain the full yielding load.
The effect of residual stresses on the elastic-plastic
buckling depends greatly on the width-thickness .ratio
of the plates.
(3)
(5) The aspect ratio, Lib, which gives the minimum critical
width-thickness ratio, is essentially constant for elas-
tic buckling.regardless of the prese~ce of residual stress
within the patterns of assumed residual stresses. The
aspect ratio becomes small when the material starts to
yield reaching the limiting value at the full yielding
of the plate. The aspect ratio ,is pra¢tically
co~stant for plastic buckling regardless of the existence
of residtlal stress. Only a plate simply sppported at one
of the unloaded edges and free at the other behaves dif-
ferently, for which the minimum width-thickness ratio is
obtained when the plate is infinitely ,long regardless of
thepatterqs of residual. stress distribution and penetra-
tion of yielding.
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I
I
(7)
a much higher critical stress)than the total strain
theory.
The same conclusions, (1) through (6), as above can be
! ~ I ' '
applicable to the local buckling of column, cross sections.
I
I
I
(8) Th,ereduction,in,localbuckling strength due to the exis-
tence of residual stress is less pronou~ced in columns of
T-l constructional alloy steel, as compared with,columqs
of structural carbon,steels and low alloy:high-strength
steels.
(9) The comparison with the tests shows good correlation be-
tween,the theoretical results and the test results; fpr
elastic-plastic b~ckling, the theoreticalres~lts based
on tq.e total strain theory gives good c,orrelation with
the experimental results, but the results based on the
incremen.tal theory. predic ts a much higqer cri tical stress.
(10) Comparison of experiments on welded square tubes shows
tqat the tubes of T-l steel are stronger for local buck-
ling than those of A7 steel wq.en,comparedon a n.on-d~men-
sional basis.
(11) The square tubes,buckled in tq.e elasticrange,showed sig-
nificant· post buckling strength, while the tubes, buckled
in, the elastic-plastic range ,had a relatively ,small re-
serve of post buckling strength.
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Interaction of Column. Buckling and Local Buckling
(1) The application of the plate differential equation. can
be extended to analyze the buckling strength.of columns
including the effect of distortion of their cross sections.
(2) When residual stress is present, the finite difference
method is an effective approach to t~e solution.
(3) The reduction.in both the column b~cklingstrength and
the local buckling strength due to the interaction.is,
for all. practical purposes, negligible. Thus the results
of the analyses of centrallY,loaded column and of local
buckling.can.be applied independently to the overall de-
sign of columns and to the design of component plate
elements, respectively.
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8. A P PEN DIe E S
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APPENDIX A: WARPING TORSIONAL STRAIN AT THE INSTANT OF
BUCKLING AND THE LOCATION OF CENTER OF TWIST
The warping which takes place at the instant of buckling of a
column is considered for the cross section of Fig. 4.1. Thewarping
at a point, Pi(s,tn), with respect to the center of twist is shown to
be( 1)
.where .wis the warping .at (s,tn), and Wo denotes the displacement in
I
I
t
w = w - d0 (Js P ds + J np dt )
o dz 0 0 0 no n (A.l)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
the z-direction of the ortgin 0, from which s is measured along .the
centerline of the plate thickness. t
n
is measured from the center-
line in .the normal direction, and the left hand side of an observer
standing on the middle line facing away ·from 0 is,thepositivedirec-
tion. Po is the direction from the tangent at a point on the middle
plane of the wall to the ·center of twist and it is taken as positive
if the center of twist is to the left of the observer as above. Pno
is the distance from the normal at P to .the center of twist and it is
positive if the center of twist is to the left of an .observerfacing
.the positive direction of tn' The center of twist is defined as that
point, with respect to which the stress due to warping forms no re-
sultant force, and no bending moments .. The center of twist coincides
with the shear center as shown in Appendix B. The expression within
the parentheses in Eq. A.l is a geometrical property of the section,
which is defined as unit warping .with respect to the center of twist,
designated as Wo ' Unit warping consists of two .components, one due to
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the tangential shear flow, W
ot ' and the other due to the normal shear
flow, Won. Noting that P
no
is constant along the normal to the middle
plane of the thin wall.
I
I
I
I
W =Js P ds W = Pno ·tot
°
0 on n
W = W +W
0 ot on
(A.2)
(A.3)
I
I
The coordinate of the center of twist is denoted by X and
o
Y , and, referring to Fig. 4.1, the following geometrical relation-
o
The total warping, then, becomes
w=w
o
d0 W
dz 0 (A.4)
I
I
I
ships between Po and p, and P
no
and P
n
are obtained
Y dx X ~+ PP = ds0 0 0 ds
(A.S)
P = X dx + Y ~- Pno 0 ds 0 ds n
where p and p are the perpendicular distances between centroid and
n
tangent at a point on the middle plane of the thin-wall and between
centroid and normal at the same point, respectively.
Substituting Eq. A.S into Eq. A.3, the unit warping equation
is changed to
s x Y dx dyW = J pds + Y J dx X J dy + (X -+ Y -. - P )t (A.6)0 0 0 0 ds 0 ds n
°
Xl Yl
where the coordinate Xl and Yl refer to the origin 0, and x and y
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refer to the point on the middle plane: Performing the integration
and introducing the unit warping with respect to the centroid as
designated by W
(A.8)
W = y x - Y Xl - X Y + X Yl + W+ (X dx + Y ~ p)to 0 0 0 0 0 ds 0 ds n
I
I
I
Eq. A.8 results.
s
W = J pdS
o
(A.7)
From the stress-strain relationship, Eq. 4.2, the normal stress is
condition that the stress forms no resultant axial force; thus, the
The distribution of the warping normal stress is determined by the
(A.10)
(A.9)
dw d2rltdw 0 W 'P
ez = dz = d;:- - 0 2dz
Observing that W is independent of z, the following expression is
o
obtained for the axial strain
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
condition is
b t
P - JS'2 a tds = 0
- 0 _! z
- 2
(A. H)
I Noting that w is independent of s, the insertion of Eq. A.10 togethero
with Eq. A.3 into Eq.A.ll results in
I
.(A.12)
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Defining a qew term, W , normalized unit warping, by the expression
n
Thus
dw
odZ =
b
So E W tdst ot (A.l3)
I
I
I
I
I
I
tribution of longitudinal strain and stress due to warping, becomes
and substituting Eqs. A.13 and A.14 into Eqs. A.9 and A.lO, the dis-
W =
n
e
z
W
o
(A.14)
(A. 15)
I
I
I
I
(J
z
2
= E W d 0
t n dz (A.16 ) I
The location of center of twist is determined by the defini- I
tion that warping stress forms no resultant moment
M = fb f I "zY dt.d,
x o-!
2
Substituting Eq. A.10 into Eq. A.17 gives
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(A.l7)
(A.1S)
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b b ! dx ~ - P )yt dtds - dw b+ J EtWytds + IoI: Et(Xo -+ y dzoJ Etytds = ads 0 ds n
0 0
-2
(A.19)
Noting that
b bJ Etxytds = E J xyTds a
0 0
b
E J yTds = a
o
twist is obtained
The second term in the numerator is the effect due 'to shear flow in
the thickness direction of the plates, which is, in general, quite
(A.20)
dx + y ~ _p ) yt dtds
ds 0 ds n
X =
o
small compared with the first term for the case of thin-walled cross
section and can be neglected for practical purposes(l). Then the
the following expression for coordinate X of the axis of center of
o
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
following equation is obtained
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I
Similarly the coordinate Y at the center of twist is obtained by sub-
o
x
o
stituting Eq. A.10 into Eq. A.18
(A.2l)
I
I
I'
I
I
I
=-------------------------Y
o
b !
+ SS2 E t (Xo t 0
-2"
b
S
o
dx + Y il _ p ) xt dtds
ds 0 ds n
(A.22)
I
I
I
Neglecting the effect of shear flow normal to the plate, the expres-
sion becomes
b
S E Wxtdst
Y 0 (A D23)
0 b 2S Etx tds
0
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APPENDIX B: PROOF THAT THE SHEAR FLOW ASSOCIATED WITH THE
BENDING MOMENTS FORM NO RESULTING MOMENT ABOUT THE
CENTER OF TWIST
The shear flow associated with the bending moments about the
x- and y-axes are expressed by the first term of Eq. 4.18.
(B.l)
where~bt is the shear flow associated with the bending moments. The
twisting moment due.to the shear flow ~bt about the center of twist*,
~, may be computed by the equation
b
~ = J~b·tPods
o
~d~Noting that d~ and dz is not a function of s, the substitution of
Eq. B.l into Eq. B.2 gives
I
I
(B.3)
I
I
I
I
I
This equation may be simplified by using Eq. A.2
P ds = d W
o 0
where the effect of plate thickness is neglected. Integrating by
parts, the first term of Eq. B.3 becomes
*The center of twist was defined in Appendix A.
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b sJ dWo J
o 0
b b
Etxtds = W
o
J Etxtds - J WoEtxtds
o 0
(B.4)
I
I
I
I
Observing that tds = dA, the first term of Eq. B.4 is equal to the
first moment of area of the modified cross section with a fictitious
thickness T and is equal to zero, since the coordinate axes are the
principal axes for the modified cross section.
Substituting Eq. A.4 into the last term of Eq. B.3, and, noting
that
b bJ Etxytds =J Etxtds = 0
o 0
I
I
I
I
I
there is obtained
b
J W E xtdso t
o
2 b
Etx tds + J EtWxtds
o
(B. 5)
I
I
Substitution of Eq. A.23 for Y into the above equation results in
o
bJW Etxtds = 0,
o 0
I
I
and consequent1Yf
b sJ podsf Etxtds = 0
o 0
A simi.1ar procedure results in the term in Eq. B.3
b s b 2 bJ pods J Etytds = -x J Ety tds + Jw Etxtds0
0 0 0 0
and substitution of the expression A.21 for X results in
0
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(B.6)
(B.7)
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(B.8)
Consequently, substitution of Eqs. B.6 and B.8 into Eq. B.3 gives
~ = a
The proof that shear flow associated with bending moment
forms no resultant twisting moment about the center of twist implies
that the shear center and the center of twist coincide even in the
inelastic range for the case of centrally loaded columns. Thus, the
two terms may be used interchangeably.
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APPENDIX C: BUCKLING STRENGTH OF COLUMNS WITH TEE~
AND EQUAL LEG ANGLE CROSS SECTIONS
I
I
The procedure used to compute the column curve is the same I
as for the case of columns with H-sections as explained in Art. 4.5. I
Since the cross section has one axis of symmetry, only two different
modes of buckling exist. The Eqs. 4.33 and 4.34 must be used. Only
the results are presented here, so that the column curves are simply
computed substituting these results into Eqs. 4 •.33 and 4.34. The
I
I
Equation 4.34 can be solved, as follows, for the explicit ex-
cross sections considered are shown in Fig •. 8.1 together with the
dimensions, coordinate axes and numbering system to the segments. The
locations of the shear centers for the sections are assumed to be at
the intersection of the centerlines of the legs(l).
I
I
I
I
I(C .1)
1-2B C 4
L = 11 ( YD w )
pression of the critical length of pinned-end column
where denominator D is expressed by I
D - - [(f0 p2dA - C ) B + P C ]2+ 4B C P [p (Y _Y )2A Z 0 T y c w y w ceo c
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(C.2)
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in which s . is the distance from the shear center to the center of
e,~
(C .3)
(C.4 )
(C.5)
(C.7)
(C .8)
(C.6)
( Liye , i) (~)Liy 8y
m Lix m Liy
I: ( e ,i ) + dw I: ( ~~ i )
i=l Lix m i=l
er
( ercr )
y
n
bt
= Acry
A = bt + dw
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p
c
y
o
2 bt3 n b3t n
JerzpodA = -12 I: er . + -3 I: q.
A n ;=1 s,~ ~... 4n i=l
elastic part of the i-th segment.
a segment of the web.
qi for a segment in the flange can be obtained by Eq. 4.66, whereas i
in Eq. 4.66 has to be replaced i + ~~ for the computation of qi on
1. TEE-COLUMNS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Eb ( 2
2) n 6.x . Ed3 m (6.Y .)B = __t Y +!- I: ( e , ~)+ ~ I: e , ~ ,
x n 0 12 . 1 8x 3. 1 8y~= m ~=
2 ' 2
[ ( Ye i) 1 (, 8Ye i) J~ + 128; "
2 2
Eb3 n (8X ') [X. 1 8x '}]B = __t I: e,~ (~,) + __ ( e,~
Y 4 3 . 1 8x 8x l28x
n ~= ,
(C.9)
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The theories of plasticity considered predict different values of St.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(C .12)
(C .11)
(C.10)
(C .13)
2 2 '
( 8Xe ,i) [('~) + _1,( llxe , i) ,J8x 8x 12 8x
n
I:
i=l
A [' 2 A 2m uy . s'. uy .
I: ( e,~) (~) + _1 ( e'~l J
i=l 6.y 6.y 12 8y
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(
bt3 n 3 m
CT =!3 --- I: k4 . + dw I: k4 ,;)n i=l ,~ m i=l ~
+
C
w
based on the total str~in theory
Venant's torsional stiffness; based on the incremental theory
where q. can be computed by Eq. 4.66.
~
COLUMNS OF EQUAL LEG ANGLE
(C.19)
,
(C.22)
(C. 18)
(C.21)
(C.20)
(C.16 )
(C .15)
(C. 14)
(C .17)2tb
3
EJ • +--z,~ 3
n
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i=l 8s b e,i
n 8s2-....[2 L: ( e,i)
i=l /:::,.s
Y b + Y=
0 2-y2 c
Eb\ n (8S .
2
B L: e,~ ) (~)x --3-
. 1 8s /:::,.sn ~=
2Ebt n 8s [ (1 - ~ S .) + Y ]L: e·, i bB ---
i=l ( /:::,.S) 2;[2Y n b e,~ c
Et 3 3 n 8S [S 2 8s 2 ]C (E.) L: ( e , i) (~) + _1 ( e , i )
w - -6- n . 1 8S 8s 12 /:::,.s
~= e e e
Y =
c
A = 2bt
EJ
P = AEJ (~)C Y EJ
. Y
2.
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
_._-----_._--------------------~
CT depends on the theory of pla~ticity. The incremental theory predicts
C = ~ Ebt3 (C.23)
T 3
The total strain theory predicts
3 n
C = ~ ~ ~ k (C.24)T 3 n . 1 e,i
~=
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FREE OF RESIDUAL STRESS UNDER UNIFORM THRUST
(D.l)
(D.2)
o
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a. Plate Fixed at Y = ) and Free at Y = b
APPENDIX D: BUCKLING CONDITIONS OF PLATES AND PLATE ASSEMBLIES
When a plate or a plate assembly, free of residual stress, is
1. PLATES
equations of plates, which are not illustrated in Art. 5.5, and the
tal equation or of determinant. The appendix presents the buckling
root of so-called buckling equation, usually in a form of transcenden-
equations for local buckling of column cross sections.
compressed uniformly at the two opposite edges, the analytical solution
of the critical width-thickness ratio can be obtained as the smallest
where Al and A2 are defined by
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Equation D.l reduces to the equation derived in Refs. 2 and 79 for
~lastic buckling.
b. Plate Simply Supported at Y =D and Free at Y = b
(D.3)
Equation D.-3 reduces, in the elastic range, to the equation in Refs.
2 and 79.
It is well known that for the elastic plate the-width-thickness
ratio reduces monotonically with the increase of aspect ratio of the
plate and the smallest value is obtained for the infinitely long plate.
The.behavior is easily understood for an inelastic plate from the na-
ture of the coefficients in Eq. D.3 and it can be confirmed by the nu-
merical results in Art. 5.10.
I
I
I
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I
I
pandedby the Taylor series for large aspect ratios
Then the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions in Eq. D.3 are ex-
At the limit of the increasing aspect ratio of the plate, the
values of ~ and ~ are equal to zero.
linn' = lin$= 0
~-+C>O~ ~ C>O
b b
(D.• 4)
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Taking the first two terms of Eq. D.S and substituting them in Eq.D.3,
the following explicit form for the infinitively long elastic plate is
obtained.
I
I
I
I
I
..'A.2 =..,.....,..,....1__ ._1_
2 (1 + v) I:: I
and for plastic buckling
2. LOCAL BUCKLING OF COLUMNS
(D.6)
(D.7)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Buckling conditions are shown in the form of determinants, of
which the root gives the solution. For the cross section with two
axes of symmetry, a quarter part of the section only need be consid-
ered and, similarly, a half part for the cross section with one axis
of symmetry. The dimensions of the cross sections considered here are
shown in Fig. 6.8, together with the names, w or f of plate elements,
which are referred to in the equations as the subscripts.
a. Rectangular Column
-(aA +~A) (aAch)f (~Ac) f 0 0sh s f
3 3 . 3 _(~3A )
-(a A -~ A ) (a Ach)f 0 0sh s f c f
2 2 = 0A .(a A h+~ A ) 0 0 (aA h) (~Ac)wm ssw c w
3 3 (D.8)A (a A -~ A ) 3
-(133A )m sh s w 0 0 (a A h)c w c w
0 a f ~f -a -~w w
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The following abbreviations are used in the determinant:
Ash
. h ab A .~= Hn '2" = s~ns 2
A
ch
ab ~= cosh '2" A = cos
c 2
2 ~2)fIf (a +
A
m I 2 ~2)w (a +
w
The subscripts wand f mean that the term or terms in paren-
theses refer to the web and flange of the section in Fig. 6.8, respec-
tively
b. H-Column
(AlAch+A2Ac)f -(AlAsh)f (A2As ) f 0 0
-(aA2Ash-~AlAs)f (A2Ach)f -(AlAs)f 0 0
2A (a2A h+~2A ) 0 0 (aAch)w (~Ac)w = 0m ssw
3 3 3
- (133A ) (D.9)2A (a A h-~ A ) 0 0 (a A h)m ssw c w c w
0 a f I3 f -a -13w w
The following abbreviations are used in the determinant:
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(Ash) f = sinh e::t'fb f (As)f = sin Sfb f
(Ach)f = cosh e::t'fb f (Ac)f = cos Sfb f
e::t' b Swbw
(Ash \
. ww (As \= s~n -·2- = sin 2
e::t' b Swbw
(A
ch)
ww (Ac)w= cos = cos2 2
(A1Ach+A2Ac)f -(A1Ash)f (A2As )f 0 0
-(e::t'A2Ash-SA1As)f (e::t'A2Ach ) f -(SA A ) 0 01 c f
A
m
Z-(A1A h+A2A ) (A ) 0 0 (A1Ash)w -(A2A) = 0c c w c w s w
·c. Channel
If the factor of 2 is removed from the first column, the
. ~. .
" ,.
(D 01:0»)
-Sw
2
-(\3 AlA)c w
-e::t'
w
o
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o
Other notations are the same as for rectangular columns.
o
d. Tee-Column
Am 2
--2(A2A h-A1A ) (S A )ssw s w
third and the fourth rows in Eq. D.9, the determinant is identical.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,I
I
I
I
The following abbreviations are u~ed in the determinant:
Ash cosab A = sin~bs
A
ch = cosab A = cos~bc
Other notations are the same as for the rectangular column.
e. Angle Column
i
If the factor of ~ is removed from the first column, the third
and the fourth rows in Eq. D.lO, the determinant is identical.
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APPENDIX E: COEFFICIENTS OF THE BASIC DIFFERENCE EQUATION
FOR UNEQU~L SPACING
The appendix compliments the coefficients of basic difference
equation, Eq. 5.48, for an unevenly spaced mesh. The following equa-
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mesh at mesh point i-l, aqd i+l in Fig. 5.2b.
tions replace the coefficients defined by Eq. 5.49 for an evenly spaced
2 2
+
TI (jJ.r)
2 •L
I. 1
--l.k
1
0
l,j
i+l IN FIG. 5.2b
I. 1 I.
= 2~ k3 ,J"+1 + 2 ~ k3 .
o 0 ' J
(
4 ~ k + 4 I j + l / 2 k 4 I j _l / 2 k
I 2,j I 4 J'+1/2 + I 4 '-1/2o 0" 0 ,J.
(
1.+1 1. 1. 1/2 1
-L-k + J k + 4 J+ k
1
0
2,j+l 1
0
2,j 1
0
4,j+l/2
I. 1
C = --.l.±.:. k1 J' 13,J'+1
, 0
2 1'+1 I. I. 1 TI2(~r·)2C = -3L ..J.:!:..:!:. k . 4 J k -1.:..:!:. k -~ _3, j 1+11. I 3, J'+1 +. I 3 . + I 3' -1 + 2 •
I'" 0 o,J o,J L
1. AT MESH POINT j
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
I
I
I
(E .1)
2 2 1. I11 r ~+7 1
0
k 1 ,i
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1. 1 I.
= 2 ...1.:.2:. k 2 J k~ I 3 '-1 + r- 3 .0,J 0,J
(
Ij_1 ~ I j _1/ 2 I
I k 2 '-1 + I k 2 . + 4 I k4 '-1/2o ,J o,J o,J
(
4 Ii 4 I i +1/ 2 I i _l / 2
--k +- k +4 k~ I 2,i ~ I 4,i+l/2 I 4,i-1/2
000
2 2 1. 1C =~ ~k'
5' 1+.11. I 3 J'-l
.,J ~ 0 '
c = 1 [ 2 (l+~) t 1+1 k + 4 Ii k
2,i ~(1+~) ~ I 3,i+1 I 3,i
o 0
2. AT MESH POINT i IN FIG. 5.2b
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AT MESH POINT j = i-1 IN FIG. 5.2b
2 I, 1 I. I. 1
C =- ~k 4 J k +--l.:..:!:.k3' 1-1-<· I 3,J'+1 + y- 3' I 3 '-1
, J 'I-" 0 0 ' J 0 ' J
(E.2)
I. 1~-
I
o
2 2 (J
= 12Z (t) (;' i )
n Y
1 [Ii _1 Ii
= 1~ 2(1~) -.1--- k3 ,i_1 + 4 y- k3,i
o 0
TT
22 ( 1.1 1. 1.1.. )Jr ~- ~ ~-~
+~ 2 -r:- k2,i_1 + 2 10 k2,i + 4 -r:- k4,i_~
2 2 ( I, I, 1 I. 1
TT r 4 J k + 4 -l±i k ~
+ ---2- r- 2 J' I 4,J'+1<2 + 4 I k4 J'_1<L 0' 0 0,2
1 I j +1 k
~(1+~) I 3,j+1
o
2 2 I, )TT r J
+ -2- -I k 1 .L 0 ' J
(
1.+1 1. Ij+~ )f k2 ,j+1 + t- k2,i + 4 -I~"'" k4,j+~000
C5,i
2 I 1 I. 2 2
C
2
. =- - ~ k + 2 ..1. k + TT r ,
II. I 3,J'+1 I 3' 2
,J r- 0 0 ,J L
c,
~
C4 ',~
3.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1. 1 1. 22J k 2' k TI r .C4 ,j = 2 . - 3 '-I + I 3 ' + -2-·1 0 oJ 0 oJ L
1. 1-~CS,J' - I k3 '-Io ,J
C.
J
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APPENDIX F: DETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF THE
DIFFERENCE EQUATION
Appendix F substantiates the equations in computing the coeffi-
cients of finite difference equations as described in Art. 5.7.
The strain distribution due to external thrust under which the
plate is going to buckle is specified. The external thrust and the
width-thickness ratio of the plate are computed under this external
strain distribution. The residual strains as well as the external
strains are given at the edges of mesh cells and at the edges of the
plate elements and they are assumed to change linearly inside a mesh
cell. As seen in Figs. 8.2a and8.2b, the number of necessary data
for a plate with n mesh points is n+l, when the plate ends on half-inte-
ger stations. Similarly, for a cross section as seen in Fig. ·8. 2c,
n+3 data are necessary for n mesh points.
Consider the i-th cell and compute the moduli and the thrust
acting on the mesh cell. The strains at both edges of the cell are
I e· 1 = e . 1 + e . 1~- r,~- cr,~- e. = e . + e .~ r,~ cr,~ (F .1)
I,
I
where the subscripts i-l and i show the strains at the edges of i-th
segments as shown in Fig.8.2~ When the strains exceed the yield
strain, a function of strain, e, is defined at both edges (by the totalI
I
/
I
I
strain theory) by
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e.
~
(F.2)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
(F.3)
1
€. 12:€y~- -
. 2(1 - €. 1)
~-
1
5-4'J +
€.2:€y'~-
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1 1
2+20+3e. 2+2'J+3e. 1
~ ~-k4 . = ----,-~-::---=----=--.;;;.........-,~ 1n ( 2+2'J+3e i _1
2+2'J+3e.
~
3e_ 5-4'J + 3e. 1
~ ~-
k 1, i = -----:5:..--:-4-'J+-'::"'3e-~-.--1-1--=~--
1n ( 5-4'J + 3e
i
k2 . = 2k1. ,~
(1)
(2)
The average thrust at the i-th mesh cell as well as the coefficients k1
through k4 are obtained by the following equations· depending on the
strains at the edges
The equations are the same as Eq. F.4 if· e. and e. are inter-
~ ~
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changed with e. 1 and e. l' respectively.
~- ~-
(F.4)
e. l~ey~- -
4
e. 1 1- e~- 2 i-1
-=---==-- + 4 (1- \) ). --=--=-
e.-e. 1 e.-e. 1
. ~ ~- ~ ~-
1-e. 1
e i _1 + (1_\)2) ~-
e.-e. 1 e.-e. 1~ ~- ~ ~-
1
2+2\)
e. <:e~ . y
1
( S-4\) )1n 5-4'J+3e.
~
1 ( 2+2\) )
n 2+2\)+3e.
~
1
1 1
S-4\)+3e.- . S-4\)
~
2+2\)+3e.
~
1 1
S-4'J+3e. S-4\)
~
S-4'J+3e.
~
1k4 . = ----------...-;;;,.----------, ~
1
k 2 , i = --(-S---4-\)--)-------=-----------
1n S-4'J+3e. e 1 ~~ . i-1 2 -~i-1
1 2(_ ) + (1-\))e. e. 1 e.-e. 1S-4\) ~ ~- ~ ~-
1k 1 . = ---------'---'----=-------------,~
( S-4\) )1n S-4'J+3e.
~
k3 .,~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(4 ) ei c:::: ey e. 1 <:ey1. - .
r:1 e. + e. 1
( r:1~}i= 1. 1.-2ey
k l .
1
=
,1. l-\)2
k2 .
\) (F.5 )
=
,1. l-\)2
.. k3 .
1
=
,1. l-\)2
k4 .
=
1
,1. 2 (l+\))
The averaging at cells 0 and n in Figs. i 8.2b and8.2c must be
made with the values at the edges of the plate and those at the edge of
the cells. Similarly, the averaging at the intersection j in Fig. 11.2c
must be made with quantities at three points j-l, j and j •.
Since the plate thickness is assumed constant for each plate
t
element, the averaging of the moment of inertia of the plate is necessary
only for local buckling of column cross sections at the intersection of
plate elements. Usually, there is no relation between depth of the web
and width of a flange and, consequently, it is convenient to change the
width of the mesh at the intersection for each plate element. The
average value of moment of inertia is represented as follows at the
intersection as shown in Fig. 8.2c which appears in cross sections such
as rectangular box, channel and angle.
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(F.6)
When two identical plates and another plate meet at an intersection,
which is the case for cross sections such as H and tee, the two iden-
tical plates can be considered as if they are a plate with moment of
inertia of. 211 ; thus the average inertia at the point is
I I.~ (F.7)
I
I
I
I
I
I
Substituting the above quantities into Eqs. 5.45, 5.49, or in-
to the equations in Appendix E depending on the problem, simultaneous
finite difference equations are obtained, from which the critical width-
thickness ratios can be determined together with suitable boundary con-
ditions.
The critical stress co~responding to the specified strain is
computed simply as the sum of average thrust at each mesh cell. For a
plate which ends on half-integer stations, the critical thrust is, in
the non-dimensionalized form.
same equations as above for each plate element.
The critical stress for a cross section is obtained by considering the
I
I
I
I
and for a plate ending on integer stations, it is
o n 0 [0 0]cr Z' Z Z
-.-=L: --~ _.- --
o i=l (0) (0) (0)
y Y Y 0 Y n
(F .8)
(F.9)
I
I
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APPENDIX G: COMPARISON OF DIRECT METHOD AND ITERATIVE METHOD
IN DETERMINING EIGENVALUE OF A MATRIX
The generally accepted criterion of the advantage of a given
computational scheme is the number of necessary multiplications and di-
visions and also additions and subtractions. Fundamental to thiS, is
the number of multiplications and divisions and, therefore, methods are
compared from this point of view. Simplicity and uniformity of the
operations to be performed, as well as the coding program, may be one
of the factors considered. Another important factor influencing the
choic~ of a computational scheme is the absence of a loss of signifi-
cant figures in the process of computation.
From the viewpoint of simplicity and uniformity, the iterative
methoo is preferable. The matrix inversion and multiplication routines
may be available as common computer library routines. The scheme for
iteration itself is also simple. Once the coding is made, the program
~automatically converges to the desired eigenvalue and thus no "guess
work" is necessary. It is noted in the literature (80) (84) (85) (86) that
the iterative method is the easiest and the most preferable when only
the largest or the smallest eigenvalue is sought and the existence of
such a real eigenvalue is guaranteed. In a case of a physical problem
such as the buckling of a plate, the above conditions are satisfied
and the method may be preferable. The number of operations necessary
to invert an n by n matrix is approximately n3 by the Gaussian elimina-
tion method, and the number fur one iteration to obtain the eigenvalue
is roughly n2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
elimination scheme is used.
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It is important to note that the best method also depends on
the problem at hand and will not always be one particular method. The
discussion on a particular matrix equation is limited to the finite
difference solution of Eq. 5.14. As has been pointed out, sparseness
is the characteristic of the matrices of this buckling problem. The
reduction of the number of operations due to the sparseness is less
than a half for inverting the matrix A in Eq. 5.62 as long as the
-1The resulting A is no longer a sparse
matrix and, therefore, the sparseness of the original matrix does not
contribute to cutting the operation for the iteration to the eigenvalue.
The sparseness of the matrices, as discussed, does not reduce the total
operation dramatically in any sense.
The method to find the eigenvalue directly from Eq. 5.63 is not
recommended, generally, except for the case of such a small matrix that
the number of operations in getting solutions has no importance, and
except in the case in which all the eigenvalues of the matrix are
sought. The method considered now is a trial and error method designed
to find the eigenvalue by evaluating the determinant of Eq. 5.63. For-
~~.
tunately, it is not difficult to estimate the bounds withinAthe solution
of the present problem exists. Since analytical solutions can be ob-
tained easily for plates without residual stress, such solutions will
furnish the basis for estimating 'the bounds of solution when plates
with residual stress are solved by the finite difference method. Simi-
larly, analytical solutions for each component plate of column cross
sections give some idea for estimating the 'local buckling solutions of
-221-
the sections. Once the bound is obtained, a limited number of trials
may result in a solution with the desired accuracy.
The major computation of this trial method is to evaluate the
I
I
I
I
I
(5.63)
determinant
The trial value of eigenvalue A affects only the diagonal matrix B',
I
I
thus, the number of operations needed to set up the terms of the matrix,
of which the determinant is evaluated, is equ~l to n per each trial
after the initial setup of ~ and -~ matrices are made. The determin-
ant can be evaluated by the elimination scheme, since the terms _on the
main diagonal are dominant in any case of matrices which are generated
for the finite difference solution of the differential equation. The
number of operations are reduced significantly because of the spares-
ness. Only five-multip~icationprocesses and ten division processes
are necessary for each row of the matrix, thus, the total number of
multiplication and division processes necessary to evaluate an n by n
matrix is roughly 15 n. It is quite important that the order of the
necessary computation is not squared or cube~,but of the first power
matrix size.
Supposing fifteen iterations are necessary to converge for a
certain desired accuracy by the iterative method, the total operations
are roughly n3 + l5n2 , whereas if 20 trials result in the same accuracy
with the trial and error method, the number of total operations neces-
s-ary is 300n. The above number of iterations and trials are good
averages obtained by actual computations. Equating these numbers, it
-222-
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may be concluded that the. iterative procedure is preferable, roughly,
for a 10 by 10 or smaller matrix and the td.al method is suitable,
roughly, for a 15 by 15 or larger matrix. Coding of the matrix opera-
tion for the trial method is far easier than the iterative method,
however, an additional effort is necessary in order to guess the bounds
in which the solution is present.
Although the trial method may converge to the eigenvalue second
in line instead of the smallest, such an error is easily detected by
checking the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue whether the
buckled shape is compatible with expected buckling mode.
Concluding the comparison, the direct method with trial and
error is definitely preferable for a larger matrix, while for a smaller
size matrix both methods are equally good; the trial method is easy to
code but needs additional guess work, and the. iterative method needs
more coding efforts but results in a straight forward operation for
determining the solution.
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APPENDIX H: FINITE DIFFERENCE ERROR IN CRITICAL WIDTH-THICKNESS
RATIO OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATES AT THE UNLOADED EDGES
The error which is inherent in the critical width-thickness
ratio obtained by the finite differenc~ method of solving the differ-
ential equation is considered for a plate free of residual stress and
simply supported at the two unloaded edges.
In the following analysis, only the first term of truncation
error is considered in the approximate expressions of derivatives by
difference quotients, which are shown in Eq. 5.41 for an evenly spaced
mesh. The exact solution is given in Eq. 5.36 together with the eigen-
function in Eqs. 5.34 and 5.35. If the difference equation, Eq. 5.48,
is solved for the eigenvalue, both of the results can be compared
directly. Since it is cumbersome to solve Eq. 5.48, the error of this
problem is evaluated by a different approach rather than by solving
the difference equation.
The difference quotients of Eq. 5.41 can be considered iden-
tical with the derivatives if the error terms are included. Under the
assumption that the Taylor series of Y(y) is converging rapidly, the
first error term may represent sufficiently the errors involved in the
quotients. In this meaning, the relationship of Eq. 5.41 between de-
rivatives and differential quotients with first error term is not an
approximation, but an identity.
The basic differential equation, Eq. 5.15 can be simplified as
-224-
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follows, when a plate free of residual stress is compressed uniformly
(H.l)
of which the solution is given in Eq. 5.34. Replacement of the de-
rivatives with other expressions of Eq. 5.41 does not change the equa-
tion and consequently the following equation must have the same solu-
tion as Eq. 5.31.
(H.2)
(5.35)
(5.34 )
(5.36)
126"
-1) Y. = 0
Et ~
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2 2
TI (TI+ 2" 2" k lL L
into Eq. H.2, the following relation is obtained
Substituting the known solution of Eq. 5.31
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Since it is shown that the solution Y of an ordinary differ-
The difference equation corresponding to Eq. 5.31 is obtained
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~I
I
I
I
I
(H.4 )
2 0'
= 12 _TT_ 2. A.2y
L2b2 0'y i
2TT
-2 -
L2
rl (k2 + 2k4 ) (Y. 1 - 2Y. + Y. 1) TT
4
(H.3)
-2 L2 2 + ""4 klYi~+ ~ ~-
r L
= {1l' TT2 (§ _~[q6 2 (kl + ll'4)~4J} Yi2. A. 2 TTL2b2 +-(J e 6n2 3 t.2Y
of Eq. 5.41 excluding the error terms, thus
by replacing the derivatives of Eq. 5.31 by the difference quotients
ence problem with constant coefficients is identical with solution Y
of the corresponding differential problem(90), the eigenfunction Y. in
~
Eq.-H.3 is identical with that in Eq. H.4. Therefore, the left hand
sides of Eqs. H.3 and H.4 are identical and hence the right hand sides
can be equated
TT2 (J TT4 [ 2 2 ]12 2. ,2 TT TT2 2 1\ - -2-2 k3 b2 +L2 (k2+2k4) (H.5)L b 0'y e 6n b
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The equation leads to the following form, to be able to evaluate the
error term
L2 k 2 + 2k4
2 b7+ k3 211.=11. 1 - TT (i)e 12 L2 k 2 + 2k4 TT2 k l (H.6)
-+ 2 k + -. k3b2 3 L2
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APPENDIX I: ERROR DUE TO APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN
I
I
I
CRITICAL WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO OF FIXED PLATES AT THE
UNLOADED EDGES
The exact solution of the plate is given as a root of the trans-
cendental equation of Eq. 5.40
I
I
I
o (5.40) I
in which the subscript e shows that the terms are for exact boundary
conditions. The errors due to two different representations of approxi-
mate boundary conditions are solved; one corresponds to plate ends on
integer stations for the unloaded edges and the other for plate ends on
half-integer stations. Assume that the width between mesh points is
sufficiently narrow, compared with the width of the plate and that the
approximate solution of the width-thickness ratio is close to the exact
value. By using this assumption, it may be sufficient for the error
analysis to consider only the first error term in the series of the
Taylor expansion.
The origin of the coordinate y is taken at one edge of the
plate; then the boundary conditions for the differential equation are
bgiven at y = 0 and y = 2 ' where b is the width of the plate.
1. ENDS ON INTEGER STATIONS
The approximate boundary conditions are shown in Eq. 5.50, from
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which they are shown for the case
Y = 0y=O
(1.1)
y = yy=r y=-r
and the other conditions are symmetrical at y = b/2, where no error is
involved.
The general solution of the basic differential equation is
given in Eq. 5.32.
I
y (5.32)
I
By substituting the above equation into the boundary conditions, Eq.
1.1, the condition that a non-trivial solution exists results in the
following transcendental equation which corresponds to the exact solu-I
I
tion, Eq. 5.40
O'b ~
sinhO'r tanh ~ + sin~r tan 2 = 0 (1. 2)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Assume that both the exact solution A from Eq. 5.40 and the
e
approximate solution A from Eq. 1.2 are known and the following rela-
tion exists
where E
rb is the error due to approximate boundary conditions.
Referring to Eq. 5.33, the relationships between 0', ~ and A
are as follows
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(1. 6)
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12 TI2 ~ A2z
l+(~} k3 L2 ~ e ES=S y ( ~b)e (k2+2k4)2_k l k3 12 ~Se TI z 2
-
k2
+--AL k ~ e3 3 Y
2
- k l k3
222(k2+2k4 ) TI 12 TI ~ 2 k2+2k4 TI0t =
k2
-Z + (-)( -Z}(.2)A +(. ) (-Z )
L k L ~ k L3 3 y 3 (1. 5)
2
- k l k3
222(k2+2k4 ) TI 12 TI ~ 2 k2+2k4 TIS = 2 -Z + (-)( -zH.2) A - ( ) ( -z)k3 L k3 L ~y k3 L
into Eq. 1.5 results in
Noting that E
rb is small compared with unity, substitution of Eq. 1.3
The second terms in the above equations are the errors in a and
I
I
I
I
2~, which will be denoted by,E~b/ae
is defined by
and E' /Q2 respectively, where E'
rb ~e' rb
I
I
I
12 TT2 r;r
1..
2z
k3 L2 r;r e EE' = Y ( ~b)rb (1. 7)(k2+2k4) - k l k2 12 crz
1..
2
TT
k2
+ --
L k3 cry
e
3
I
I
and thus
0(
E'~b )
0(
e (1.8)
With Eq. 1.8, the terms in Eq. 1.2 can be expanded into a Taylor series.
I
I
~ = ~e (1 + E'~)
13
2
e
I Taking the first error terms only, the following approximate relation-ships are obtained
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
0(b a b' [1 0( b I:~b I]tanh tanh e e-= -2-2
sinha b
e e
~= 13 b [1 + 13 b l;h]tan tan e2 e2 sin ~ be e
[ 1
E'
r
2) ]sinh 0(r + ( ~b)+ ~ 2= 0( r (0(e e0(
e
[ 1 +
E' 1 (13 2 r
2
) Jsin f3r = 13 r (f3~b)-e 6 e
e
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(1. 9)
(1. 10)
Substitution of Eqs. 1.9 and 1.10 together with Eq. 5.40 into Eq. 1.2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(1.11)
2n
=-
L
r = -
n
b
r
2 2 2
-6' (0( +~ ) =e e
2
k l ]
~(k2 + 2k4 ) 1 (J
( (JY )1+ • l2A~2 k3 (~)Erb z (1.12)= - 3" 1 1 1 1 n
2 b2
+
- ~2b2 -
a 0( b sinhO( b ~ b sin~ be e e e e e
and
the boundary condition error is determined as a function of r:
!
Thus, the error is proportional to the square of the width of the
results in the following relationship between E;b and r, from which
The following expression for the error results
With
In the elastic range Eq. 1.12 reduces tomesh cells.
2
3
1
a b sinha b
e e
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1 1
~ b sin~ b
e e
(1.13 )
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 2. ENDS ON HALF-INTEGER STATIONS
I
The approximate boundary conditions for this case are given in
Eq. 5.55, from which trey are shown for the case
I
I
y = y = a
r r
'2 -'2
and the other conditions are symmetrical at y = b/2.
(1.14)
Similarly as in the previous case, substitution of the general
solutions, Eq. 5.32, into the boundary conditions results in the fol-
Expanding the two new terms in the above equation in the Taylor series
a- r
[1
E' 2 2
tanh ar- e + I/) -l"i: )]z-= -2-
e (1.16)
\3 r E' \32 r 2
tan .@E. =_e_ [1+ I ~b)+ l-rr-l]2 2 \3e
(1.15 )(Xl" a-b .§.E. ~tanh z- tanh z- + tan 2 tan 2 = a
lowing buckling equation.
Then, the same procedure as in the previous case results in the follow-
ing error-number of the cells relationship
[ (k2 + 2k4 )2
- k l ]
1 (:y)1 + k3 1211.21 z (~)eE =- (1. 17)rb 3
1 + 1 1 1 n2 b2 ex b sinh g'b 13 2b2 13 b \3 ba sine e e e e
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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For elastic buck1ing~ the equatidnreduces to
I
I
I
I
E 1 1 (~ )=r 3 1 1 1 1 n22"+ ---
ex b ex b sincx b S2b2 S b sin S be e e e e e
(1.18) I
I
It is noted that the boundary condition error in this case is
one-half the magnitude and in opposite direction, compared with the
previous case.
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I
I
wise they are explained in Art. 6.3.
The dimensions of the cross section are referred to Fig. 6.8
for the following buckling determinants. The notations are the same
as the determinants for local buckling as shown in Appendix D, other-
BUCKLING DETERMINANTS FOR STRUCTURAL COLUMNSAPPENDIX J:
I
I
I
I
I
I
0 O:'f ~f 0 -0:' 0 -~w w
= 0
2 2
2If (Q' +~ )f 0 0 - I (Al ) 0 - (A ) 0w w 2 w
0 0 0 (O:'Ash)w (O:'A h) (~As)w (~Ac>Wc w
0 0 0 3 3 (~3A ) _(~3A )(0:' Ash)w (0:' Ach)w s w c w
rr
4
rr
2 4 2
B~ rrB--P- -PZ
0 0 0
L4 · L2
(O:'A2)w
t 4 L
- (~Al)4 El
w
k3 4 EIwk3
(J.l)
where B is the bending rigidity of the column against the buckling,
and P is the total axial load acting on the column.
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(1) Flexural Buckling (Parallel to the Web Plates)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o- (A )
s w
2
- (0:' A )
sh w
2 2(0:' A h+~ A )
c c w
(A -A)
ch c w
RECTANGULAR BOX
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I'
I
I
I
I-
I
I
I
I
I
I
= 0
(J.3)
(J.2)
o
o
o
= 0
o
o
o
I (A2)w w
o
o
o
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O ( 3:A ) (3 )O! sh w O! Ach w
13f 0 - ~
O!f
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B~ _ ~
L L
4El f D
(1) Flexural Buckling (Perpendicular to the Web Plate)
(2) Flexural Buckling (Parallel to the Web Plate)
H-COLUMN
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I:
I
;"1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(3) Torsional Buckling
TEE-COLUMN
(1) Flexural Buckling
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a
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71)
(J.5)
= 0
Sfo
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o
(1) Flexural Buckling
(2) Flexural-Torsional Buckling
(A1Ach+A2Ac)f -(A1Ash)f (A2As )f 0 0 0 0
-(aA2Ash-A1As)f (aA2Ach )f -(I3A1Ac )f 0 0 0 0
0' a f I3 f
·0
-a 0
-Sww
2 2 I I0 0 . w (A) 0 w(a +13 )f
-fi 1 w 21 (A2\ ~O =0f f
0 0 0 (A1Ach)w (A1Ash)w -(A2Ac )w (A A )- 2· s·w·
0 0 0 (Q'~2Ash)~ (aA2Ach )w (SAlAs)w - (SAlAc)w
TT TT ,,4 TT2
0 0 0
Bf4 -Pf~ Bf4 -Pf~L L (aA2)w
L L
- (SA)E1
w
k3 E1wk3 1 w
where B, Bf and P, Pf are the same as with H-columns. (J.6)
EQUAL LEG ANGLE
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and Bl is defined by
-AZA
'. s
o
-A A;Z'c
o
AZAsh Q'AZAch ~A1As -~A A = 01 c
rr
4
rr
Z 4 Zrr ,rr
B14 -PCI B14 -P12L L Q'AZ
L L
- (~Al)w (3.7)EI D EI D
of the leg. Pl is the load on a leg.
tance measured from the corner of the shape to the edge along mid-plane
where b is the width of a leg and t is the thickness and y is the dis-
where Bl is the bending rigidity of one of the legs on its m~jor axis,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ferent, compared to those of Eq. 5.49 at the intersection of plate
The coefficients of the difference equation, Eq. 6.19, are dif-
EQUATION, EQ. 6.19, AT AND AROUND AN INTERSECTION
OF COMPONENT PLATES
APPENDIX K: SUMMARY OF COEFFICIENTS OF FINITE DIFFERENCE
I
I
I
I
I
I
1. AT MESH POINT i+l IN FIG. 6.12
following are the coefficients to be us~d at these points.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The
I i +l k )
1
0
l,i+l
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TT f.L r
L
2
(
1;+1 I. 2 ) 2 2 22 ... k ~+ k ' TT f.L r •
-r:- 3,i+l + -r:- 3,i+2 - L2= -
(
Ii+2k I i +l I i +3/ 2 k )
1
0
2,i+2 + -r:- k 2,i+l + 4 1
0
4,i+3/2
I i +3/ 2 k
+ 4 +I 4,i+3/2
o
I. 2
C = ...2:±..- kl,i+l I 3,i+2
o
=~ Ii I i + l k I i +2
C3 ,i+l 1+f.L r- k3,i + 4 I 3,i+l + I k3 ,i+2
000
elements and at the two neighboring points of the 'intersection.
(
1. 1. 1 I2 ~ --2:. k + --2:±..- k1~ I 3,i I 3,i+l
o 0
I
I
I
I
I
I
(
1. I. 1 1. k I
--2:. k + --2:±..- k + .4 ~+2 k
1
0
2,~ 1
0
2,i+l 10 4,i+~
1.
--2:.k
I 3,i
o
2. AT MESH POINT i-I IN FIG. 6.12
(K.l)
t ~
'2 z,i+l
I E
o
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4 Ii_k2 k Tlr
2 I.; 1 )+ __ + L_.-_ k
1
0
, 4,i-~ L2 10 1,i-l
=
I. 2 I i _1 2 I.C3 .; -1 = ..2:.:..- k + 4 -1- k3 .; -1 + - --2:. k,L I3,i-2 ,L 1~ I3,i
o 0 0
c'6I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(
1. 2 1. 1 ) 22~- ~- TT r
= - 2 -1-.- k3 i-2 + -1--- k3 i-I - L2 •0' 0'
(
I i _2 Ii_l I i _3/ 2 )
-1-- k 2 i-2 + -1-- k 2 i-I + 4 I k4 i-3/20' 0' 0'
1. 2
= ...2:.:..- k
I 3,i-2o .
I
I
I
I
I
I
C ' ::::
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(K.2)
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I i + 1 [ TT2 2 2 ]
= - -1-- 2 k3 ,i+l +2' lJ. r (k2 ,i+l + 2k4 ,i + 2k4 ,i+l)
o L
a. Based on Eq. 6~13a
C2 .,~
3. AT MESH POINT i IN FIG. 6.12
4 2TT TT
2 B L4
-
P
L21 TT 4 4 t 20' . 3 3C! z,~= - -1-1 r EI 1-1 r~ 2 L2 0 EI
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
C4 .,~
Cs ., ~ = 0
211,2 I.
.::.J::- -2:. k
1-1+1 I 3,i
o
,
(K.3)
hand side of the cell.
b. Based on Eq. 6.l3b
[ 3+1-1 k + _4_ ] }l~ 2,i+l 1+1-1 (k4 ,i + k4 ,i+l)
Cl .,~
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when t 2 and 0'. are the thickness and the average stress at the left~,z
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( ~k +~k +~k l]!J.+1 2, i-I 1+!J. 4 , i-I 1-11J, 4 , i
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TT (!J.+1)!J. r
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= -C4 .,1
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o
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A
JA
AW
lB
B·f
b
9. NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS
area of the cross section, automatic welding
square matrix
automatic welding
square matrix
bending rigidity of flange plate aboqt its strong axis
bending rigidity about x-axis
bending rigidity about y-axis
width of the flange, total length of the centerline of the
thin-walled cross section, width.of a plate
width between i~side faces of webs in a box section
CT St. Venant's torsional rigidity
I
I
Cl 1.' to C6 1.', C· C!, , 1.,.1.
constant coeficients
coeficients to appear in basic difference
equation at mesh point i
I
I
d
E
warping torsional rigidity
depth of a cross section
modulus of elasticity, .error
I
I
I
I
I
I
Ei error in difference quotient of i-th derivative
error in width-thickness ratio due to finite difference
approximation
error in width-thickness tatio due to basic central difference
appr6ximation
error in width-thickness ratio due to approximate representation
of boundary conditions
error limit in width thickness ratio by averaging of the variable
coefficients of the basic differential equation
secant modulus of elasticity
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tangent modulus of elasticityEt
e
fn , f n (y)
I
If
10
I w
Ix
I y
i
K
KT
k l to k4
L
L
x
L
Y
LT
E/Es - 1, a subscript to ,show exact solution
a function of y
moment of inertia
moment of inertia of flange plate
a constant value of moment of inertia
warping .constan,t, moment of inertia of web plate
moment of inertia about x-axis
moment of. inertia about y-axis
a sequence number used as a subscript
spring constant
St.Venant's torsional constant
coefficients relating to stress-strain,relationship
total length of a pinned-end column
critical length of a pinned-end column.bent on the strong axis
critical length of a pinned-end column bent on the weak axis
cri tical length of a pinned-end column that fails by., torsional
buckling
momentM
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
M
w
M
Y
MW
.twisting moment about shear center due to bending
St. Venant's twisting moment
warping twisting moment
bending moment per unit. length along a line parallel to z-axis
bending moment per uni t length along a line parallel to y-axis
twisting moment per unit length, Mzy
manual welding
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I
I
I
I
I
I
Py flexural buckling load about y-axis
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
m
n
P
P
c
P
cr
p
Qf
Qy
q
number of segments in a web
number of mesh ,cells in width of a plate,number of.plate
elements to meet at an intersection, number of segments in a flange
. load
flexural torsional bucklinglo~d
buckling load
thrust on a flange
torsional buckling load
flexural buckling load about x-axis
yield load Py = Aery
number of half waves in the z-direction
transverse shear at an edge of web plate parallet to the z-axis
transverse shear at an edge of flange plate parallet to the z-axis
transverse shear along a line parallet to the z-axis
equivalent lateral load defined by Eq. 6.22
twisting moment by a segment with ,respect to center of twist
twisting moment by a segment in flange with respect to center
of twist
1
twisting moment by a segment in web with respect to center of
twist
R reduction factor of width-thickness ratio
I
I
-I
1
1
r width of mesh points, radius of gyration
radius of gyration about x-axis
radius of gyration about y-axis
2 2 Ix +1
Xo + Yo + --_.:...yA
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ss
e
T
t
length ,along ,the centerline of the wall
length from the corner of an angle to t4e center of the elastic
part in a segment
E
thickness of the wall for .the modified cross section t t
E
thickness of a component plate, tangential direction of thin-
wall thickness
thickness of flange plate
I
I
I
I
I
I
t normal distance from the middle-plane of a plate to .each,fiber
n
thickness of web plate I
v displacement in the y-direction
u
vy
w
W
n
w
w
o
displacement in x-direction
single vee weld
shear along a line parallel to the z-axis
unit warping with respect to the centroid
unit warping with respect to the center of.twist
normalized unit warping
width of theweb,.or warping with ,respect to the center of twist,
deflection of a plate
deflection of flange plate
warping at the origin ,0
deflection of web plate
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
X double vee weld
eigenvector (column matrix) I
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Y,Y(y) a function of Y
xp
x
e
half of the width of elastic partin the flange
coordinate x of the center of the elastic part in a segment
coordinate x of the i-th segment
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
coordinate x of the center of elastic part in a segment
Yi coordinate y of t~e i-th segment
Z,Z(z) a function ,of z
(Xc,Yt ) coordinates of the loading pointI
x,y,z cartesian cordinates
I (Xi,Y:t) coordinates of the centroid for the partially yielded crosssection with ,respect to the original coordinate system
(X ,Y ) coordinates of t~e center of twist
00
(Xl'Yi) coordinates of the origin of s
a notation in the solution.of differential equations governing
plate buckling
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
y
5y
o
5e
yo
5€
zo
€
cr
€
.r
a notation in the solution of differential equations governing
plate buckling
shear strain
shear strain in ,xy-plane
shear strain in yz-plane
shear strain in zx-plane
an· operational notation. indicating a small value
an operational notation indicating a small value
shear strain variation due to buckling at the middle p~ane
normal strain variation due to buckling at the middle plane
iny-direction
normal strain variation d~e to buckling at the middle plane
in z-direction
strain at buckling load
residual strain
strain component of plate in the tangential direction
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-------------------------------~
I
I
€y yield strain
t;;J stress caused by the buckling loadp
€
x
€
Y
€
z
A.
x
A.y
A.
e
p
p
n
p
o
t;;J
cr
t;;J
r
t;;J
rc
t;;J
rt
t;;Js
normal strain component parallel to x-axis
normal strain component p~rallel to y-axis
normal strain component parallel to z-axis
a value to show the effect of residual stresses on elastic
torsional bucklingload,defined by
1 t;;Jr 2J dA
_I + I ~ox y A .y
non-dimensionalized s lendern.ess ra.tio, non-dimensionali zed
width-thickness ratio
non-dimensionalized slenderness ratio. for strong-axis bending
non-dimensionalized slenderness ratio for weak-axis bending
exact solution of non-di.mensionalized width-thickness ratio
ratio of thewidth.for unevenly spaced mesh
Poisson's Ratio
distance from the tangent at P(S,O) to ,the centroid
distance from the normal at (s, tn) to the center of twist
distance from the normal at P(s,O) to the centroid
distance from the tangent at p(s,O) to the center of twist
buckling stress
residual stress
compressive residual stress at the flange tips
tensile residual stress at the center of the flange
average stress in a segment
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CYx normal stress component parallel to ,x-axis
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CYt
cry
cr'y
0"z
I
1"
Xx
Xy
f dA
Ap
bf ds
o
8A
8A
e
8s
stress component of plate in the tangential direction
static yield stress
normal stress component parallel to y-axis
normal stress component parallel to y-axis in slightly
:buckled plates
normal stress component parallel to z-axis
normal stress component parallet to z-axis in slightly
buckled plates
shear stress
shear stress in ,slightly buckled plates
shear stress caused by ,bending moments
shear stress caused by warping
angle of twist
change of the curvature about x-axis
change of the curvature about y-axis
integration tqroughout the cross section
integration throughout,the elastic portion of a cross section
integration throughout the yielded portion of a cross section
integration throughout the centerline of the component plate
area of a segment
area of elastic part in a segment
length of a segment along the centerline of plates
I
I
8Se length of the elastic part of a segment along S
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6.x length .of a segment in the x-direction
6.x length of the elastic part of a segment in th,e x-direction
.. e
6.y length of a segment in :tq.e y-direction
6.y length of the elastic part of a segment in the y-direction
e
Modified Cross Section
A fictitious cross section which consists of plates with
fictitious thickness T, coordinate axes to be taken,for the principal
axes for the modified section.
Center of Twist
A point in the plane of a cross section; warping with.respect
to the point, forms no resultant force, nor bending moments.
Static Yield Stress
The average stress during actual yieldingint~e plastic range
under zero ,strain rate.
Buckling
The bifurcation of equilibrium of theoretically straight
and/or flat compression members to distorted shapes.
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10. TAB L E S
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TABLE 1. 1 ASSUMPrIO~S OF INEIASTIC PIA'DE BUCKLING THEORY
Stress-Strain Poisson 's . P1astici ty Buckling I
Investiga tor* ~Law "Ratio ' Law Model
:
Bijlaard(9) Incremental and .Instantan- Octahedral No. Strain
Deformation eous Shear ." Reversa 1
(12) Incrementa 1 .Instantan- Octahedral StrainHandelman -
Prager 'eous Shear Reversal
Pearson(60) Incremental Instantan- Octahedral No ,Strain
ec:)Us Shear Reversal
(10) Deformation 0.5 ·Octahedra1 . StrainIlyushin
,Shear Reversal
. Stowell (11) Deformation 0.5 :Octahedra1 No Strain
Shear Reversal
*The number in parenthesis refers to the list of references.
. TABLE 3. 1 ROLLED SHAPES AND TESTS
No. of Tension Set*ofResidua1 No. of· Stub
Shapes . Coupons Stress Measurements . Column Tests
8WF17 3 2
-
8WF31 3 2 1
10WF25 3 2
-
lOWF33 ·3 1
-
12WF36 3 2
-
. 12WF45 3 2
-
12WF120 6 4 1
16WF26 . ·3 1
-
16WF64 J.. 2
-
*Setmeans a complete set of readings on a cross section to give the re-
sidual stress distribution for that section.
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I
I TABLE 3.2 PlATE SIZES TESTED
Plates With Flame Cut Edges Plates With Sheared Edge.
x Residual Stress before Welding * Coupon Tests after Welding
I
I
I
I
~ 4 6 8 12 16 20 24
1/4 xo
3/8 xo
1/2 xo+ 0 xo+* xo+
1 xo+ xo+* xo
t Thickness of plate
b Width of plate
~ 4 6
1/4 xo+
1/2 xo+
o Residual Stress after Welding
+ Coupon Tests before Welding
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE 3.3 ~TA GROUPED ACCORDING TO PLATE WIDTH
Flsme Cut Edge
Plate Size Residual Stresses Type and Depth
Measured Of Welding (T), (in) Coupon Tests Weld Type
Test
No.
b (in)
Before After Single Double Edge Before After
t(in) Welding Welding -V -V Welding Welding Aut. Man.
.
T-l 4 1/4 X X 1/8 - 1/8 - - - X
T-2 6 1/2 X X 1/4
-
1/4 X X X X
T-3 8 1/2 - X 1/4 - - - - - X
T-4 8 1 X X 1/4 - 1/4 X X X X
T-S 12 1/2 X X 1/2,1/4 - 1/4,1/2 X X X -
T-6 12 1 X X 1/2,1 1 1/2,1/4 X X X X
T-7 16 1/2 X X 1/2 - 1/2 X X X -
T-8 20 3/8 X X
- -
3/8 - - X -
T-9 24 1 X X 1/2 - 1/2 - - X -
Sheared Edge
T-lO 4 1/4 X X 1/8 - 1/8 - - - X
T-ll 6 1/2 X X 1/4 - 1/4 X - X X
X means tests being made.
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TABLE 3.4. INFORMATION OF THE WELDING OF THE PLATES
Plates With Flame Cut Edges
Center Welded Plates Edge Welded Plates
Plate Geometry Type of Weld Weld Plate Geometry Type of Weld Weld
No. (in.) Size No. (in. ) Size
(in.) (in. )
Aut. Man. Aut. Man.
T-1-2 4 x 1/4
- X 1/8 T-1-4 4 x 1/4 - X 1/8
-6 4 x 1/4
- X 1/8 -7 4 x 1/4 - X 1/8
T-2-2 6 x 1/2 - X 1/4 T-1'-6 6 x 1/2 - X 1/4
-4 6 x 1/2 X
-
1/4 -8 6 x 1/2 X
-
1/4
T-3 8 x 1/2
- X 1/4 - - - - -
~ 8 x 1 - X 1/4 T-4-6 8 x 1 - X 1/4
-4 8 x 1 X
-
1/4 -8 8 x 1 X - 1/4
T-5-2 12 x 1/2 X
-
1/4 T-5-6 12 x 1/2 X - 1/2
(L100)
-4 12 x 1/2 X - 1/2 -8 12 x 1/2 X - 2 x 1/4
..
-5 12 x 1/2 X - 1/2 -10 12 x 1/2 X - 2 x 1/2
(L100)
T-6-2 12x 1
- X 1/2 T-6-14 12 x 1 - X 1/2
-4 12 x 1 X - 1/2 -16 12 x 1 X - 1/2
-6 12 x 1 - X 1 -18 12 x 1 - X 1
-8 12 x 1 X - 1 -20 12 x 1 X - 1
,
-10 12 x 1 - 2VX 2V-1 - - - - -
-12 12x 1 2VX - 2V-1 - - - - -
T-7-2 16 x 1/2 X - 1/2 T-7-4 16 x 1/2 X - 1/2
- - - - - -6 16 x 1/2 X - 2 x 1/2
- - - - - !.:H 20 x 3/8 X - 3/8
-4 20 x 3/8 X - 2 x 3/8
T-9-2 24 x 1 X - 1/2 T-9-4 24 x 1 X - 1/2
-6 24 x 1 X 1 2 x 1/2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Plates With Sheared Edges
Center Welded Plates Edge Welded Plates
Type of Weld Weld Type of Weld WeldPlate Geometry Size P1a te Geometry Size
No. (in.) Aut. Man. (in.) No. ( in.) Aut. Man. (in. )
T-1O-2 4 x 1/4 - X 1/8 T-10-4 4 x 1/4 - X 1/8
T-1l-2 6 x 1/2 - X 1/4 T-1l-6 6 x 1/2 - X 1/4
-4 6 x 1/2 X - 1/4 -8 6 x 1/2 X - 1/4
All center welded plates are welded with
single Vee groove, unless otherwise specified
X means tests being made
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2V - Double Vee Groove
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TABLE 3.5. RECORDS OF {;IELDING
Electrode Ele"ctrode Type Place
Plate Trave 1 Melt-Off Electrode of of
No. Pass Volts Amps (in/min) (in/min) Type Weld Weld Flux Beads
!:.!.:! 1 18 170 5.8 10.5 E7018(1/8"0) M C - t=="!=i
!:l:i 1 18 125 24.0 9.55 " M E - 0 1/ 8"
~ 1 18 170 7.0 10.4 " M C - As T-1-2
!±l 1 18 125 24.0 9.55 " M E - As T-1-4
!:l:l 1 20-22 130 8.0 9.9 " M C - t f!61 1/4"t2 20-22 210 8.8 8.5 E7018(3/16"0) M C -
!.±i 1 32 350 12.0 120.0 L70(W)5/64" A C L840 i q) 1/4"+
!±i 1 22 160 9.2 10.4 E7018(5/32") M E - 1/8~
2 22 160 9.3 10.6 " M E -
!±! 1 28 300 30.0 111. 1 L70(W)5/64" A E L840 1/8n2 28 300 30.0 111.1 " A E "
~ 1 20-22 130 6.6 10.2 E7018(1/8"0) M C - 1 ~:14" t2 20-22 210 8.8 8.6 E7018(3/15"0) M C -
!±l 1 20-22 130 6.8 9.8 E70 18 (1/8"0) M C - ~'1/4" ft2 20-22 210 9.2 8.6 E70 18(E/ 16"0) M C -
!.±i 1 32 350 15.0 120.0 L70(W)5/64" A C L840 }SVW}
!..±§. 1 22 160 9.0 10.4 E7018(1/8"0) M E - 3/1~
2 22 160 8.0 9.8 E7018(1/8"0) M E -
!±! 1 28 300 30.0 111. 1 L70(W)5/64" A E L840
1/8j3
2 28 300 30.0 111. 1 " " " "
!.:.2.:1 1 32 350 12.0 120.0 L70(W)5/64" A C L840 r "4;1/4" }
T·5·4 Tack 20-22 130 4.9 9.8 Ell018(1/8"0) M C
-
Welds
1 32 350 12.0 120.0 L70(W)5/64" A C L840 ttl2 32 350 12.0 120.0 " A C L840
!:l:l Tack 20-22 130 5.8 8.7 E110 18 (1/8"0) M C -
Welds t"U1 32 400 18.0 120.0 L100(W) 1/8"0 A C 709 -5
2 32 500 18.0 120.0 " A C 709-5 1/~T-5 -6 1,2 30 350 24.0 44.4 LlOO(W) 1/8" A E 709
3,4 30 350 24.0 44.4 L100(W) 1/8" A E 709 1/4" ~
:f.:1.:§. 1,2 28 300 30.0 111.1 L70(W)5/64" A E L840 1/8"~
3,4 28 300 30.0 111, 1 L70(W)5/64" A E L840 1/8"~
!±.!Q. 1,2 28 300 21.0 111, 1 L70(W)5/64" A E L840 1/4"~
3,4 28 300 21.0 111, 1 L70(W)5/64" A E L840 /4"
!±l 1- 18 140 6.0 11.0 E7018(1/8"0) M C -
2 18 170 6.0 10.3 " M C -
3 20 210 4.6 9.4 " M C - C!34 20 210 5.6 9.7 " M C -
5 20 210 7.5 10.5 " M C -
6 20 210 7.0 10.1 E7018(1/8"0) M C -
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TABLE 3.5 RECORDS OF WELDING (Continued)
Electrode Electrode Type Place
Plate Travel Melt-Off Electrode of of
No. Pass Volt. Amp. (in/min) (in/min) Type Weld Weld Flux Beads
T-6-4 1,2 32 375 15.0 150.9 L70(W)5/64" A C L840 L!93,4 32 375 15.0 150.9 L70(W)5/64" A C L840
!±i Tack 22 140 - - E7018(1/8") M C
Weld.
1 22 140 5.3 9.7 E7018(l/8") M C -
2 20 170 4.9 10.7 E7018(5/32") M C fE3 20 210 4.6 9.7 E7018(3/16") M C4 20 210 7.0 9.3 " M C5 20 210 7.3 9.1 " M C6 20 210 6.7 9.3 " M C
7 20 210 7.3 9.8 " M C
8 20 210 6.1 9.6 " M C
9 20 210 8.0 9.5 " M C
10 20 210 6.8 9.9 " M C
11 20 210 6.5 10.1 E7018(3/16") M C
!±! 1,2,3 32 400 16.0 179.8 L70(W)5/64" A C L840
4,5,6 31 375 12;0 152.6 L70(W)5/64" A C L840
7,8,9 31 375 12.0 152.6 L70(W)5/64" A C L840~~ack 22 140 - - E7018(l/8") M C -Weld.
T-6-10 Tack 20 140
- -
E7018(1/8") M 2V-C
Weld.
I 20 140 6.4 10.3 E7018(l/8") M 2V-C
2 20 140 6.2 10.7 E7018(1/8") M 2V-C {Ij3 20 170 6.4 10.7 E7018(5/32") M 2V-C4 18 210 5.9 10.4 E7018(3/16") M 2V-C
5 18 210 5.9 10.3 E7018(3/15") M 2V-C
-
6 18 170 5.7 10.6 E7018(5/32") M 2V-C
-
7 18 210 6.1 9.8 E7018(3/16") M 2V-C
-
8 18 210 5.5 10.1 E7018(3/16") M 2V-C
-
.l±ll Tack 18 140 - - E7018(l/8") M - -Weld. tX1I 32 325 18,0 130.6 L70(W)5/64" A 2V-C L8402,3,4 32 400 16.0 179.8 L70(W)5/64" A 2V-C L8405,6 32 400 16.0 179.8 L70(W)5/64" A 2V-C L840
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TABLE 3.5 RECORDS OF WELDING (Continued)
Electrode Electrode Type Place
Plate Travel Melt-Off Electrode of of
No. Pass Volts Amps (in/min) (in/min) Type Weld Weld Flux Beads
!±.li 1 22 160 3.1 9.6 E7018(S/32") M E - 1/4"~
2 22 160 8.1 10.3 E7018(S/32") M E - ..
~ 1,2,3 30 300 20.0 105.8 L70(W)S/64" A E L840 3/ 16
!±l.!!. 1 22 160 5.0 10.3 E7018(S/32") M E -
2 22 160 4.8 10.0 E7018(S/32") M E -
3 22 160 5.8 10.3 " M E - "'~" ' ~4 22 160 5.8 10.3 M E -
5 22 160 6.2 10.8 " M E -
6 22 160 6.2 10.8 " M E -
7 22 160 4.6 10.4 E7018(S/32") M E -
!:±1Q. 1 to 11 30 300 20.0 105.8 L70(W)S/64" A E L840
I±l 1 32 375 18.0 152.6 L70(W)S/64" A C L840
tWJ2,3,4 32 375 15.0 152.6 L70(W)S/64" A C L840
Tack 22 140 - - E7018(1/8") M C -
Welds
T-7-4 1,2,3 32 300 26.0 106.0 L70 5/64" A E L840 3/16~
T-7-6 1,2,3 32 300 26.0 106.0 L70 5/64" A E L840 7/32.
4,5,6 32 300 26.0 106.0 L70 5/64" A E L840 1/4" •
T-8-2 1,2 30 300 36.0 94.7 L70 5/64" A E L840 1/8"§..
T-8-4 1,2 30 300 36.0 94.7 L70(W)S/64" A E L840 5/32" m
3,4 30 300 36.0 94.7 L70(W)4/64" A
-
E L840 1/8" ~
T-9-2 1,2 32 375 15.0 150.9 L70(W)S/64" A E L840 [!J3,4.5 32 375 15.0 150.9 L70(W)f/64" A E L840
T-9-4 1 30 300 32.0 94.7 L70(W)S/64" A E L840
2 30 300 28.0 94.7 L70(W)S/64" A E L840 7/32'6-
3 30 300 26.0 94.7 L70(W)S/64" A E L840
T-9-6 1,2,3 30 300 26.0 94.7 L70(W)S/64" A E L840 ~4,5,6 30 300 26.0 94.7 L70(W)S.64" A E L840
T-10-2 1 20 140 6,7 106.25 E7018(1/8"D) M C - 1 <::V1/8" t
T-10-4 1 18 125 30.0 12.0 E7018(1/8) M E -
.el/8"
T-11-2 1 20 140 6.2 10.8 E7018(1/8) M C - (!J2 18 170 7.7 9.6 E7018(S/32" M C -
3 18 170 6.8 10.0 E7018(S/32") M C -
T-11-4 1 32 375 13.0 150.9 L70(W)S/64" A C L840 f!v12 32 375 13.0 150.9 L70(W)5/64" A C L840
T-11-6 1 18 110 10.1 9.3 E7018(l/8" M E - &1/4"
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TABLE 3.6. RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN AS-CUT NON-WELDED PLATES
Tnt Plate Plate Residual Stress in ksi Distances in in.
Ho. No. Size
(in. )
Cl"r1 Cl" Cl"r3 Cl"r4 Zl Z2 Z3r2
T-1
- - - - - - - - -
T-Z 1 6 X 1/2 76.0 8.03 5.28 72.6 0.85 4.3 0.85
3 81.4 6.05 6.05 86.9 0.90 4.2 0.90
5 85.8 6.05 6.05 79.2 0.90 4.2 0.90
7 89.1 6.05 6.05 83.6 0.90 4.2 0.90
T-3
- - - - - - -
- -
T-4 1 8 x 1 25.3 4.99 4.99 29.7 0.90 6.3 0.80
3 31.9 7.70 7.70 49.5 1.00 6.0 1.00
5 34.1 4.40 3.96 37.4 0.90 6.2 0.90
7 28.6 4.40 3.96 30.8 0.85 6.2 0.95
T-5 1 12 X 1/2 41.8 6.60 3.63 36.3 0.90 10.2 0.90
3 37.4 2.64 4.73 46.2 0.90 10.2 0.90
7 40.7 3.96 3.19 40.7 0.90 10.2 0.90
9 42.9 5.39 3.41 36.3 0.90 10.2 0.90
T-6 1 12 X 1 30.8 4.51 4.51 30.8 0.80 10.5 0.70
3 42.9 3.96 3.96 40.7 0.70 10.6 0.70
5 37.4 3.96 3.96 40.7 0.70 10.6 0.70
7 42.9 2.97 2.97 51.7 0.80 10.6 0.60
9 38.5 3.52 3.52 34.1 0.70 10.6 0.70
11 45.1 3.52 3.52 44.1 0.70 10.6 0.70
13 36.3 3.52 3.52 36.3 0.70 10.6 0.70
15 12 X 1 36.3 2.97 2.97 42.9 0.70 10.6 0.70
17 31.9 2.97 2.97 36.3 0.70 10.6 0.70
19 50.6 3.96 3.96 36.3 0.70 10.6 0.70
T-7 1 16 x 1/2 48.4 1.98 2.97 48.4 0.70 14.60 0.70
3 57.2 4.51 1. 98 47.3 0.70 14.6 0./0
T-a 1 20 X 3/8 61. 6 3.96 3.96 59.5 0.70 18.6 0.70
3 67.1 3.74 3.63 58.3 0.80 18.5 0.70
T-9 1 24 x 1 46.2 3.96 1. 98 30.8 0.70 22.60 0.70
3 31.9 5.94 5.06 31.9 0.60 22.9 0.50
5 27.5 5.94 11.0 38.5 0.60 22.8 0.60
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TABLE 3.7. RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN CENTER WELDED PLATES
Test Plate Size Residual Stresses (kai) Distances (in)
No. No. (in x,in)
"rO "rl "r2 "r3 "r4 "r5 "r6 2 1 2 2 2 3 24 Z,
T-l
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T-2 2 6 x 1/2 39.9 62.0 16.0 14.0 13.0 12.0 55.9 0.70 1. 65 1.40 1. 65 0.60
4 6 x 1/2 78.0 44.9 24.0 22.0 18.0 13.9 39.1 0.40 1.80 1. 65 2.00 0.15
T-3 A 8 x 1/2 65.7 26.4 14.5 9.02 9.02 12.7 23.5 0.20 2.50 2.30 2.80 0.20
B 8 x 1/2 69.7 28.3 1'2.4 9.60 9.60 10.8 27.8 0.18 2.62 2.60 2.42 0.18
C 8 x 1/2 70.2 31.2 8.03 7.81 7.04 7.70 29.2 0.20 2.60 2.50 2.55 0.15
D 8 x 1/2 66.1 31.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 31.7 0.15 2.65 2.40 2.60 0.20
T-4 2 8 x 1 19.1 22.6 7.04 7.26 7.81 7.04 25.0 0.80 2.50 1.40 2.40 0.90
4 8 x 1 30.3 27.1 7.81 9.02 11.0 10.5 31.2 0.80 2.40 1. 60 2.40 0.80
T-5 2 12 x 1/2 87.8 31.5 16.1 16.1 15.0 14.1 19.6 0.80 4.20 2.20 4.10 0.70
4 12 x 1/2 76.8 36.5 14.9 16.0 16.5 16.5 49.2 0.80 4.20 2.30 3.80 0.80
5 12 x 1/2 79.5 53.5 14.9 11.9 11.9 14.9 40.8 0.80 4.30 1. 90 4.20 0.80
T-6 2-A 12 x 1 31.1 27.1 9.82 6.1 10.0 8.03 24.1 0.60 4.40 1. 60 4.70 0.70
2-B 12 x 1 49.3 24.3 8.10 7.04 9.35 7.04 13.75 0.60 4.50 1. 60 4.70 0.60
4-A 12 x 1 26.95 35.1 10.0 10.0 11.9 10.0 27.9 0.70 4.40 1. 80 4.40 0.70
4-B 12x 1 65.01 34.3 '34.3 10.0 10.0 9.02 9.02 32.0 0.60 1.80 4.40 0.70
6-A 12 x 1 51. 6 25.6 11.9 13.9 10.0 11.9 7.15 0.60 4.40 2.00 4.40 0.60
6-B 12 x 1 49.2 22.2 . '14.41 11.9 10.0 10.0 14.3 0.60 4.50 1.80 4,50 0.60
8-A 12 x 1 49.7 20.6 14.0 14.0 14.0 17.1 14.1 0.60 5.40 1.00 4.50 0.50
8-B 12 x 1 61.2 24.9 14.1 14.1 11.9 11.9 35.0 0.60 5.00 1.40 4.40 0.60
10-A 12 x 1 46.2 20.5 15.8 6.05 8.03 11.9 15.1 0.50 4.60 1. 80 4.70 0.40
10-B 12 x 1 34.5 24.8 9.8 8.03 8.03 10.6 20.0 0.60 5.00 1.20 4.60 0.60
12-A 12 x 1 47.4 23.0 20.0 10.6 10.0 24.6 5.06 0.60 4.50 1. 80 4.60 0.50
12-B 12 x 1 42.9 25.1 10.0 10.0 10.0 16.0 35.3 0.60 4.50 1. 80 4.50 0.60
T-7 2 16 x 1/2 69.5 38.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 40.3 0.60 6.40 1-.90 6.50 0.60
T-8
- - - - " - - - - -
.
- - -
T-9 2-A 24 x 1 60.1 44.0 7.04 6.05 4.95 8.60 18.5 0.70 10.4 1. 80 10.5 0.60
2-B 24 x 1 71.5 37.8 6.05 4.95 4.95 6.05 22.4 0.60 10.5 1. 80 10.4 0.70
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TABLE 3.8. RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN EDGE WELDED PLATES
~\ /~~\: r~,~211 22
Residual Stress in ksi Distances (in)
Test Plate Size
No. No. (in x in) Weld
arl ar2 ar ,3 °r4 21 22 23
T-l
- - '- - - - - - - -
T-2 6 6 x 1/2 78.1 15.1 2.97 86.0 0.8 4.20 1.0 S
8 92.0* 2.97 16.0 85.0 0.8 4.20 1.0 S
T-4 6 8 x 1 99.0* 8.5 8.0 44.0 1.2 5.1 1.70 . S
8 78.0* 7.26 11. 55 33.0 0.80 6.4 0.80 S
T-5 6-A 12 x 1/2 74.8 8.03 6.05 88.2** 1.00 10.1 0.90 D
6-B 62.8 10.5 1.0 100.0** 0.90 10;1 1.00 S
8-A 100.0* 6.05 6.05 98.6* 1.0 10.0 1.00 D
8-B 93.5* 6.26 1.10 99.0* 0.90 10.2 0.90 S
lO-A 82.4* 8.80 10.0 73.6* 0.90 10.2 0.90 D
lO-B 75.9* 9.75 1.0 101.0* 0.90 9.1 1.00 S
T-6 14 12 x 1
- - - - - - - -
16-A 90.0* 6.05 4.06 42.8 0.60 11. 2 0.20 S
16-B 125.0* 7.02. 2.96 42.8 0.70 11.0 0.30 S
18
- - - - - - -
-
20-A 95.0* 13.6 1.0 48.4 0.70 10.5 0.80 S
20-B 98.0* 14.3 1.0 48.0 0.70 11.0 0.30 S
T-7 4 16 x 1/2 82.5* 10.6 1.0 50.5 0.70 14.6 0.70 S
6 84.0* 6.71 6.27 83.6* 0.90 14.2 0.90 D
T-8 2 20 x 3/8 82.5* 6.05 4.40 ' 60.5 0.70 18.3 1.00 S
4 81.3* 5.61 5.50 81.4* 1.00 18.2 0.8 D
T-9 4-A 24 x 1 35.0 5.08 6.60 81.5* 0.7 22.6 0.7 S
4-B 39.0 12.3 5.72 115.95* 0.60 22.7 0.70 S
6-A 111.0* 5.50 5.50 124.0* 0.70 22.6 0.70 D
6-B 109.0* 3.96 6.05 121.0* 0.80 22.6 0.60 D
S - Welded on one edge only
,D - Welded on both edges
* - Residual stress at the welded edge
** - Residual stress at the edge welded with
L100 electrode
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Cross Section* Buckling Load** Remarks
With Two Axis 1) P 2) P 3) PT Three Independent
of Symmetry x 'y Solutions Exist
With One Axis 1) P
--Je py 2
Two Independent
x
of Synunetry P + PT
+ P ) 2
-4ry'PT(l- !z) Solutions Exist
2) P Y T ro=,
c
y
2
)
2 (1--+
r o
No Axis 1) P ; (P - P ) (P - P ) (P - PT) Solution
of Symmetry 'c c x c y c y2 Determined by the2
_p2 (P _ P )~ _p2 (P
- Px )
0 0 Equation
c c y r2 c c -2-=r
0 0
I
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*
**
TABLE 4.1 ELASTIC BUCKLING STRENGTH OF CENTRALLY L~DED COLUMNS
Residual stress is assumed to be symmetric about the axis of symmetry of the cross section, if
any such axis exists.
P
x
' Py ' and PT are defined as
I
I
I
P
x
P
Y
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TABLE 4.2 LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR
BUCKLING OF COLUMNS
Programs"!" Cross Section Buckling Mode
290-3-2 H and Box Flexural Buckling on both Principa 1 Axes
290 -3-3 H Tors iona 1 Buckling
290 -3-4 Tee Flexural Buck ling
290 -3-S Tee Flexural-Torsional Buckling
*Programs refer to the file number at Fritz Engineering Laboratory,
Lehigh University,
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Piece No. Length ft. Description Spec llflt:OS Cul. No. L/r Bending Axis
1 40 8WF31 10 ft. Column RWl 60 Weak Axis
6 ft. 8 in.Column RW2 40 Weak Axis
2 ft. 10 in. Stub Column
Residual Stresses I Coupons
(Store)
2 20 6 x 7 in. H 7 ft. 4 in. Column AWl 60 Weak Axis
2 ft. Stub Column STWA
Residual Stress, Coupons
(S tore)
3 20 6 x 7 in. H 5 ft. 7 in. Column AW2 45 Weak Axis
7 ft. 4 in. Caluum AW3 30 Strong Axis
Residual Stress, Coupons
(Store)
4 20 6 x 7 in. H 7 ft. 4 in. Column BWI 60 ~Jeak Axis
2 ft. Stub Column STWB
Residual Stress, Coupons
(Store)
5 20 6 x 7 in. H 5 ft. 7 in. Column BW2 45 Weak Axis
7 ft. 4 in. Column BW3 30 Strong Axis
Residual Stress, Coupons
(Store)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
NOTE: Piece Nos. 2 and 3 were fabricated
5 were fabricated from plates with
The material is T-l type A steel.
and web plate of 6 in. x 3/8 in.
from plates with sheared edges, while Piece Nos. 4 and
flame cut edges. Piece 1 is rolled heat-treated columns.
6 x 7 H shapes consist of; flange plates of 6 in. x 1/2 in. I
I
TABLE 4.4 SUMMARY OF COLUMN TESTS
Column No. Llr
*
P Kips PIP
pip
r Remarksr
max Test Predic ted
RWI 60 810 0.77 0.78 Failure by weak axis bending.y
RW2 40 966 0.92 0.98 Local failure might have causedy over-all failure.
AWL 62 605 0.66 0.70 Failure by weak axis bending.y
AW2 47y 746 0.82 0.78
Failure by weak axis bending.
AW3 32x 761 0.83 0.87 Both strong
axis bending and twisting
were observed at the failure.
BWI 62 y 626 0.69 0.71
Failure by weak axis bending.
BW2 47 y 728 0.80 0.78
Failure by weak axis bending.
BW3 32 764 0.84 0.89 Both strong axis bending and
twisting
x were observed at the failure.
* Subscripts y and x denotes bending about weak axis and strong axis resectively.
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TABLE 5.1 LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR LOCAL· BUCKLING
OF PLATES BY FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD
Edge Conditions Main Program* Subprograms**
S. S. at y = 0 290-2-10 290-4, 290-1, Lu225.D4.508
S. S. at y = b 290 -2-11 290-5, 290 -1, "
290-2-llA 290-5, 290-3, "
Fixed at y = 0 290-2-12 290-4, 290-1, "
290-2-13 290 -4, 290 -1, "
Fixed at y = b 290-2-13A 290-4, 290-3, "
Fixed at y = 0 290-2-14 290 -4, 290 -1, "
290-2-15 290-4, 290-1, "
Free at y = b 290-2-l5A 290-4, 290-3, "
S. S. at y = 0 290-2-16 290-4, 290 -1, II.
Free at y = b 290-2-17 290-5, 290-1, "
TABLE 5.2 LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR LOCAL BUCKLING OF COLUMN CROSS SECTION
BY FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD
Cross Section Main Program* Subprograms**
Rectangular 290 -2 -22 290-6, 290-1, LU225.D4.508
Box 290-2-22A 290-6, 290-3, "
H 290-2-23 290-6, 290-1, "
290-2-23A 290 -6, 290-3, "
Channel 290-2-24 290-6, 290 -1, "
290-2-24A 290-6, 290-3, "
Angle 290-2-25 290-6, 290 -1, "
290-2-25A 290-6, 290-3, "
Tee 290-2-26 290-6, 290-1, "
290-2-26A 290-6, 290-3, "
*Programs refer to the file numbers at Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh
University. "A" in the file number shows that the program is prepared to
find out the minimum width-thickness ratio and the corresponding aspect
ratio.
**File number of each subprogram includes "subprogram" prior to the number
listed in the table, except LU225.D4.508 which is filed in the computer
laboratory, Lehigh University. Subprograms have to be attached at the end
of the main program in the same sequence as listed.
NOTE: All programs are based on iterative procedure to find out eigenvalue,
and eigenvector of a matrix. The object of subprograms is listed in
Table 5.3.
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TABLE 5.3 LIST OF SUBPROGRAMS
Aspect Ratio Object
Subprogram 290 -1 To determine the eigenva lue and eigenvect9r of a matrix by
iteration.
Subprogram 290-3 The same as 290-1 with additional routines. Subprograms
290-3-A and 290 -3-B to find out the aspect ratio corres-
ponding to the minimum width~ thickness ratio.
Subprogram 290-3-A A routine to print out eigenvector, a part of Subprogram
290 -3.
Subprogram 290-3 -B A routine to find out the aspect ra tio corresponding to the
minimum width-thickness ratio, a pa rt of Subprogram 290-3.
Subprogram 290-4, 290 -5, To compute average va lues of stress intensity and moduli of
290 -6, 290-7 the material a t mesh points.
LU225.D4.508 Matrix inversion and determinant routine.
I
I
I
I
I
NOTE: The above table is computed for a mesh with 10 cells.
TABLE 5.4 LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR LOCAL BUCKLING
BY ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS
TABLE 5.5 VARIATION OF BASIC DIFFERENCE ERRORS FOR DIFFERENT CRITICAL STRESSES
AND AS FECT RATIOS (SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATES AT UNLOADED EDGES)
*The errors in solutions by the incremental theory of plasticity are functions
of only aspect ratio and coincide with those for ~~r = 1.0 in the Table.
ry-
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(b) Programs for Column Cross
Sections
Cross Section Main Program*
Re c ta ngu la r 290-2-27
Box 290-2-27A
H 290-2-28
290-2-2BA
Channel 290 -2 -29
290-2-29A
Angle 290-2-30
290-2-30A
Tee 290-2-31
290-2 -3lA
*Programs refer to the file number at Fritz Engineering Laboratory,
Lehigh University~ "A" in the file number shows that the program is
prepared to find out the minimum width-thickness ratio and the
corresponding aspect ratio.
Subprograms have to be added to all the programs except 290-2-18,
290-2-18A, and 290-2-2lA. The programs with "A" in their number have
to be followed by two subprograms. Subprogram 290-3-B, and LU225.D4.508
which are listed in Table 5.3. The rest of the programs have to be
followed only by LU225.D4.508.
(a) Programs for Pia tes
Edge Condition Main Program*
Both S. S. 290-2-18
290-2-1BA
Both Fixed 290-2-19
290 -2-19A
Fixed and Free 290-2-20
290-2-20A
S. S. and Free 290-2-21
290-2 -2lA
Basic Difference Error %
Inelastic Buckling* (Total Strain Theory)
As pect ·cr 1.0 ~= 2.0 ccr = 4.0Ratio Elastic Buckling ,--- = -.-y y y
0.5 -0.16449 -0.32813 -0.32220 -0.31926
1.0 -0.41123 -0.49433 -0.50026 -0.50321
1.5 -0.56940 -0.59361 -0.60347 -0.60824
2.5 -0.70902 -0.70304 -0.71152 -0.71549
5.0 -0.79083 -0.78532 -0.78872 -0. 79026
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1'A1lLE -S.6 ERRORS IN WIDTH-THiCKNESS RATIO BY FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUSION
(SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE AT UNLOADED EDGES AND SqUARE TUBEj FREE OF RESIDUAL STRESS)
Solutions by Fini te Difference Method
Number Ends on I teger Ends on Half-Integer
Error by
Square tube
of Cells Stations
Stations Eg. 5.62
A Error 7- A Error 7. A Error 7-
8 2.671 7640 -0.63932 2.671 7640 -0.63932 2.671 7644 -0.63930 -0.64255
9 2.675 3572 -0.50569 -- -- -- -- -- -- -0.50770
10 2.677 9306 -0.40999 2.677 9306 -0.40999 2.677 9305 -0.40999 -0.41123
11 2.679 8370 -0.33909 -- -- -- -,I -- -- -0.33986
12 2.681 2861 -0.28519 2.681 2865 -0.28519 2.681 2868 -0.28512 -0.28558
13 2.682 4168 -0.24315 -- -- -- -- -- -- -9·24333
14 2.683 3109 -0.20989 2.683 3109 -0.20989 2.683 3152 -0.20974 -0.20981
15 2.6840285 -0.18321 -- -- -- -- -- -- -0.18277
16 2.6846130 -0.16147 2.684 6127 -0.16149 2.684 6139 -0.16144 -0.16064
17 2.685 1063 -0.14313 -- -- -- -- -- -- -0.14230
18 2.685 5099 -0.12812 2.685 5090 -0.12815 2.685 5158 -0.12780 -0.12692
19 2.685 8522 -0.11539 -- -- -- -- -- -- -0.11391
20 2.686 1607 -0.10392 2.686 1598 -0.10395 2.686 1647 -0.10377 -0.10281
30 2.687 5173 -0.05347 2.607 5117 -0.05367 -- -- -- -0.04569
Exact 2.688 9550 :'::0.00001 2.688 9550 :'::0.00001 2.688 9550 :'::0.00001 I
NOTE: The non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratios are for the case
I = 0.5 and Lb = 1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The errors are constant for elastic buckling of the plate with the same aspect ratio.
TABLE 5.7 ERROR IN WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO BY FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION
(PLATE FIXED AT UNLOADED EDGES, FREE OF RESIDUAL STRESS)
Solution by Fini te Di fference Method
Number Estimation of Comparison
Ends on Integer Ends on Half-Integer Boundary with
of Cells Statiom~ Stations Condi ti6n Error Analysis
A Er,l % A Er,Z % Erb,l 7- Erb ,2 7- Er,l - Er ,2 Erb ).1. - Erb , 2
8 3.425 4848 -3.50085
10 3.465 5122 -2.37324 3.592 9297 1.21623 -2.62140 1.31070 -3.58947 -3.93210
12 3.489 2756 -1.70380 3.580 1354 0.85580 -1.82042 0.91021 -2.55960 -2.73063
14 3.5043854 -1.27815 3.572 2525 0.63371 -1.33745 0.66872 -1.91186 -2.00617
16 3.514 5316 -0.99232 3.567 0639 0.48756 -1. 02399 0.51199 -1.47988 -1.53598
18 3.521 6482 -0.79183 3.563 4735 0.38642 -0.80907 0.40453 -1.17825 -1.21361
20 3.526 8222 -0.64608 3.560 8876 0.31357 -0.65535 0.32768 -0.95965 -0.98303
30 3.539 3250 -0.29387 3.554 6676 0.13834 -0.14563 0.1'4563 -0.43221 -0.43690
Exact 3.549 7565 :'::0.00001' 3.549 7565 :'::0. 00001
NOTE: The non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratios are for a case
o.
....£.!.I - 0.50y and ~ - 0.66
I However, the errors are identical for any elastic buckling of a plate with the same aspect ratio.-267-
-------------------------------------
Number of Ends on Integer Stations Ends on Half-Integer Stations
Cells
;\ E % ;\ E %
r r
4 1.461 4134 -3.93730 - - -
6 1.492 6946 -1.88110 1.545 0468 1.56015
8 1.504 7680 -1.08748 1. 534 7166 0.88112
10 1. 510 5719 -0.70598 1.529 8917 0.53397
12 1.513 7763 -0.49534 1. 527 2527 0.39050
~4 1. 515 7185 -0.36768 1.525 6465 0.28492
16 1. 516 9890 -0.28416 1.524 6020 0.21626
18 1. 517 8258 -0.22916 1.523 8438 0.16642
Exact 1. 521 3120 +0.00001 1. 521 3120 +0.00001
- -
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The non-dimensioqa1ized width-thickness ratios are obtained for a case
TABLE 5.8 ERROR-NUMBER OF CELLS RELATIONSHIP
(PLATE FIXED AND FREE AT UNLOADED EDGES)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~ = 1. 638q;r(Jy
However, the errors are identical for any elastic buckling of a
plate with the same aspect ratio.
NOTE:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE 5.9 ERROR-NUMBER OF CELLS RELATIONSHIP (PLATE 5,5. AND FREE AT UNLOADED EDGES)
b = 2t b = 10 t
Ends on Half- Ends on Half- Ends on Ends on
Number Integer Stations Integer Stations Integer Stations Integer Stations
of
Cells A Error 1- A Error 1- A Error 1- A Error %
4 0.8938 4293 0.77610 1.105 9629 0.63666 0.8735 7458 -1.50905 1.085 9192 -1.19686
6 0.8898 7590 0.32884 1.102 2152 0.29508 0.8808 1308 -0.69294 1.092 0874 -0.54460
8 0.8882 5859 0.14649 1.100 8086 0.16708 0.8832 1576 -0.42205 1.095 5620 -0.31033
10 0.8868 1513 -0.01624 1.100 1441 0.10662 0.8836 0275 -0.37842 1.096 7714 -0.20028
12 0.8852 5461 -0.19218 1.099 7254 0.06852 0.8831 0786 -0.43422 1.09 3781 -0.14507
14 0.8831 0689 -0.43433 1.099 4860 0.04673 0.8815 3444 -0.61161 1.097 7584 -0.11047
16 0.8804 7359 -0.73122 1.099 2571 0.02590 0.8793 7326 -0.85527 1.097 9310 -0.09476
18 0.8752 9451 -1.31513 1.098 9972 0.00226. 0.8743 4460 -1. 42243 1.097 9493 -0.09476
Exact 0.8869 5920 !O.OOOOl 1.098 9724 ·+{).00001 0.8869 5920 !O.OOOOl 1.098 9724 !O.OOOOl
Note: The non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratios are for a plate, which buckles under a
thrust of half of yield stress. Nonetheless, the errors are constant for elastic
buckling of the plate.
TABLE 5.10 DIFFERENCE OF ERROR DUE TO DIFFERENT AVERAGING METHOD OF STIFFNESS
Number of t 2 = t 1 t 2 = 2t 1 t2 = 3t 1
Cells in Inverse Average Average Inverse Average Average
Plate A Error % A Error % A Error % A Error % A Error %
8 2.671 7644 -0.63930 3.515 1071 -3.47550 3.806 9875 4.53950 3.684 0757 -4.41898 4.461 5550 15.75222
10 2.677 9305 -0.40999 3.558 4460 -2.28542 3.793 6699 4.17380 3.742 0191 -2.91568 4.339 7569 12.59225
12 2.681 2868 -0.28517 3.5829956 -1.61129 3.778 6282 3.76076 3.775 3527 -2.05086 4.257 0350 10.44608
14 2.683 3152 -0.20974 3.598 1623 -1.19482 3.7650387 3.38759 3.796 1410 -1.51152 4.197 8454 8.91045
16 2.684 6139 -0.16144 3.608 1397 -0.92084 3.753 3520 3.06668 3.809 9103 -1.15428 4.153 5988 7.76249
18 2.685 5158 -0.12790 3.6150587 -0.73084 3.743 4380 2.79444 3.819 4943 -0.90563 4.119 3730 6.87453
20 2.686 1647 -0.10377 3.620 0460 -0.59389 3.735 0047 2.56286 3.826 4220 -0.72590 4.092 1462 6.16815
Exact 2.688.9550 -+{).00001 3.641 6736 -+{).00001 3.641 6736 -+{).00001 3.854 4011 -+{).00001 3.854 40lJ to.OOOOl
I
~OTE: The non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratios are obtained for
I
I
I
I
0.5 !, =b
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;;.h A A Error Error byb e Eq. 5~62
0.5 3.361 1938 3.355 6322 -0.16398 -0.16449
1 2.688 9550 2.677 9306 -0.40999 -0.41123
2 3.361 1938 3.339 1440 -0.65601 -0.65797
4 5.714' 0294 5.669 9245 -0.77187 -0.77409
6 8.260 9446 8.224 7801 -0. 79803 -0.80024
8 10.923 880 10 .835 665 -0.80754 -0.80981
10 13.579 223 13.468 935 -0.81218 -0.81432
20 26.956 774 26.736 240 -0.81799 -0.82042
50 67.250 765 66.699 388 -0.81988 -0.82214
100 134.461 20 133.358 37 -0.82018 -0.82238
200 268.902 22 266.696 76 -0.82037 -0.82245
TABLE 5.11 COMPARISON OF ERROR FOR DIFFERENT ASPECT RATIOS
The non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratios ara obtained for
simply supported plates;
NOTE:
fJ
~ = 0.5,
fJY
n = 10
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TABLE 5.12 MINIMUM VALUE OF NON-DIMENSIONALIZED CRITICAL WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO
(S.S. PLATES AT THE UNLOADED EDGES, WITH RESIDUAL STRESS OF FIG. 5.17d)
Critical Free of Residual 1 1 1
Strain Stress cr = cry " = B"y
cr = ;< c
= ~y c = cry
"
= 7<J
rt rc rt Y rc rt rc 2 Y
t C cr r; J
cr cr A At
cr \ A. cr \. cr At A.- - At -t y ''y e cry 1 cry 1 "y 1
0 0 0 5.493 5.493 0 4.057 4.057 0 3.218 3.218
0.2500 0.2500 3 .803 3.795 0.2500 3.124 3.124 0.2500 2.775 2.775 0.2500 2.462 2.462
0.5000- 0.5000 2.689 2.783 0.5000 2.413 2.413 0.5000 2.241 2.241 0.5000 2.068 2.068
0.5000+ 1. 979 1. 979
0.7500- 0.7500 2.196 2.~191 0.7500 2.037 2.037 0.7500 1. 930 1. 930 0.6528 1.791 1.865
0.7500+ 1. 785 1.785
0.8750- 0.8750 2.033 2.033 0.8750 1.904 1. 904 0.7975 1.704 1. 762 0.7188 1. 704 1. 815
0.8750+ 1. 739 1. 739
0.9375 0.9375 1. 964 1.960 0.8885 1.698 1. 736 0.8194 1.671 1. 757 0.7491 1. 674 1.803
1.0000- 1.0000 1. 901 1.897 0.9012 1.660 1. 734 0.8400 1. 641 1.753 0.7778 1.648 1.795
1.0000+ 1. 731 1. 728
1.0625 1. 0000 1. 682 1. 679 0.9132 1. 626 1. 733 0.8594 1. 613 1. 751 0.8047 1.609 1. 775
1.1250 1.0000 1. 638 1.634 0.9244 1. 593 1.732 0.8775 1. 581 1.743 0.8299 1.580 1.765
1. 2500 1.0000 1. 558 1. 555 0.9444 1.533 1. 731 0.9100 1. 527 1.737 0.8750 1. 532 1.755
1.5000 1.0000 1.430 1.427 0.9753 1.429 1. 730 0.9600 1.429 1. 731 0.9444 1.433 1. 736
2.0000 1.0000 1.247 1.244 1.0000 1. 256 1. 729 1.0000 1. 259 1. 729 1.0000 1. 260 1.729
3.0000 1.0000 1.027 1.024 1.0000 1. 025 1. 729 1.0000 1.024 1.729 1.0000 1. 022 1. 729
No. of
Mesh 16 18 18 20 20 18 18
Cells
TABLE 5.13 MINIMUM VALUE OF NON-DIMENSIONALIZED CRITICAL WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO
(S.S. PLATES AT THE UNLOADED EDGES, WITH RESIDUAL STRESS OF FIG. 5.17b)
Critical Free of Residual
=
1 1 1
Strain (J (J = gay (J = (J = L;'Jy cr = (J = "'j'JyStress rt rc rt rc rt rc
t (J (J cr (Jcr cr A At
or
At A.
cr
At A.
cr
At A.- - - -t y cry e cry 1 cry 1 cry 1
0 0 0 8.291 8.291 0 5.863 5.863 0 4.145 4.145
0.2500 0.2500 3.803 3.795 0.2500 3.462 3.462 0.2500 3.200 3.200 0.2500 2.814 2.814
0.5000 0.5000 2.689 2.683 0.5000 2.558 2.558 0.5000 2.448 2.448 0.5000 2.263 2.263
0.7500 0.7500 2.196 2.191 0.7500 2.122 2.122 0.7500 2.058 2.058 0.7188 1. 922 1.947
0.8750 0.875 2.033 2.033 0.875 1.973 1. 973 0.8594 1.878 1.890 0.8047 1.805 1.858
0.9375 0.9375 1.964 1.960 0.9297 1.864 1.864 0.9023 1.805 1. 831 0.8418 1. 741 1.811
1.0000- 1.0000 1. 901 1.897 0.9688 1. 757 1. 781 0.9375 1. 740 1. 786 0.8750 1.709 1. 797
1.0000+ 1. 731 1. 728
1. 0625 1.0000 1. 682 1. 679 0.9922 1. 683 1. 736 0.9648 1.683 1. 754 0.9043 1. 657 1.765
1. 1250 1.0000 1.638 1.634 1.0000 1.636 1. 728 0.9844 1. 636 1. 736 0.9297 1. 627 1. 758
1. 2500 1.0000 1. 558 1. 555 1.0000 1.556 1.728 1.0000 1.559 1. 728 0.9688 1. 556 1.737
1.5000 1.0000 1.430 1.427 1.0000 1.426 1. 728 1.0000 1.427 1. 728 1.0000 1.435 1. 728
2.0000 1.0000 1. 247 1.244 1.0000 1. 243 1. 728 1.0000 1. 242 1.728 1.0000 1.243 1. 728
3.0000 1.0000 1.024 1.024 1.0000 1.023 1. 728 1.0000 1.022 1. 728 1.0000 1.020 1. 728
No. of
Mesh 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
Cells
A: analitically exact non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratioA~: non-dimensionalized Width-thickness ratio by the finite difference method (total strain theory)
Ai: non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio by the finite difference method (incremental theory)
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TABLE 5.14 MINIMUM VALUE OF NON-DIMENStONALIZED WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO
(PLATES FIXED AT THE UNLGlDED EDGES, WITH RESIDUAL STRESS OF FIG. 5.17d)
Free of Residual art= cry arc = 1
_ 1
= cr cr = ~ crCritica 1 8" cry crrt -cry crrc =4 cry crrt
Strain Stress y rc 2 Y
t cr crcr O'er crcr cr
....£E.t y cry
"e. "t cry "t "i cry "t ". cry "t \1
0 0 0 7.144 7.114 0 5.132 5.132 0 3.917 3.917
0.2500 0.2500 5.020 5.052 0.2500 4.11<1 4.118 0.2500 3.595 3.595 0.2500 3.098 3.098
0.5000- 0.5000 3.550 3.572 0.5000 3.189 3.189 0.5000 2.926 2.926 0.5000 2.641 2.641
0.5000+ 2.425 2.425
0.7500- 0.7500 2.898 2.917 0.7500 2.695 2.695 0.7500 2.530 2.530 0.6528 2.189 2.291
0.7500+ 2.191 2.191
0.8750- 0.8750 2.683 2.700 0.8750 2.521 2.521 0.7975 2.091 2.169 0.7188 2.077 2.230
0.8750+ 2.149 2.149
0.9375 0.9375 2.592 2.609 0.8850 2.100 2.148 0.8194 2.050 2.165 0.7491 2.039 2.218
.1. 0000- 1.0000 2.510 2.526 0.9012 2.055 2.147 0.8400 2.012 2.161 0.7778 2.005 2.210
1.0000+ 2.122 2.145
1.0625 1.0000 2.064 2.087 0.9132 2.012 2.146 0.8594 1. 976 2.158 0.8047 1. 957 2.188
1. 1250 1.0000 2.011 2.033 0.9244 1.972 2.145 0.8775 1. 938 2.153 0.8299 1.921 2.177
1. 2500 1.0000 1. 917 1.937 0.9444 1. 899 2.144 0.9100 1. 875 2.148 0.8750 1. 858 2.167
1.5000 1.0000 1. 762 1. 781 0.9753 1.771 2.141 0.9600 1. 754 2.142 0.9444 1. 739 2.149
2.0000 1.0000 1. 542 1.558 1.0000 1.562 2.136 1.0000 1.552 2.133 1.0000 1.541 2.136
3.0000 1.0000 1. 273 1.286 1.000 1.285 2.136 1.0000 1.277 2.133 1.0000 1. 269 2.136
No. of
Mesh 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
Cells
TABLE 5.15 MINIMUM VALUE OF NON-DIMENSIONALIZED WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO
(PLATES FIXED AT THE UNLCllDED EDGES, WITH RESIDUAL STRESS OF FIG, 5.17b)
Critical Free of Residual cr = cr ';~cr crrt = cr = 1 cr . crrt = cr = 1 crrt rc 8 Y rc 1; y rc 7 y
Strsin Stress
t cr crcr crcr crcrcr ---.£E.
- -
cry
"
"i cry \ ". cry "t ", cry At A,ey e 1 1 1
0 0 0 9.875 9.875 0 6.983 6.983 0 4.937 4.937
0.2500 0.2500 5.020 5.020 0.2500 4.505 4.505 0.2500 4.105 4.105 0.2500 3.544 3.544
0.5000 0.5000 3.550 3.572 0.5000 3.361 3.361 0.5000 3.186 3.186 0.5000 2.903 2.903
0.7500 0.7500 2.898 2.917 0.7500 2.797 2.797 0.7500 2.694 2.694 0.7188 2.422 2.457
0,8750 0.8750 2.683 2.700 0.870 2.604 2.604 0.8594 2.394 2.412 0.8047 2.248 2.324
0.9375 0.9375 2.592 2.609 0.9297 2.381 2.390 0.9023 2.267 2.306 0.8418 2.152 2.252
1.0000~ 1.0000 2.510 2.526 0.9688 2.189 2.224 0.9375 2.160 2.227 0.8750 2.106 2.233
1.0000+ 2.121 2.145
1.0625 1.0000 2.064 2.087 0.9922 2.081 2.154 0.9648 2.076 2.178 0.9043 2.035 2.190
1.1250 1.0000 2.011 2.033 1.0000 2.020 2.140 0.9844 2.015 2.154 0.9297 1. 993 2.179
1. 2500 1.0000 1. 917 1. 937 1.0000 1. 925 2.140 1.0000 1.920 2.140 0.9688 1.905 2.154
1.5000 . 1.0000 1. 762 1. 781 1.0000 1. 770 2.140 1.0000 1. 765 2.140 1.0000 1. 760 2.140
2.000 1.0000 1. 542 1. 558 1.0000 . 1.549 2.140 1.0000 1.545 2.140 1.0000 1. 538 2.140
3.000 1.0000 1.273 1. 286 1.0000 1. 280 2.140 1.0000 1.277 2.140 1.0000 1.272 2.140
No. of
Mesh 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
Cells
A
e
: analitically exact non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio
At: non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio by the finite difference method (total strain theory)
Ai: non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio by the finite difference method (incremental theory)
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TABLE 5.16 MINIMUM VALUE OF NON-DlMENSIONALIZED WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO BY THE TOTAL STRAIN THEORY
(PLATES FIXED AND FREE AT UNLOADED EDGES)
Residual Stress of Fig .. 5.17c ( C'rt ; C'y> Residual Stress of Fig. 5.17a
Critical Free of Residual Stress
Strain a ; 1/8 a y a ;1/4 C'y a ;1/2 C'y art; C'rc ;1/8 a y Crt; (J ;1/4 c- L"
; C ;1/2 c-
rc rc rc rc y rt rc y
€ (J cr ccr C' C' a a cr cr cr
--
cr __c_r
--.£L
-<if At -- At"y r::y Ae A t C'y At C'y At At -C'y At cry , cy
0 0 0 3.068 0 2.188 0 1.631 0 3.986 0 2.818 0 1. 993
0.2500 0.2500 1. 939 2.176 0.2500 1. 770 0.2500 1. 538 0.2500 1.304 0.2500 1. 909 0.2500 1. 723 0.2500 1.471
0.5000- 0.5000 1.371 1. 539 0.5000 1.371 0.5000 1.254 0.5000 1.118 0.5000 1.434 0.5000 1. 350 0.5000 1. 219
0.5000+ 0.9755
0.7500- 0.7500 1. 120 1. 256 0.7500 1. 158 0.7500 1.085 0.6578 0.8793 0.7500 1. 196 0.7500 1. 147 0.7188 0.9830
0.7500+ 0.8927
0.8750- 0.8750 1.037 1. 163 0.8750 1. 083 0.7975 0.8486 0.7188 0.8353 0.8750 1. 115 0.8594 0.9785 0.8047 0.9085
0.8750+ 0.8808
0.9375 0.9375 1. 002 1. 124 0.8885 0.8577 0.8194 0.8299 0.7491 0.8191 0.9297 0.9765 0.9023 0.9207 0.8418 0.8712
1. 0000- 1.0000 0.9697 1.088 0.9012 0.8364 0.8400 0.8125 0.7778 0.8040 0.9688 0.8913 0.9375 0.8759 0.8750 0.8496,
1.0000+ 0.8626 0.8835
1. 0625 1.0000 0.8356 0.8559 0.9132 0.8166 0.8594 0.7961 0.8047 0.7854 0.9922 0.8480 0.9648 0.8424 0.9043 0.8223
1.1250 1.0000 0.8110 0.8307 0.9244 0.7982 0.8775 0.7797 0.8299 0.7704 1.0000 0.8207 0.9844 0.8170 0.9297 0.80'34
1. 2500 1.0000 0.7677 0.7865 0.9444 0.7647 0.9100 0.7503 0.8750 0.7433 1.0000 0.7774 1.0000 0.7743 0.9688 0.7664
1.5000 1.0000 0.6986 0.7159 0.9753 0.7076 0.9600 0.6986 0.9444 0.6931 1.0000 0.7083 1.0000 0.7057 1.0000 0,7033
2.0000 1.0000 0.6029 0.6179 1.0000 0.6166 1.0000 0.6118 1.0000 0.6087 1.0000 0.6121 1.0000 0.6103 1.0000 0.6080
3.0000 1.0000 0.4908 0.5031 1.0000 0.5004 1.0000 0.4970 1.0000 0.4949 1.0000 0.4989 1.0000 0.4979 1.0000 0.4962
No. of
Mesh 8 9 10 9 8 8 8
Cells
non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio by analytical solution
non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio by finite difference method (total strain theory)
I
N
-...J
+:-
I
TABLE 5.17. MINIMUM VALUE OF NON-DIMENSIONALIZED WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO BY THE TOTAL STRAIN THEORY
(PLATES S. S. AND FREE AT UNLOADED EDGES).
Residual Stress of Fig. 5.17c ( er rt= cry) Residua 1 Stress of Fig. 5.17a
Critical Free of Residual Stress
Strain (J. = 1/8 (J (J =1/4 r1 c' =1/2 cr l~ :::;:. c =1/8 er er rt= (J =1/4 C r1 rt = C =1/2 Crc Y rc Y rc Y rt rc Y rc Y rc Y
"cr
-- cr er J \..."!" cr vcr a cr C cr
,. Y cr A A cr A cr A A A A A
-----cry e -cy - ..- ~'y -- --
·Y J Y Cy ay
a a a 2.528 a 1.310 a 1.009 a 2.528 a 1. 787 a 1. 264
0.2500 0.2500 1.240 1.257 0.2500 1.030 0.2500 0.9058 0.2500 0.7864 0.2500 1. 125 0.2500 1.028 0.2500 0.8910
0.5000- 0.5000 0.8771 0.8890 0.5000 0.7960 0.5000 0.7343 0.5000 0.6664 0.5000 0.8381 0.5000 0.7955 0.5000 0.7268
0.5000+ 0.6620
0.7500- 0.7500 0.7161 0.7259 0.7500 0.6722 0.7500 0.6337 0.6528 0.6119 0.7500 0.6972 0.7500 0.6721 0.7188 0.6413
0.7500+ 0.6284
0.8750- 0.8750 0.6630 0.6720 0.8750 0.6286 0.7975 0.6010 0.7188 0.5918 0.8750 0.6490 0.8594 0.6322 0.8047 0.6156
0.8750+ 0.6231
0.9375 0.9375 0.6405 0.6492 0.8885 0.6059 0.8194 0.5887 0.7491 0.5828 0.9297 0.6282 0.9023 0.6184 0.8418 0.6043
,
1.0000- 1.0000 0.6202 0.6286 0.90 12 0.5908 0.8400 0.5776 0.7778 0.5741 0.9688 0.6138 0.9375 0.6061 0.8750 0.5940
1.0000+ 0.6228
1.0625 1.0000 0.5990 0.60 15 0.9132 0.5766 0.8594 0.5671 0.8047 0.5656 0.9922 0.5999 0.9648 0.5942 0.9043 0.5838
1.1250 1. 0000 0.5798 0.5823 0.9244 0.5634 0.8775 0.5570 0.8299 0.5573 1.0000 0.5833 0.9844 ~·.5817 0.9297 0.5739
1.2500 1.0000 0.5464 0.5488 0.9444 0.5397 0.9100 0.5381 0.8750 0.5417 1. 0000 0.5493 1.0000 0.5529 0.9688 0.5535
1.5000 1.0000 0.4939 0.4961 0.9753 0.4994 0.9600 0.5032 0.9444 D.5104 1.0000 0.4962 1.0000 0.4983 1.0000 0.5974
2.0000 1.0000 0.4226 0.4245 1.0000 0.4322 1.0000 0.4370 1.0000 0.4439 1.0000 0.4243 1.0000 0.4253 1.0000 0.4293
3.0000 1.0000 0.3410 0.3426 1.0000 0.3442 1.0000 0.3456 1.0000 0.3479 1.0000 0.3423 1.0000 0.3426 1.0000 0.3439
No. of
Mesh 8 9 10 9 8 8 8
Cells
NOTE: The non-dimensiona1ized Width-thickness ratios by the finite difference method are computed for plates of which aspect
ratio is 10. While the exact solutions are for infinitively long plates.
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TABLE 5.18 DETAIL OF SPECIMENS
Piece Length Basic Specimen Length
No. in. Description Tests No. in. L/b b/t*
1 200 11-1/2 x 11-1/2 x 1/4 Coupons T-lA 60 5.31 44.0
in. Box Res idua 1 T-1B 60 5.34 44.0
Stress
2 140 7 x 7 x 1/4 Coupons T-2A 35 5.18 26.2
in. Box Residua 1 T-2B 35 5.18 26.2
Stress
*Average of four plates
TABLE 5.19 SUMMARY OF PLATE BUCKLING TESTS
~/w P P Pmax/py Pcr/ Py PcriPymax crS pee imen °rc/Oy Kips Kips Test Test Predicted
T-lA 2.61 0.12 700 520 0.53 0.39 0.43
T-1B 2.61 0.12 694 510 0.52 0.38 0.43
T-2A 1. 64 0.16 651 630 0.90 0.87 0.91
T-2B 1. 64 0.16 657 645 0.91 0.89 0.91
TABLE 6.1 LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR INTERACTION
OF COLUMN AND LOCAL BUCKLING
Main Program*
Cross Buckling Ana lytica 1 Finite Difference
SecJ;-ion Mode Solution** Solution***
H Torsion 290-2-36 290-2-32
H Weak Axis 290-2-37 290-2-33
Bending
Tee Bending and 290-2-38 290-2-34
Torsion
Equa 1 Bending and 290-2-39 290-2-35
Leg Torsion
Angle
*Programs refer to the file number at Fritz Engineering Laboratory,
Lehigh University.
**Sub-program LU225.D4.508 has to be added on each main program.
***Sub-program 290-7 has to be attached on each main program. The
object of the sllb-program is to average the thrust and K values
at the mesh points. The eigenvalue of the matrix is sought by
trial and error method.
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FIG. 3.2 EQUIPMENT USED FOR RESIDUAL STRESS
MEASUREMENTS
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FIG. 5.5 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR THE SMALLEST WIDTH-THICKNESS
RATIO AND THE CORRESPONDING ASPECT RATIO
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR S.S. PLATE AT UNLOADED EDGES --
SUBPROGRAM 2 : EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR BY ITERATION
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FIG. 5.6d FLOW DIAGRAM FOR S.S. PLATE AT
UNLOADED EDGES -- NOTATIONS
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FIG. 5.7 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR LOCAL BUCKLING OF COLUMNS--
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REDUCTION OF CRITICAL WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIO (S.S.
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COMPARISON WITH LOCAL BUCKLING TESTS AND PREDICTION
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